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3/19/2015 201503190 Web What impact will this have on the housing market? Thank you for your comments.   

Based on feedback that we have been gathering as well as studies that CN is and will be 

undertaking as required by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, we are designing 

this project to be as minimally invasive as possible.     

We will continue to engage with government officials, residential developers and the 

community as we continue to develop this project through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes.   

3/27/2015 

3/19/2015 201503191 Web Formally requesting a cease and desist on all major CN projects that contravene direction 

providing in 2008. Please contact Milton Mayor for guidance. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    Your comments will 

become part of the record of consultation for the project. 

CN has been operating in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a 

great place to live, work & and play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with 

these goals.   

We will continue to engage with the community and government officials as we develop this 

project through our consultation, design and construction processes.    

We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website or come to our 

Public Information Centre official opening at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 on Saturday, 

March 28th from 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM.   

3/27/2015 

3/19/2015 201503192 Web Hi, please add me to the email list for future communications. Also should you require any 

consultation on land acquisitions and or dispositions please feel free to engage me as I'm been 

very active  this marketplace for the last 10 years. 

Thank you for your interest with the CN Milton Logistics Hub. We will be happy to include you in 

all our future communications. We will also ask that our head of real estate and Business 

Development, connects with you directly. 

3/27/2015 

3/19/2015 201503193 Web I am interested in the noise level and traffic.  I currently live in Milton, in the area north of the site.  

We hear trains throughout the day / night.  There are already an increased number of trucks on 

the roads.  With the potential for increased train and truck traffic, it concerns me that the noise 

level will increase.  As I understand, there will be an increase number of transport trucks along 

the major routes (Tremaine, Bronte Rd, and HWY 25 South).  How close will the site be to existing 

residential areas?  How close will be to future developments the site?  Outside of the installing / 

developing berms, what are the action plans for ensuring that noise levels are not exceeded? 

Thank you for your interest in the CN Milton Logistics Hub and for raising your concerns.We are 

continuing to study noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options as part of our project planning.  

We sent our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on 

March 23, 2015; the CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its 

website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment on April 7, 2015.As we move through our 

environmental assessment, consultation, design, and construction processes, we will continue to 

seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any 

proposed mitigation programs.  Please continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com and 

drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 201503194 Email Hello!! I am currently a resident of Milton not too far from the proposed logistics hub. I currently 

work for a logistics company but have a 30-40min commute. To be able to work close by would 

be such a benefit. Would you be hiring for this hub and if so, will it be through a 3rd party??   Any 

information would be appreciated.  

Thank you for contacting us.  

There are many positive benefits of the new Milton Logistics hub, including the creation of more 

than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We would be happy to connect you with our HR 

department on future opportunities.     

Please send your resume through CN's website www.cn.ca. 

***Forwarded to Susan Ward*** 

Another HR related email. 

Best regards,  

Kim  

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 201503195 Email You may be interested, or can pass along this information to those in the community who will 

benefit from attending the upcoming Industrial Railway Safety Conference. For information, visit 

the website.In addition, our special guest speaker on Safety and Leadership is the real-life 

Captain [name]. Many are familiar with his story because of the Tom Hanks movie of the same 

name, Captain [name]. 

Thank you for passing this information along.  Safety is CN's number one priority. Best regards, 4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 201503196 Email Very interested in this project. Thank you for your continued interest in the CN Logistics Hub, and of course, for attending the 

official launch.  We would be pleased to keep you informed as we move forward.  

As you may know, we sent our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015; the CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

4/9/2015 
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documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment on April 7, 2015. 

 

Please continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com and drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/19/2015 201503197 Email Will your proposed facility drive the resale value of my home down--if not why not--I live off 

tremaine south of derry 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concern. CN has been operating in 

Milton for over 100 years, and we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, 

work & play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.We continue 

to study noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options as part of our project planning.  We sent 

our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 

7th, 2015 they posted CN's project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.As we move through our environmental 

assessment, consultation, design, and construction processes, we will continue to seek input 

from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs.Please continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 201503198 Email As a homeowner who lives within 100 feet of Tremaine Rd., I am very concerned about the 

dramatically increased truck traffic that will take place due to your logistics hub.  While you 

address the noise factor immediately adjacent to your facility, no mention is made to the trucks 

passing next to the residential areas that make up a substantial part of the route north to the 

401.  It would seem that putting an industrial facility in an area that is heavily residential is 

counterintuitive.Would there be no possibility to place the hub in the predominantly industrial 

area  north of the 401, where there is already infrastructure designed for such activity?We 

currently look out upon the escarpment. A steady stream of truck transport with its 

accompanying noise and air pollution seems totally incongruent with this setting.  I cannot 

support your endeavour. 

Thank you for your questions and feedback about the CN Milton Logistics Hub.We continue to 

study noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options as part of our project planning.  To start the 

environmental assessment process, we filed our project description to the Canadian 

Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA).  On April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project 

description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca public for 

comment.As part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and 

provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will 

integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through the environmental assessment, 

consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs. Please continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.   

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 201503199 Email Stop this! We won't allow this to ruin our community. I will be contacting my Councillor, MP and 

MPP to make sure our growing community stays safe for our children. 

Thank you for contacting us and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating in Milton for 

over 100 years, and we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work & play.  

We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  Safety is CN's number one 

priority and will continue to be as we plan this new hub. On April 7, 2015, the Canadian 

Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.We will continue to 

engage with the community and government officials as we develop this project through the 

environmental assessment, consultation, design and construction processes.We welcome you 

to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by 

our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.   

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 2015031910 Email As a concerned resident and those in the community many are wondering when will this site be 

completed as I assume the plans to building this is going through.  

Thank you for your interest in this project. We continue to study noise, light, traffic, and 

landscaping options as part of our project planning.  We have filed our project description to 

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the 

CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As we move through the environmental assessment, consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  It is our hope to begin 

construction in the latter half of 2016 with operations beginning by the end of 2017.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.    

4/9/2015 

3/19/2015 2015031911 Email A facility such as this does not belong in a residential area. This will drastically bring down the 

feel of the community, bring traffic congestion, it will pollute the area and will decrease the 

value of the homes in the area. There are plenty of industrial areas that you could put a facility 

of this nature but instead you are choosing to ruin a community, employ bully tactics and 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

4/9/2015 
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completely disregard the human element in this equation. I have always had a great deal of 

respect for CN but that is no longer the case. Please show the community that you are willing to 

play fair and are willing to work with them by working to find a better location for this type of 

facility. A bike path and a supply chain management course does not make this great for the 

community, people can see past that. Please end the bullying tactics and do what is right!!!!! 

P.s. Do you have one of these facilities in your backyard? 

(CEAA). We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public comment.A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, 

traffic, and landscaping options.  As a further part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to 

the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/19/2015 2015031912 Email Not impressed. CN is forcing its way into a residential community. Not opposed to the project, 

but strongly, strongly opposed to the location. Please reconsider the location and move north of 

the 401.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative 

locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that 

the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built 

on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, 

and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community, and from the Town 

of Milton and Halton Region officials, on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you 

to continue to provide your feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by 

our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503200 Email Provided contact information. Thank you for providing us with your contact information.  We wanted to let you know that CN 

began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment 

Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.In closing, we welcome you to provide any other 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503201 Email Provided contact information. Thank you for providing us with your contact information.   

 

We wanted to let you know that CN began the environmental assessment process through the 

Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to 

the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment. 

 

In closing, we welcome you to provide any other feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503202 Email I am Rb truck driver in Brampton with cn.it is very good that company like CN is getting bigger. 

Cn is best trucking company in Canada. This is very good news CN will create more jobs in 

Milton terminal. Best of luck we support you great CN 

Thank you for your support.There are many positive benefits of the new Milton Logistics hub, 

including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We will continue to send you 

our communications updating you on the project.  Of course, you can always visit our website 

www.CNMilton.com and our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in 

Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503203 Email As a soon to be resident of Milton, I am very concerned regarding the recent developments 

regarding the CN Intermodal. The location of the yard, probable location of their storage 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

4/9/2015 
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facilities, and increased transport truck traffic within the city are a hazard to all the local 

residents, their young families and environment on several levels. Even just a quick look at any of 

the several intermodal facilities across the GTA or anywhere reveals they are noisy, give off light 

and air pollution and increase truck traffic. This is a massive disaster for the local community! 

Please, listen to the local residents who do NOT want this. This is our home too, this is where we 

live, work and raise our children. It truly saddens me that a facility like this is being proposed 

down the street from me and my neighbors. Not all of us have the ability or finances to just pick 

up and move, so most of us will simply be stuck. If there is anything we can do to have this 

facility re-located before ground is struck, we should try to do so. 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As a further part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re 

confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  

It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land 

for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, 

design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from 

the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide your feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/20/2015 201503204 Email This railway will ruin a small community. This site is purely propaganda and CN railway clearly 

does not care about the community of Milton or about the environment.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA). A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com or come to our Public Information Centre at 

61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503205 Web I am sure you have seen Rob Duval's interview on Canada AM this morning. As a person who 

ran for town council in 2014, I would like to add my thoughts and concerns. Firstly, I am happy 

that CN will be building a depot in Milton, it will contribute to jobs and facilitate transportation of 

goods throughout Canada. But it is the location of your depot that is very troubling. It is 

problematic to have a facility where families live, and I don't think I need to list them as I am sure 

you are well aware of the impact a facility like this would have. As Mr. Duval mentioned, a 

location NORTH of the 401 would be better suited to your needs as that area is zoned for 

industrial use and would not directly impact the quality of life of Miltonians.You must realize also 

that in the coming decades Milton will continue to grow its infrastructure along with Oakville and 

Burlington. Having thousands of trucks intermingling with local traffic, cyclists and pedestrians 

would destroy that quality of live. Population numbers in Halton are slated to reach over 1M in 

the coming decade.Some other items I'd like to bring up are:• Milton has been a hub for cyclists 

for decades. This helps us in our promotion of healthy living in Milton. As a cyclist myself, I know 

firsthand that Britannia is a major route for cyclists, which is why during a public input session, 

having cycling lanes put in on the Britannia road expansion was introduced. • How is this going 

to impact the thousands of students going to Laurier everyday-walking, cycling. There is huge 

cause for concern by parents for their children's safety which is already being questioned. • 

What will be the impact for the Derry Green Business park. Will corporations want to plant roots 

in Milton inundated with truck traffic?• People are already saying they want to move out of 

Milton because of the current traffic loads. What will be the impact when Milton grows to 

350,000 (2030) and share the road with thousands of trucks.• What is the psychological impact 

of trucks driving past homes 24 hours a day.• Traffic has been so heavy at times, commuters 

wait on the James Snow ramp to merge onto the 401. Add the thousands of daily trucks 

entering Milton; will we foresee lineups of truck traffic on the 401 entering James Snow and 

Tremaine?Most importantly• Miltonians are extremely proud and protective of their natural 

surroundings. In any political debate the number one concern has always been protecting our 

environmental heritage. It is THE main reason people move to Milton. We are unique that we 

share the escarpment in our municipality. Miltonians will not allow that to be blighted by 24/7 

truck traffic. Mark, please take these issues seriously and I hope they are strongly considered 

Thank you for your interest, questions, and feedback regarding the Milton Logistics Hub.  CN 

began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment 

Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public comment.A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, 

traffic and landscaping options. Further as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton.  It is to be built on 400 acres of 

the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping, as well as recreation.The Milton Logistics hub will bring significant benefits to the 

area, including more than 1,000 direct and indirect, an investment of $250 million, community 

benefits of $230 million in municipal tax revenues, the CO-OP and summer jobs program for 

those studying in the logistics area, an annual conference in Milton and a great bicycle trail to 

connect existing and planned paths in the region.As we move through our consultation, design, 

and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town 

of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you 

to continue to provide your feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by 

our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 
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when discussing CN's option plan. 

3/20/2015 201503206 Email Stay out of Milton, you are ruining our town. This website is full of ridiculous, radical, political 

claims and verbiage but does not make logical sense. Hope you’re prepared for a long fight as 

I am a winner! Stop CN, stay out of Milton!  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide your 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503207 Email I am for progress but, the location of your intermodal station is sadly misplaced. This town doesn't 

have the ways and the means to support this idea unless you are willing to 100% look after the 

problems and issues that will occur because of your decision to move forward on this site. At this 

point in time I have no other opinion but to say Hell no not in my back yard. The provincial 

government has already hog tied us with residential expansion that was accelerated beyond 

our control and we are very dearly paying the price for this edict. Now you have decided to 

deal another negative blow to this once very admired community. I truly hope you will 

reconsider this idea and look at other possible sites that can and will better serve the needs of 

your organization. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of the CEAA process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and 

landscaping options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, 

CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public comment.Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to 

the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide your feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/20/2015 201503208 Email I am a new resident in Milton. I moved with my family from Montreal (Quebec) to Milton 

recently. Currently, I am looking for a Job Opportunity in and around Milton and very excited to 

know that the construction and operation / maintenance of this CN Intermodal facility is going 

to bring lots of Jobs to the town. My background is "Logistics and Customer Service" and I would 

like to get involved right from the beginning of the Project i.e. from the information phase to 

Construction and Operation phase. Could you please direct me to the person to get in touch 

with for a Job Opportunity related to this project? 

Thank you for contacting us.  There are many positive benefits of the new Milton Logistics hub, 

including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We would be happy to 

connect you with our HR department on future opportunities.    Please send your resume 

through CN's website www.cn.ca. 

4/9/2015 
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3/22/2015 201503220 Email I am voicing my opposition to the location that CN has selected to develop an intermodal 

facility in Milton.  The location is adjacent to a sensitive environment and adjacent to the 

southernmost residential development of Milton, where some people have put deposits to pay 

over $700,000 for a new home.  In addition, the resulting truck traffic in a densely populated 

area will create health problems for a generation of children, as much of Milton is flush with 

young families that have selected to move to Milton due to greater affordability and a family 

friendly location.I am concerned for my 2 daughters, who love where they live in a quiet, family 

friendly Town that will now have 24 hour train and truck traffic.  They are only 7 and 3 but face 

greater health concerns if they are forced to grow up in an area polluted by truck traffic.  I 

would imagine that no person, including CN staff, would want to see Canadian children 

growing up with poor health.There is as you are aware, the industrial zone of Milton where CN 

has tracks running north of HWY 401, west of HWY 407.  This is an ideal location for an intermodal 

site because of the many warehouse distribution and trucking firms already located along HWY 

401.  I do not understand the logic behind the proposed CN intermodal site that is far from HWY 

401 and will generate extensive truck traffic and pollution through an urban area, can you 

explain why you would do this?I ask CN to consider the consequences to residents of Milton and 

the environmental impact to the stunning and sensitive Niagara Escapement region of Milton.   

Please relocate the intermodal site to north of HWY 401 where there is empty land and there are 

CN tracks beside the many warehouse distribution and trucking firms. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.   CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As a further part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're 

confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  

It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land 

for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, 

design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from 

the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide your feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.   

4/9/2015 

3/22/2015 201503221 Email We do not want our beautiful town to turn into trucker’s town. Please do not destroy our City Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com or come to our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/22/2015 201503222 Email Can you provide a map of the proposed location, trails and other features?Can you provide a 

list of environmental features that will be protected on the site as well as a list of features that will 

be modified.? I.e. wetland creeks etc. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.    We have filed our project description to the 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency for review and on April 7th, 2015, CEAA posted 

the project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.  A component of the CEAA process includes the study of noise, 

light, traffic, and landscaping options.  As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com or come to our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/23/2015 201503230 Email I oppose the current proposal for the intermodal facility in Milton. It is detrimental to the 

community and does not add any benefit. The CN facility is best suited for a heavy industrial 

area (near 401) as opposed to the quiet residential areas of Milton. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  In fact, there are many 

benefits to the Milton Logistics hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an 

investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits 

through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.CN began the environmental 

assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A 

component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping options.  

We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN 

project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public 

comment.As part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and 

provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice. As we move through our 

consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide your feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

4/9/2015 
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Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/24/2015 201503240 Web Bringing such an intermodal site to Milton at this location will destroy Milton's environment and 

the future of this town. I bet there are many other options can make your company more 

profitable than coming to our town! I am fully against.- A resident in Milton since 2007. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  There are many benefits 

to the Milton Logistics hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an 

investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits 

through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.CN began the environmental 

assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A 

component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options.  

We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN 

project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public 

comment.As a part of the CEAA process, CN will also be required to analyze alternative 

locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide your feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/24/2015 201503241 Email I am very interested in any plans you have regarding this project.  If you could please forward 

any plans you currently have and update me as the project progresses, it would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  We will ensure that you receive regular 

communications about the Milton Logistics Hub.In the meantime, we have filed our project 

description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, 

CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/24/2015 201503242 Email My neighbour across the road from my farm near King Lake 

His wife is Dr [name], a wetlands ecology consultant who worked with Chris Hadfield on some 

phragmites research. 

He's a waterfowl biologist who handles community relations for a professor and his students at 

the converted Port Rowan wetlands area. 

 

Thank you for this contact information for [name]. We would be interested in meeting with him 

and Dr. [name].   

Can you please send her contact information as well so that we can follow up?  Or should we 

go through [name]? 

Please let us know when you have a moment. 

4/9/2015 

3/24/2015 201503243 Email Thanks for your reply. If CN is confident about the mutual benefits this project brings to the local 

community, why just go through an assessment process by Halton Region and Town of Milton 

before going to CEAA?  If the local community has concerns on the project, what is point 

applying an assessment at federal level? I know CN is federal regulated business, is CN using this 

power to ignore local concerns while CN is clearly aware of it back to 2001~2008 the project 

was declined by the region. What is the bottom line of CN if most of residents in the town and 

region disagree with it, will CN still proceed? 

Thank you for your further feedback.  By moving goods by train and through this Logistics Hub, 

we will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 9,510 tones annually.  Even the Halton Region 2011 

– 2013 Transportation Master Plan recognized the benefit of intermodal terminals, such as CN’s 

proposed project, in overall goods movement and as an environmental benefit.  The fact that 

CN is federally regulated and is not bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is 

not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN’s filing of a project description with the CEAA 

is a step that leads to a consultation process in which interested participants are invited to 

participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of 

the public, municipal, regional, and provincial governments along with various government 

agencies.  We remain committed to fully engaging the province, region, and municipalities, 

and have had numerous meetings and briefings with elected officials at all levels of 

government prior to the launch of the project.  Those discussions will be ongoing, as will 

discussions with the public. Please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website 

www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

3/25/2015 201503250 Email Dear CN,I am reaching out to you to express my deep concern about the proposed CN rail 

yard in Milton.I am an Oakville resident, but a frequent visitor to Milton, mostly to enjoy the many 

recreational activities Milton has to offer.I am an avid hiker, skier, and cyclist;  I am concerned 

that the increased rail and truck traffic with become a significant detriment to the bucolic 

beauty of southern Milton and northern Oakville.Please re-evaluate what seems to be a terrible 

proposition.  Perhaps there is a better location in Sothern Ontario that does not adversely affect 

such a large population. 

Hello,Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    We wanted to let 

you know that CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian 

Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of 

noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA 

and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the project description and summary documents on its 

website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.In addition, as part of the CEAA process, 

CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton 

4/9/2015 
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site is the best choice.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring 

significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN 

lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/25/2015 201503251 Email No to proposed railyard and intermodal terminal Milton. Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com or come to our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/25/2015 201503252 Email Good day, my name is [name], and I am a Project Archaeologist with [company name].  I am 

interested in obtaining information about the CN Milton Hub Project, specifically about the 

Environmental Assessment and any requirements for archaeological services.  Is there a contact 

person I may speak to concerning outstanding services required for this project.  Thank you in 

advance for your assistance. 

Thank you for contacting us about the Milton project.  

 

CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 

2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment. 

 

As for your specific services, we will pass along your contact information to the project team.  

 

Thank you again for your interest.  

4/9/2015 

3/25/2015 201503253 Email Milton does not want this in its current proposed location. Miltonsaysno...Facebook, Twitter and 

.com See for yourself....currently I have little respect for CN; they obviously don't respect Milton 

residents. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    We wanted to let you 

know that CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 

2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.We're confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 

acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as 

well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/25/2015 201503254 Email Hello, I want to thank you for truly and utterly crushing my dream. I slaved for years to afford my 

first house and now I have an industrial Hub less than a kilometer away from where I was 

supposed to live in December.Now I won't pretend to know if this municipal incompetence that 

allowed residential properties to be built this close to a CN rail industrial site or ultimately CN Rail 

was deceitful. I do know that you have absolutely crushed many individuals that were once 

ecstatic to own their own homes. I cannot wait to see the damage you cause the roads, the 

traffic congestion you will create, the deafening noise, elongated construction plan and the 

fact I can likely see of all of this front and center from my new Mattamy home. I poured 

everything I had into that house. I was planning on raising a family there. Now I wouldn't buy a 

dog.I would like to sincerely thank you again for deflating me, more than I have ever thought 

possible. I am going to attempt to sell before you destroy all the property value around you. I 

hope it's not already too late... but since you have already stripped me of my future vision for 

myself it is only fitting you strip me of my financial standing as well. Really, I find it hard to believe 

that is the best site for this to occur. REALLY hard to believe. Not that you care, I am sure the 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  We’re confident 

that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be 

built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.We will continue to engage with the community 

and government officials as we develop this project through the environmental assessment, 

consultation, design and construction processes.   In addition, CN began the environmental 

assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on 

April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.In closing, we welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.   

4/9/2015 
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money you will create for yourselves outweighs the destruction you will wreak upon others. I pray 

that something like this never happens to you or your family. I really don't. You have taken my 

future and my peace of mind.  

3/25/2015 201503255 Email Looking forward to CN initiating a town hall with residents in Milton.  Neither the Town nor its 

residents are against CN building an Intermodal terminal here.  The challenge is the location.  

Anyone in their right mind would recognize this is a horrible location.  Sorry you bought up the 

property.  Land swap?Unfortunately CN went about this the wrong way, and is playing the 

heavy.  Websites are nice, but blindsiding key stake holders such as the town and region, 

without informing them first of your intention is poor business decision making.  Had CN 

approached both and said we hope to do this, can we talk, the conversation we hope to have 

now, would have precede the current situation and feelings of resentment.  There is already a 

growing ground swell of support in the town to oppose this project in its current form and 

location.  Our expected outcome is discussion and to hear our concerns, and not glaze over the 

answers by deflecting with indirect responses. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    I would like to clarify, 

there were discussions regarding this project with various levels of government in advance of 

the announcement of this project, and CN is committed to continue to discuss this project with 

all stakeholders.CN recently began the environmental assessment process through the 

Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to 

the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.A 

component of the CEAA process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  In addition, CN will also be required to analyze alternative locations and provide 

justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate 

into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 

1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, 

as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, 

we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/26/2015 201503260 Email Please move this project to a suitable industrial area.  Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concern.    CN is beginning the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency and on April 7, 2015 they posted the project description and summary documents on 

their website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA 

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring 

significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN 

lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/26/2015 201503261 Email Which roads will trucks travel to and from the intermodal from the 401?  Will they take Tremaine?  

Tremaine does have two traffic circles between the 401 and the proposed location. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/26/2015 201503262 Email I am writing to you today to share my concerns with CN's plans of building this intermodal site 

right in the middle of Milton's new residential areas.I find it unbelievable, that CN would consider 

this a prime location for building such a facility, and not consider the thousands of families that 

live here. Not to mention the impact it will have on the already existing traffic problem, our 

economy, the tourism, the parks, our brand new velodrome, and the escarpment wildlife just to 

mention a few.My wife, three kids and I have been living in Milton for 7 years, and we just 

bought another home here. We always said, there is no other place we would rather live. 

Regrettably, with the construction of this intermodal at the proposed location between Britannia 

and lower baseline, I don't think we will consider staying here for any length of time. Please 

consider moving the site to a more industrial location that is closer to our highways and not 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.In addition, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're 

confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  

It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land 

for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, 

4/9/2015 
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smack in the middle of people's homes.  design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from 

the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/26/2015 201503263 Email What are you plans to keep traffic congestion at a reasonable level on Tremaine and 

25/Ontario street? 1500 trucks per day does not seem manageable 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.   CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.We welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/26/2015 201503264 Email I am a new resident in Milton. I moved with my family from Montreal (Quebec) to Milton 

recently. Currently, I am looking for a Job Opportunity in and around Milton and very excited to 

know that the construction and operation / maintenance of this CN Intermodal facility is going 

to bring lots of Jobs to the town.  

My background is "Logistics and Customer Service" and I would like to get involved right from 

the beginning of the Project i.e. from the information phase to Construction and Operation 

phase.  

 

Could you please direct me to the person to get in touch with for a Job Opportunity related to 

this project? 

Thank you for contacting us.   

 

There are many positive benefits of the new Milton Logistics hub, including the creation of more 

than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We would be happy to connect you with our HR 

department on future opportunities.    Please send your resume through CN's website 

www.cn.ca. 

 

***Forwarded to Susan Ward*** 

 

Another CN Milton HR Request. 

 

Best regards, 

Kim  

4/9/2015 

3/27/2015 201503270 Email We live at Derry Road and Tremaine intersection and worry about the significant increase in 

traffic volume that will occur as a result of the implementation of the rail hub.  We live in a quiet 

neighbourhood overlooking farmer's fields and the escarpment and are not looking forward to 

the steady stream of truck traffic that will result.  We had moved out to Milton in order to get 

away from the big hustle and bustle of Scarborough.  Please bear in mind the concerns of us 

residents as to where the truck traffic will be assigned to drive on and at what times.  The trucks 

would also have difficulty maneuvering around the round-a-bouts that are now being installed 

on Tremaine north of Britannia anyways.  I believe the most optimal route for them will be to 

invest in the widening of Britannia and sending the traffic to James Snow Parkway directly to the 

401 so as to avoid the residential traffic on Derry Road and Britannia.  Finally, as you are certainly 

aware Milton is a growing town/city and believe the increase in traffic and noise from truck 

traffic (i.e. highway of trucks on Tremaine) will have a negative influence on the inflationary rise 

of homes.Thank-you for taking our concerns into your consideration and look forward to hearing 

a response and/or notice of town-hall meetings on the topics. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.We will be working with all levels of government 

for the required transportation infrastructure that is needed for this Project.  In partnership with all 

levels of government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating 

immediate construction jobs. This will help address growing road congestion on the Region's 

existing road network.We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our 

website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/27/2015 201503271 Email Good morning,  I understand the Milton Information Centre will open this Saturday.  Will you 

please confirm whether there will be a formal presentation or if you will just be fielding questions 

on a drop in basis?   

I wanted to reach out to you to let you know that CN has filed our project description to the 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN 

project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public 

review and comment.If you have yet to have an opportunity to visit the information centre, 

please note that we are open on a drop in basis from noon until 8pm Monday through Friday 

and from 9am to 2pm on Saturdays.   Please check the website www.CNMilton.com for any 

changes to  those times.  

4/9/2015 

3/27/2015 201503272 Email Please be advised I have some serious concerns about the location of the proposed CN 

Intermodal Hub in Milton.  The location is less than ideal considering it isn’t even zoned for heavy 

industrial and very close to designated residential.  A railway yard or train facility would be one 

thing but an Inter-modal which has very heavy truck traffic which runs 24/7 and creates 

significant light, noise and some air pollution.   This belongs close to a highway entrance point, 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  I just want to assure you 

that there will not be 15,000 trucks daily.  At opening of the facility we anticipate roughly 650 

trucks in and out daily, to a maximum of 800 in and out per day by 2020.CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

4/9/2015 
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as 15,000 trucks daily (to start) having to drive up Regional roads which have residential 

surrounding just to access a highway would be a significant concern to Halton residents.  This is 

an area of land close to greenbelts and the escarpment as well.   Please listen to the residents 

and councillors.  CN should not be able to pull rank and circumvent processes that other 

businesses have to go through.  Surely any other industrial company that wanted to build right 

next to zoned Residential would be stopped in its tracks (pun intended).   

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re 

confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  

It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land 

for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, 

design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from 

the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.  

3/27/2015 201503273 Email IT IS NOT FAIR FOR THE NEW HOME BUYERS WHO JUST PURCHASED NEW MATTAMY 

DEVELOPMENTS DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET. NOT TO MENTION THE TRAFFIC AND COMBUSTION 

THIS WILL CAUSE TO CLOSE TO SO MANY HOMES- PLEASE CONSIDER MOVING FARTHER NORTH OF 

MILTON WHERE THE REST OF THE INDUSTRY IS.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.In addition, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to 

the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/27/2015 201503274 Email CN plans to build a 400-acre intermodal facility in Milton, between Britannia and Lower Base 

Line, east of Tremaine road (yes, towards the urban population). Just north of  this we have 

residential land and north-west of this we will have the University. This 24/7 operation will see 

approximately a truck every minute, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our infrastructure in that 

area is not designed to handle that type of truck traffic.It will be approximately 3 km in length 

but will employ only a handful of people.It will consume 400 acres of prime real-estate that 

otherwise would've created many jobs and millions in taxes that we will miss out on.The 

operation will generate light and noise pollution 24 hours a dayI welcome new businesses but I 

believe heavy industries belong in heavy industrial land suitable for that use, not surrounded by 

residential area.Our ask is very reasonable: a project such as this belongs in an industrial area 

away from residential subdivisions and closer to highways. CN needs to work with the town to 

find appropriate locations. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.As part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative 

locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  A further 

component of the process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options.  

We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the 

community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/27/2015 201503275 Email There's 2 sets of tracks North of James Snow Parkway that is just a little east of Bronte (as James 

Snow runs parallel to the 401). This location is one that will serve you first in building the inter-

modal and second serve the residents including myself who live on Britannia and Bronte as the 

facility will be in a more appropriate location away from residential area. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.In addition, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to 

the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

4/9/2015 
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www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/28/2015 201503280 Email Our friends and family in Milton are all against the planning of the intermodal CN station you 

want to be located on Britannia road. We are not against the idea of having an intermodal 

station in the Halton region, we are just against having it smack in the middle of a residential 

community. Surely there are more appropriate locations that could have been selected to 

house this logistics station. We take pride in living in this beautiful residential community, and it 

would be a shame to see it ruined because somebody sitting in a seat with authority thought 

that this spot looked good on paper, with no regards nor cares as to what negative impacts it 

would have on the expanding community. I am sure that they would be the first to stand up 

against this if somebody proposed such a thing to be built in their neighborhood. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.In addition, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best 

choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to 

the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/28/2015 201503281 Email It is hugely disappointing and disturbing to learn about the proposed CN facilities in close 

proximity near our residential area. If this goes through it will destroy our only valuable asset that 

we have worked with our blood and sweat which is our home to devalue greatly.Please 

consider relocating to an industrial zoned area not within the proximity of our residential area. 

Please have human compassion. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public comment.In addition, as a part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re 

confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  

It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land 

for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, 

design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from 

the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/29/2015 201503290 Email Your project will destroy our area. Handling 1000 trucks a day means more than 40 trucks an 

hour is insane. This is very small town to handle this. You do not have our support. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.We will be working with all levels of government for the required 

transportation infrastructure that is needed for this Project.  In partnership with all levels of 

government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating 

immediate construction jobs. This will help address growing road congestion on the Region's 

existing road network.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, 

we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/29/2015 201503291 Web I accept your statements on pollution on are true on a National and Provincial level.  However, 

making Milton a focal point it is only reasonable that pollution will increase in a densely 

populated residential area. Secondly, the volume of truck traffic through the town of Milton can 

only increase dramatically. Given the location and major routes out of town those trucks by 

necessity will travel already overburdened roads passing schools and pedestrian traffic. This is 

both a safety and quality of life issue.  Thank you. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    We would like to assure 

you that safety is CN's number one priority and will continue to be as we plan this new hub.CN 

began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment 

Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and 

landscaping options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, 

CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to 

4/9/2015 
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continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/29/2015 201503292 Email As a resident of Milton I would like to STATE my objection to the Intermodal Hub that you are 

currently proposing in Milton.  The location stated is between Britannia to the North, Lower 

Baseline to the South, Tremaine to the West and Highway 25 to the East HAS MANY ISSUES OF 

CONCERN: 1)amount of truck traffic is absolutely absurd travelling through residential areas of 

Milton, Oakville and Burlington 2) with the huge increase in traffic the resultant effects of  

pollution on the escarpment (the reason we moved to Milton) and on the Protected Nature 

Heritage System located right next to your proposed site.3) proximity to residential areas of 

Milton, noise pollution, light pollution, etc.4) location is an area that is not zoned for commercial 

purposesAMOUNG MANY OTHER ISSUESMilton has industrial land north of the 401... If it has to be 

located in Milton this is where it should be, please work with the Town of  to find an alternative 

location.You stated in 2008 that you no longer required these lands for intermodal purposes and 

were considering using this land for other purposes which were more in line with the Town's 

current zoning laws.STICK TO YOUR WORD!! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    In 2008, CN indicated 

that it had no plans to build a Logistics hub in Milton for the foreseeable future.  However, things 

have changed dramatically since then.  Six years ago no organization – including CN – could 

have predicted the stunning growth in intermodal, and the demand for this transportation 

method is up 68% since 2008.  Much of that growth has to do with the environmental benefits of 

intermodal transportation.CN began the environmental assessment process through the 

Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the 

study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping options.  We have filed our project description to 

the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the project description and summary documents 

on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.Further, as part of the 

CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for 

why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and 

bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN 

lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/30/2015 201503300 Email Provided contact information. Thank you for providing us with your contact information.  We wanted to let you know that CN 

began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment 

Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.In closing, we welcome you to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/30/2015 201503301 Email I live on Tremaine Road in Milton.  My home abuts the southernmost property (a horse farm) that 

was purchased by CN in 2001/2002.   On the Friday after the official announcement a CN 

representative knocked on my door to try and sell the CN proposal.  To say that I was not happy 

would be an understatement.   When I asked about the entrance to the hub, I was told that it 

was projected to be off Britannia Road, from RR25; unless the municipality forced them to move 

it to Tremaine Road, then it would be half way up the horse farm – ½ km from my home which 

would mean trucks idling outside my house 24/7 – not exactly the retirement dream I had.  

When my husband passed away 3 years ago, one factor in my decision to stay put was that the 

town had designated these lands as mixed employment and residential.When I visited the 

information centre after the opening on Saturday, March 28, I voiced my concern about the 

entrance and trucks on Tremaine. The very considerate gentleman I spoke with, told me I didn’t 

have to worry as the road is not classed for these large container trucks.  Coincidentally, I had 

remembered my husband mentioning that years ago and when I went into town, I confirmed 

that the signs that are still there.  But I do have one question – which of these representatives is 

correct?     Although I was relieved when I left the info centre, providing he was correct, I still 

plan to help in the fight to have the hub moved to an industrial area.   

Thank you for outreaching to us, asking questions, and for raising your concerns.To answer your 

main question, where Tremaine Road is adjacent to CN’s property, it is not currently designated 

for these types of vehicles.   Further, as we likely mentioned at the information centre, CN began 

the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.In terms of location, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be 

required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the 

best choice.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits 

to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a 

significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move 

through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from 

the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our 

website www.CNMilton.com and to come back to our Public Information Centre at 61 James 

Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

3/31/2015 201503310 Email I've done my research and it seems like CN is beating around the bush with residents and the 

towns concerns.Quite simply, get out of my backyard with your pollution, trucks and noise and 

find industrial land elsewhere. This is BEAUTIFUL escarpment, countryside and farmland, please 

don't ruin it. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of 

the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification 

for why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, 

and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres 

4/9/2015 
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of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/31/2015 201503311 Email No to proposed CN facility in Milton Thank you for your comment on this project.  CN recently began the environmental assessment 

process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that 

process includes the study of noise, light, traffic and landscaping options.  We have filed our 

project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 

2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

4/1/2015 201504010 Email I truly hope, for the people of Milton's sake that you decided to MOVE this intermodal to an 

appropriate location. You are putting this NEXT TO A RESIDENTIAL AREA. As someone who just 

bought in Milton and will be living down the street from this noise, pollution filled piece of land 

I'm outraged and disgusted.How can you even for one minute think this location is okay?! You 

truly need to reconsider where this should be i.e. closer to the highway, closer to busier/larger 

streets, in an industrial area far away from houses. Ask yourself if you would like to live next 

to/close to this?!I fear the noise, light, and pollution this will cause (and don't tell me it will be 

eco-friendly-hundreds of trucks driving to this facility and idling waiting to get in is NOT eco-

friendly). I fear my property value for my house will go down before I even move in! I'm honestly 

shocked and disgusted. As a teacher I'm even more disgusted that you would put this so close 

to future schools and nearby where children live. What lovely air they will be breathing 

in...This....GOOD FOR OUR ENVIRONMENTIt will be world class, sustainable and will showcase 

environmentally advanced technology. The facility will be at the forefront in Energy and 

Environmental Design including solar panels, rainwater capture, green roofing, natural and LED 

lighting. We will enhance the natural habitat of Indian Creek.It will include a family bicycle trail 

to connect existing and planned paths, helping families lead healthy, active lives....Is all bullshit. 

How will the loading/unloading and development of this facility enhance our agricultural 

area/conservation area??WHO would actually want to go ride a bike trail nearby this?!I ask you, 

put yourself in our shoes. Would you be happy if you lived next to this and had your roads ruined, 

your air polluted, your backyard noisy from trucks and bright from 24/7 lights, your property 

value decrease? I didn't think so... 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN recently began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.A 

component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping options.  

Also as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and 

provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will 

integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  We welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop by our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

4/3/2015 201504030 Web I am very concerned about this project. How do you propose to get the trucks to this facility as 

there are no existing roads that can handle that kind of truck traffic in the immediate area. 

Which roads will be used? Will they be going/coming to/from the 401? If so by what road? 

Tremaine? What further road development will be completed to accommodate the truck 

traffic, if so will this work be completed before the opening of the intermodal? 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN initiated the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA, and on April 7, 2015 CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

3/27/2015 

4/3/2015 201504031 Email This is a very slick presentation, but it doesn't seem to have a lot of information. For example, 

there doesn't seem to be a map of the project. How many trucks a day would use the facility? 

Hello,Thank you for your interest in this project and for your feedback.CN initiated the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA, and on April 7, 2015 CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

3/27/2015 
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Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In terms of truck traffic, at 

opening we anticipate roughly 650 trucks in and out daily, to a maximum of 800 trucks in and 

out per day by 2020.  We will be working with all levels of government for the required 

transportation infrastructure that is needed for this project. We will continue to update our 

website.  We welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 

202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

4/3/2015 201504032 Email My mother owns a property about 1.5 miles north of the Hwy 25/407 interchange.She has got 

the entrepreneurial spirit and wants to do business with the local CNR folk. Possibly rents rooms, 

storage space or a bed and breakfast for the overnighters. The bungalow could probably rent 

out 3 extra guests and it sits on a 150 x 150 foot lot with plenty of potential. She is a CNIB client. 

To the south is neighbour [provided name],who repairs heavy machinery across North America. 

([name]  [telephone number])Her brother-in-law is [provided name] a multiple agricultural 

implements dealer in the Eastern Ontario Region.  ([name]  [telephone number])To the north of 

[provided address] is neighbour [provided name] the farmer, who helps [provided names] (me) 

with their own farm operations, which includes a 42 acre oasis for wildlife in Norfolk City 

([provided name] [provided number]) Other neighbours on [provided street name] [provided 

neighbours and their contact information] [provided name] the mystery inventor-millionaire 

building a super-mansion at the end of the road. Blakelock graduate, works as group manager 

at [company] in Hamilton. 

Hello, Thank you for your continued interest in this project and your kind offers.We will continue 

to be in touch with you as the planning moves forward and we better understand the needs we 

may have.Best regards, CN Milton Team 

4/9/2015 

4/3/2015 201504033 Web I see you are highlighting the benefits to Milton and state the measures that will be taken to 

reduce noise and visibility of the facility.  What you completely ignore is the noise and pollution 

of the hundreds of trucks going to and from the facility.  You claim no trucks will go through 

residential areas, but I am at a loss to understand how, exactly the trucks will get from the 401 to 

this facility, James Snow Parkway, highway 25 and Tremaine Road all involve residential areas 

and the area slated for development by you is serviced by 2 lane country roads.  Your plans 

have completed ignored probably the biggest problem with the location of this facility, getting 

to and from it.  Facilities such as this belong close to a highway, in an industrial area.  I 

personally, live in an area that will not be directly affected by this facility, aside from have to get 

through the general traffic nightmare this will cause.  However, your proposal defies all logic in 

my opinion.  I am very aware of the many complex forces that drives decisions such as this both 

political and fiscal and that facilities such as this are important, necessary and serve the needs 

of many people.  However, you need to locate this facility where the road infrastructure can 

support it, lest you completely ruin what little remains of our beautiful, once quiet community.  

Thank-you. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA, and on April 7, 2015 CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to 

continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton 

Team 

4/9/2015 

4/4/2015 201504040 Email City of Milton allocated 400 acres to Milton Education Village on the west side of the Tremaine, 

and already spent $ 56-60 millions on the National Cycling Stadium.  Boyne Development plan is 

accommodate 50000 residents along Britannia from Tremaine to James Snow Park.  City has 

always been planning Industrial development in the north of 401.  Any industrial development 

would be better from the Residential Areas. Thanks for providing me the opportunity to express 

my opinion and of my other 5 Family Members. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    We wanted you to 

know that CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 

2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website 

www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment (CEAA) process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide 

justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We are also very aware of the 

neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, 

and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility.Overall, we're confident that the hub 

will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping, as well as recreation. As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 

4/5/2015 201504050 Email I had a chance to visit CN place at 61 James Snow Parkway, Milton, ON to see and discuss pros 

and cons for the Intermodal project with Mr. Eric. He answered and explained most of my 

questions very well but he could not provide answer related to burden of road traffic once this 

Thank you for your continued interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    As Eric likely 

mentioned, CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian 

Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of 

4/9/2015 
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facility would be fully operational.  There would be 800 to 1000 tractor and trailers on the road in 

small town (Milton) on daily basis which is struggling itself to maintain its existing infrastructure 

against the rising demands of expanding population.I appreciate there could be 1000 job 

employment but not necessarily for miltonian. On the other hand, impact of high and heavy 

traffic on the roads of Milton would cost miltonians high in taxes, tragic gridlock and chaotic 

drives on daily basis. I moved into this town last year and now I with my family like many others is 

very disturb after hearing about this CN's venture.I request CN management either to come up 

with a serious plan to manage pressure of traffic or consider any other site other than Milton for 

the construction of intermodal projects.  

noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to the 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency for review and on April 7, 2015 CEAA posted 

documents regarding the project on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and 

comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, routing, and 

infrastructure.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our 

website www.CNMilton.com and to come back to our Public Information Centre at 61 James 

Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/5/2015 201504051 Email Dear elected representatives, I am just writing to inform you that I am all in favor of CN deciding 

to locate its proposed intermodal terminal in Milton and the economic benefits and high paying 

union jobs that will come along with it. (I am sure that the current plethora of left leaning 

elected representatives will appreciate the latter statement)  Anything that will facilitate the 

efficient transfer of goods across this country has certainly got my vote. The fact that this is being 

built with private money is the icing on the cake. It gets tiring to listen to the hypocrites in society 

bash all these private sector initiatives (Keystone XL, Line 9 etc.) that have enabled North 

Americans to have among the best standards of living in the world, while at the same time 

benefitting from these initiatives. Fortunately, the Town of Milton has no jurisdiction in this matter, 

as the Railways Act prohibits local governments from enacting NIMBY legislation. But that 

obviously won't stop the town from raiding its capital reserve budget in a fruitless attempt to 

fight this proposal, just as Milton found all these millions to fund this boondoggle of a velodrome, 

and its inability to control the budget of the fire department, which is eating up nearly 20% of 

the town’s budget.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for sharing your support.   Certainly, we would like 

you to continue to share your support of this project with your friends, family, colleagues, and of 

course, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency.   As you have noted there are 

significant benefits to this project, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect 

jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community 

benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.  The Logistics Hub is to be 

built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

berms, and landscaping.  As a federally regulated company, the project is subject to the 

federal environment assessment process administered by the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  CN has started the environmental assessment process by filing a 

project description and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description and 

summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.A 

component of the environmental assessment process includes the study of noise, light, 

landscaping, and traffic options.  CN is committed to mitigating adverse impacts of its Milton 

project on the environment and is looking forward to engaging with Halton, Milton and their 

residents to find constructive solutions to concerns they may have.In closing, please feel free to 

continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards, CN Milton 

Team 

4/23/2015 

4/6/2015 201504060 Web After living in Milton for over 30 years I have witnessed and accepted the many changes that 

make up the much larger, growing community. Your proposed Intermodal hub is not a positive 

addition to our neighbourhood and would be far better suited to a more industrial setting. Yes, I 

have read what you have indicated that you will contribute to Milton but there are better suited 

areas that you should be looking at and leave the environmentally sensitive escarpment area to 

other purposes.  I bet the CN executives don't live close to any such facility. Every day I drive 

home to Milton from Goreway drive in Mississauga and I see what the railway business has done 

to the traffic and the environs. Selling the CN property and locating your hub to a more suitable 

site is better for all concerned. DO the right thing! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of the process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  

We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the 

community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through 

our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our 

website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

4/7/2015 201504070 Email Hello Milton CN Rail, I understand you are looking for skilled trades, technical and engineering 

roles in Milton, ON Canada and using 3rd party staffing companies. Who could I reach out to 

discuss a staffing partnership with?I certainly would like to continue discussions with you 

regarding a staffing partnership.We offer perm skilled trades 

placement:thetalentgroup.ca•There is no obligation of payment until an offer is made and 

accepted by our candidate •We offer a replacement guarantee on all positions •One time 

placement fee (per candidate)•Post-Placement Support program is standard for all 

placements We offer temp skilled placements:skilledtradestemps.ca•You pay for our 

employees only when you need them.•The Skilled Trades Temps team maintains payroll and 

Thank you for connecting with us and letting us know about your services.  We will be in touch 

with you as the planning for this project moves forward and we better understand the needs we 

may have. 

4/10/2015 
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financial records, government remittances, provides annual tax forms and bares the workers 

compensation claim risk.•All Skilled Trades Temps employees are Canadian Citizens•Leave the 

recruiting, interviewing, reference checking, background checks to the experienced team at 

Skilled Trades Temps.Thank-you 

4/7/2015 201504071 Web How I can join with team as I need a job, where is career page? Thank you for contacting us.  There are many positive benefits of the future Milton Logistics hub, 

including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We would be happy to 

connect you with our HR department on future opportunities.  Please send your resume through 

CN's website www.cn.ca.***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Other Milton Project HR requests.Best 

regards, Kim 

4/10/2015 

4/8/2015 201504080 Email I am a resident of Milton who is apposed with the CN intermodal site in Milton do to traffic 

congestion air, noise pollution and decline in property value.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA posted the project description and summary documents 

on their website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA 

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring 

significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN 

lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

4/8/2015 201504081 Email > I am a resident of Milton and I am OPPOSED to the CN intermodal site in Milton due to traffic 

congestion, air, noise pollution and decline in property value.> Go to Hamilton!!! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA posted the project description and summary documents 

on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA 

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring 

significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN 

lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as 

recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

4/8/2015 201504082 Web Hello, I was just informed about your decision to build a very large rail yard in Milton. I find this 

very concerning as where you are planning to build is far too close to residential properties. I 

find it quite disgusting that you think it is okay to have that many trucks passing by people’s 

homes on a daily basis. Not only for the air pollution but for the noise pollution as well. People in 

Milton do not want this rail yard and if you felt it was necessary to build this why did you have to 

pick a location so close to people’s homes. There are areas around Milton that are more 

industrial which would have been much more fitting. I am fully aware that these types of yards 

are important to ensure that commodities are delivered to consumers as my background for 

employment is in logistics and have actually worked with you in the past. However, that being 

said you do not build these types of facilities in already developed residential areas.   I am also 

aware that you are bypassing the municipal and provincial regulations and the fact that the 

Halon Region and the Town of Milton are fighting you on this should tell you how unwanted this 

project is.   What will you do for me when you destroy the value of my home because you are 

building this so close to me.  What will you do when you destroy the roads the regions and town 

are building that not prepared for this type of traffic and weight.  You promised our regional 

chair in 2008 that you would not build a hub on this land.  What happened to that promise? 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA posted the project description and summary documents 

on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA 

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.  A further component of the CEAA process includes the study of 

noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.We're confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 

acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as 

well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  With respect to 2008, in 2008 CN indicated that 

it had no plans to build a Logistics hub in Milton for the foreseeable future.  However, things 

have changed dramatically since then.  Six years ago no organization - including CN - could 

have predicted the stunning growth in intermodal, and the demand for this transportation 

method is up 68% since 2008.  Much of that growth has to do with the environmental benefits of 

4/10/2015 
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Thank you for your time! intermodal transportation.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any feedback 

through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James 

Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/9/2015 201504090 Email Good afternoon and thank you for the info, 

Wondering what time the public information centre is open until.  Can you please advise?  

Much appreciated. 

Hi Jason,  

The information centre is open from 12 noon until 8 p.m. weekdays and from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. 

on Saturdays.  Please check the website for future hours. 

4/9/2015 

4/9/2015 201504091 Web With that amount of truck traffic, I cannot understand the choice of location. Certainly suitable 

sites are available closer to HWY 401, just north of Milton...Arrange a land swap if you already 

own that south Milton land. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA posted the project description and summary documents 

on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As part of the CEAA 

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.The Logistics Hub needs to be located along our main rail line, 

which has run through Milton for more than 100 years.  No locations other than south Milton 

provides the combination of close proximity to the 400 Series highways, and has the required 

3,000 metres of continuous flat land adjacent to the line.   Overall, we're confident that the hub 

will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping, as well as recreation.As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

4/9/2015 201504092 Email I am quite disappointed with the turnaround time of your response. Three weeks is 

unacceptable.  As such, I have already gained enough information to make an informed 

choice to vigorously oppose this project.  

We do apologize for the delay in our previous response; we wanted to ensure that the details of 

the CEAA reports and the public review and comment opportunities were available. As noted 

in our previous email, that information is now available through the CEAA website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca.We will be providing future updates via email about this project, should you wish to 

receive them.  In closing, we hope that you continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com, 

and please visit us at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in 

Milton.  

4/10/2015 

4/9/2015 201504093 Email Your logistics HUB is not in the interest of this town or the people that reside in it. Placing a large 

industrial facility that will create noise, pollution and is a hazard, next to the beautiful 

escarpment and next to residential areas, is not operating in the interest of the town or acting as 

a responsible corporate citizen.There are young families that reside here that want to raise their 

young children is a safe community. Milton does not want to be the next Lac Megantic! Just 

because you have railway lines does not mean you have a deep rooted history with this town. 

Also you are not working with the town or the residents, you are only trying to bully your way 

through an old act that was meant for railway lines and not a giant hazardous, monster train 

and truck dump you are trying to cram into the middle of Halton Region.You should be 

ashamed of yourselves and you are not fooling anyone! CN is a disgrace and a poor corporate 

citizen only interested in their bottom line.Signed,A very concerned citizen, who sees through 

the lies you are spewing. 

We appreciate your further feedback.We want to assure you that safety remains CN's number 

one priority and will remain so as we plan this new Logistics Hub.  Further, it is important to note 

that no crude oil is transported by intermodal trains.  The containers on these trains largely carry 

household goods, such as laptops, food and beverage, and appliances. We will be providing 

future updates via email about this project, should you wish to receive them please let us 

know.In closing, we hope that you continue to visit our website www.CNMilton.com, and please 

visit us at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.  

4/10/2015 

4/9/2015 201504094 Email How do you propose to move truck traffic through the town of Milton and to pay for damage 

caused to already overburdened roads, please? 

Thank you for your further feedback.  As previously noted, traffic options including routing and 

infrastructure will be studied as part of the environmental assessment process.  Further, we are 

working with the Town and Region to determine the best way to flow traffic. Finally, in 

partnership with all levels of government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and 

expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road 

congestion on the Region's existing road network. Please feel free to continue to contact us via 

email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 

61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 

4/9/2015 201504095 Email I will forward my concerns to the CEAA, thank you. Our household has to sign saying we will 

preserve the natural heritage values of our property. The proposed hub is right in the middle of 

Thank you for your further feedback.  Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal 

regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and 

4/10/2015 
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the Trafalgar Moraine. How can CN just Bypass all of this and do what they please?  safety.The fact that CN is federally regulated and is not bound by municipal processes does not 

mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN’s filing of a project 

description with the CEAA is a step that leads to a consultation process in which interested 

participants are invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  

This includes members of the public, municipal, regional, and provincial governments along with 

various government agencies.  CN has already commenced conversations with various 

governments, including the Town of Milton, Halton Region, and Conservation Halton, prior to the 

announcement of the project and those discussions will be ongoing throughout this process. 

Please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us 

in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/9/2015 201504096 Email To whom it may concernAs I am sure you are inundated with emails from concerned Milton 

residents and the surrounding municipalities concerning the CN intermodal depot site. I will only 

provide a bullet point letter of the very serious concerns facing our community.As 35 year 

resident of Milton, I recently ran for council last year. In the process of my campaign I have built 

up a large following in my ward. Here are some the very real concerns that have been 

discussed with over 345 residents through my blog.TRAFFIC CONGESTIONRush hourWith a current 

population of 120,000, the main arterial roadways that lead to the 401 are extremely congested 

during morning and evening peak hours. Milton's population target is set to increase to 350,000 

by 2030 thereby tripling the traffic along these arterial roadways.Laurier University and the 

Mattamy VelodromeSlated to house 25,ooo students plus faculty. Laurier University will be 

situated along Tremaine Rd. which will be one of the arterial roadways that will be used by CN 

trucks.The Velodrome is a facility that is heavily used by cyclists and residents alike. This facility 

will have the Laurier University built beside it and also uses Tremaine Rd for its main access. 

Across the road from these two sites are residential homes. Side by side, Laurier University and 

the Velodrome present a significant draw for thousands of people on a daily basis. We 

anticipate considerable traffic in this location. This traffic would include, automobiles, local 

transit, cyclists, runners, walkers and wheelchairs.The prospect of having thousands of CN 

heavily laden trucks intermingling with local pedestrians and traffic is not only counter to the 

vision of the town has, but also represents a clear danger to lives.Derry Green Business Park 

(James Snow Pkwy to 5thline, Derry Rd to Britannia Rd.)This business park is over 2000 acres; its 

purpose is to house large corporations. Once completed, this area will draw thousands of jobs 

here to Milton. Its two main arterial roads will be James Snow Pkwy and Trafalgar Rd which 

connect to the 401. These two roads will also be used by CN trucks to gain access to the CN 

intermodal entrance located on Britannia Rd. With the population of Milton set to increase to 

350,000 in 15 years, Laurier University to draw 25,000 students daily and the Derry green business 

park which will be a major hub for big business bringing in tens of thousands of workers into and 

out of Milton daily. Add in the 1200-1800 heavily laden trucks daily clogging up the main arterial 

access at the 401, and you will have a town that will grind to a standstill.The town of Milton is 

currently struggling with its current lack of infrastructure and poor transit strategy. The town will 

most certainly not be able to deal with the additional burden of the CN truck traffic.* I would 

like to point out that trucks accelerate very slowly from a dead stop. The onramps at James 

Snow Pkwy, Trafalgar Rd and eventually Tremaine Rd. with its current lighting system will allow 

one to two trucks through before turning red again, leaving a line of trucks and local commuters 

collecting in the slow lane on the 401. The on ramps are already heavy with traffic during peak 

hours at Milton's current population numbers. Again these numbers are set to triple in 15 years, 

and during that time we will have thousands of more cars when Laurier University the Derry 

green business park opens.CN need to find another location for their intermodal depot. The 

current site will have a disastrous effect on the traffic flow, the environment, the psychology of its 

residence and there will certainly be the potential for deaths as these trucks drive through 

residential areas.*Also of note, Milton is THE area of main attraction for cyclists who drive for 

hours to cycle on her roads. Britannia is a main road used by many  cyclists that reside in 

Burlington, Oakville and Toronto.* Also of note, the velodrome will be home to many 

international cycling events. Imagine if a cyclist from another country got hit by a CN truck.* 

Also of note. Imagine thousands of trucks driving in front of the Laurier University daily, day and 

night. I don't think the university would enjoy that prospect or the prospect of one of their 

Thank you for your continued feedback.  It helps to inform our studies as we move forward 

through the CEAA process and beyond.  Please feel free to continue to contact us via email, 

the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 

James Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/10/2015 
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students getting struck by one of those trucks.* Also of note. Milton has many triathlons. I know 

for a fact that many runners use Tremaine as part of their running routes. And with more and 

more residences being built up with multi-use pathways, there will be no doubt more runners, 

more cyclists and more residences using these areas.Which increases the percentage of people 

getting hit by a CN truck.* Also of note. Britannia Rd will stay a two lane road for another 10 

years, which means a greater potential for cyclists to get hit and possibly die from a CN 

truck.The Britannia location is the wrong location for this site. It needs to be north of the 

401.Thank you for your time.Cheers 

4/9/2015 N/A Email The proposed Milton Logistics Hub by CN Rail is a large-scale, industrial project with the potential 

for significant environmental effects.   The proposed facility is to be located directly adjacent to 

lands zoned for residential development, including schools and a nearby hospital.  There are 

several major environmental issues associated with the project.  These include an increase in 

traffic, noise and air pollution, a loss of agricultural land, and negative impacts on wildlife, 

habitats and other environmental resources.  The project is also contrary to existing municipal 

and regional planning and zoning regulations.  Please move the project to a suitable industrial 

area. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    We wanted you to 

know that CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of the environmental assessment process includes 

the study of noise, lighting, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project 

description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description and 

summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.As 

a part of the Canadian Environmental Assessment (CEAA) process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  

We are also aware of the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, 

residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility.Overall, 

we’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the 

community.  It is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation. There are many other 

benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub.  The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an 

investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits 

through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.Further, the fact that CN is 

federally regulated and is not bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is not 

publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN’s filing of a project description with the CEAA is a 

step that leads to a consultation process in which interested participants are invited to 

participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of 

the public, municipal, regional, and provincial governments along with various government 

agencies.  CN has already commenced conversations with various governments, including the 

Town of Milton, Halton Region, and Conservation Halton, prior to the announcement of the 

project and those discussions will be ongoing throughout this process. In closing, we welcome 

you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to drop 

by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN 

Milton Team 

4/13/2015 

4/10/2015 201504100 Email Good morning...I am writing to express my opposition to your plan for an Intermodal site in 

Milton.  I am sure that you are aware that this proposal goes against every aspect of Milton's 

strategic plan for growth.  For CN to move ahead with this facility using an outdated legal 

loophole as a Crown corporation, and in the face of municipal planning opposition, is wrong on 

a number of levels.In addition, the clandestine method by which you acquired the land for this 

proposal indicates that you knew that this proposal would not be welcome, or appropriate.   It is 

clear that the goal was to hide the fact that it was CN making the purchases.  Had you 

attempted to purchase the land through a transparent process that identified CN as the 

purchaser, you must know that the Town would never have approved.  Your behavior in this 

regard causes me to question the ethics of your leadership.  The massive environmental impact 

that such a facility would have on our beautiful town in terms of noise, congestion, and drain on 

infrastructure (to name a few), is almost incalculable. In addition, the negative impact to 

Milton's careful strategic development plan would be irreparable. I cannot and will not support 

this proposal, and I will be doing whatever I can to prevent CN from moving ahead with it. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of the process includes the study of noise, light, traffic, and landscaping 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.The fact that CN is federally regulated and is not 

bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton 

project.  CN’s filing of a project description with the CEAA is a step that leads to a consultation 

process in which interested participants are invited to participate and express their views on this 

federally-regulated project.  This includes members of the public, municipal, regional, and 

provincial governments along with various government agencies.   As we move through our 

consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from the 

community, and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials, on any proposed 

mitigation programs.  These lands have been known and referenced as the CN Lands since the 

early 2000s.  However, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative 

locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We’re confident 

that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  It is to be 

built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

4/13/2015 
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berms, and landscaping, as well as recreation.There are many other benefits to the Milton 

Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 

million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and 

regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental 

benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the 

creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any 

feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com and to visit our Public Information Centre at 

61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/10/2015 201504101 Email You are trying to make citizens of Milton believe this is good for us.  I disagree.  You purchased 

land without anyone knowing you were coming to Milton.  This gives an immediate distrust to 

anything you are trying to tell us.  The worst thing for Milton is the increased road traffic, 

destruction to our roads with 100's more trucks on them every day.  Access to 401 is horrendous 

every day now with all the traffic from our industrial park, and large amounts of new citizens 

already trying to access the 401.  Our roads will fall apart continuously as we all know trucks are 

the #1 cause of pot holes and road destruction.  We already have plenty of road noise and 

train noise in Milton.  This will surely increase no matter what berms you try to build.   Tell me if you 

would like to live beside a huge trucking transfer station and this is going to happen because 

you are next to homes in the south of Milton.  There will be diesel noise and fumes continuously.  

There will be no peace for anyone living with miles of this station.  I request you take this project 

somewhere else where it will not disturb so many citizens who are just trying to live a quiet life. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs, including on traffic 

patterns, routing, and infrastructure.Indeed, we will be working with all levels of government for 

the required transportation infrastructure that is needed for this Project.  This project will help 

facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This will 

help address growing road congestion on the Region’s existing road network.In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback through our website www.CNMilton.com 

and to drop by our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/13/2015 

4/10/2015 201504102 Web Hello I am glad CN is building in Milton and was wondering if in the future when the site is 

complete, how many jobs will it bring to Milton? And how would we be able to apply for any 

open positions.  

Thank you for contacting us.   

 

There are many positive benefits of the future Milton Logistics hub, including the creation of 

more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We would be happy to connect you with our HR 

department on future opportunities.  

 

Please send your resume through CN's website www.cn.ca. 

4/13/2015 

4/10/2015 201504103 Web You're trying to put a caring, "We heart Milton" spin on this, but your behavior and statements 

are to the contrary. "We don't have to ask for permission" doesn't sit well with us. The addition of 

a "bicycle trail" is a cheap insult to the intelligence of this community. Lipstick on a pig.What this 

will actually do is make housing prices in the area nearest this "hub" plummet. NO ONE wants to 

live within eye or earshot of a noisy industrial facility, and no one wants the truck traffic this will 

incur.What this will do is bring additional noisy trains into the area. There are already too 

many.What this will do is bring additional truck traffic into the area - and truckers don't tend to 

be considerate, road-sharing, good citizens. What this will do is increase noise levels in the area. 

"Earthen Berms" do very little to mask the noise of the trains that run through our communities. 

They are intrusive and obnoxious. As a 24/7 operation, this will only get worse. This will not 

increase the amount of jobs available to Milton. Any increase is negligible at best, on land that 

could exponentially increase job opportunities if used correctly, for community-acceptable 

businesses. We have no guarantees that hazardous materials and inevitable spills will not be an 

issue for the safety and health of OUR community. Your track record in this regard ACROSS 

CANADA is truly horrific.An intermodal operation is a necessary evil for movement of freight, but 

the placement of THIS facility is not acceptable. If you truly cared about the community, you 

would make arrangements to swap land with someone and move to a more logical location, 

closer to industry and major roadways. A quiet community does not want or need this.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.The fact that 

CN is federally regulated and is not bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is 

not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN's filing of a project description with the CEAA 

is a step that will lead to a consultation process in which interested participants are invited to 

participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of 

the public, municipal, regional, and provincial governments along with various government 

agencies.  CN has already commenced conversations with various governments including the 

Town of Milton and Halton Region prior to the announcement of the project and those 

discussions will be ongoing.Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze 

alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We are 

aware of the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential 

development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility. The hub is to be built on 

400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, 

and landscaping.  We're confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant 

benefits to the community.  These other benefits include the creation of more than 1,000 direct 

and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and yes, community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, 

please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us 

4/13/2015 
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in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/10/2015 201504104 Web I fully support this project. It will bring a number of good quality jobs to the surrounding areas. I 

would like to know, How I could start career training in advance. Anticipating the opening of this 

logistics hub. 

Thank you for contacting us and for your support.  There are many positive benefits of the future 

Milton Logistics hub, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  We 

would be happy to connect you with our HR department on future opportunities.  Please send 

your resume through CN's website www.cn.ca. 

4/13/2015 

4/10/2015 201504105 Web Bad idea to have in Milton there is already enough people dying on the roads we don't need 

this extra congestion on our roads. Plus u end up ruining the escarpment which is protected 

land. I personally would look elsewhere to do this as this is not the place to be building such a 

thing. Oakville and Burlington residents are not happy about this either like I said expect the rate 

of accidents to go up bad idea. This CN thing will ruin the price of real estate and more pollution 

to the area.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.Further, as 

part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide 

justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We're confident that the hub will integrate 

into Milton and bring significant benefits to the community. The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping.  We are also aware of the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the 

Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management 

facility.  Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.As we move 

through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from 

the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, routing, and infrastructure.Indeed, we will be 

working with all levels of government for the required transportation infrastructure that is needed 

for this Project.  This project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating 

immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road congestion on the Region's 

existing road network.In closing, please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the 

website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James 

Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/16/2015 

4/10/2015 201504106 Email Milton says No. Stay out of Milton! We do not want your facility polluting our town, defacing the 

beauty of the escarpment and creating an influx of truck traffic. Safety is not CN's number one 

concern, your bottom line and bullying the residents of Milton is. 

 

No further response is required. 

Comments noted. N/A 

4/10/2015 201504107 Email This message is in regard to the intermodal facility proposed for Milton by CN. While I agree that 

rail is an effective means of transport of people and goods, I disagree that the proposed 

intermodal facility in Milton is sited appropriately. This is not a 'not in my back yard' complaint, 

but rather one of approximation to and through residential centres. Residential areas in Milton 

near the 401 today are not sited in industrial areas, nor should industrial areas be sited to 

interfere with residential areas, further south. Inevitably, trailers WILL require use of the 401 and 

407 highways, and the site being discussed today will a) place needless burden on secondary 

roadways such as Tremaine and Britannia roads, and b) Impact residential areas negatively 

from both and environmental, light and noise perspective.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  We have filed our project description to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description and summary 

documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.Further, as 

part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide 

justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate 

into Milton and bring significant benefits to the community. The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 

acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping.  We are also aware of the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the 

Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management 

facility.  Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.As we move 

through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from 

4/16/2015 
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the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, routing, and infrastructure. Indeed, we will be 

working with all levels of government for the required transportation infrastructure that is needed 

for this Project.  This project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating 

immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road congestion on the Region’s 

existing road network.  It is also worth noting that Britannia Road is about to be widened by the 

Region to a six lane road so as to no longer be, as you describe it, a secondary road.  In closing, 

please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us 

in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/10/2015 N/A Email Thank-you CN Milton. Suggested I connect with Susan Ward who deals with Intermodal 

Recruiting; should I reach out to her or do I follow-up with you?  Maybe you are Susan 

responding?Thank-you so much for your prompt reply. 

***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Hi Susan, [Name] is quite eager to discuss this project further with 

you.  He has engaged via telephone and email.  Best regards, Kim  

4/24/2015 

4/11/2015 201504110 Email My husband and I recently visited your information center and spoke at length to your very 

friendly and informative representatives.  Firstly, our thanks to CN for providing this opportunity to 

the community to see what the Hub is all about.   This being said......we came away with just as 

many concerns for our community as we went in with.  The site is directly across from a new 

residual site.  All roads leading to and from the Logistics Hub will be travelled by some 650  

heavy transports 7days a week and 24 hours a day.  That means the residents in this new 

community will be exposed to constant noise, pollution and traffic, regardless of how high the 

walls are built around them.  These trucks may not block Britannia Rd. but they certainly will be 

lined up along the 2 Km. roadway leading into the Hub. Road congestion and safety issues, air 

and noise pollution all will  impact on the quality of life Milton has been striving to build in our 

community.  We live within blocks of Derry and Tremaine.  The simple pleasures of an outdoor 

barbeque,  reading a book  on the patio, leaving windows open,  will  be disrupted by the noise 

and dirt created by many large transports passing through our community 24/7!  The safety for 

Halton cycling clubs, traditionally using the same roadways as your transports must be taken into 

consideration.Are there any guarantees that in the near future this hub will not grow even 

larger! ?Yes, economic and residual growth in  our area is exploding.  We understand the need 

for goods to be transported.  However there must be a consideration for the already established 

residential areas which will be directly impacted by the inappropriate locations chosen for such 

operations.  Surely there is  a more industrial location which will suit the requirements of this 

facility and have less impact on community life.  We lend our strong support to Milton Says 

NO!Robert and Christyne Thompson 

Thank you for visiting our presentation centre and for outreaching to us with your further 

concerns.  We hope that you check back in over the coming weeks and months as some of the 

information you are looking for is still in the planning and consultation phase.   As our team 

member likely mentioned, CN began the environmental assessment process through the 

Canadian Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).   A component of that process includes the 

study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to 

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency for review and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA 

posted documents regarding the project on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public 

review and comment.As we move through our consultation, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, 

routing, and infrastructure.Indeed, we will be working with all levels of government for the 

required transportation infrastructure that is needed for this Project.  This project will help 

facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This will 

help address growing road congestion on the Region’s existing road network.Further, as part of 

the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification 

for why the Milton site is the best choice.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton 

and bring significant benefits to the community. The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of 

the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping.  We are also aware of the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the 

Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management 

facility.  Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as the reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.  In closing, we 

invite you to continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us again 

in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/16/2015 

4/14/2015 201504140 Email This is a message to whoever is in charge of ruining the Milton area. This area already has 

numerous deaths due to car accidents daily and already congested. We do not need added 

thousands of trucks to make matters worth and pollution is another concern as well. Peace of 

advice find an area where it’s not going to interfere with traffic and also this thing will ruin the 

escarpment as well. I am not happy and this decision makes no sense. There will be a lot of car 

accidents due to this and overall it is not going to work out sorry to say this but it is by far 100% 

true it will be a true disaster. Take this project north of the 401 and use your brains before 

planning something like this.  

Thank you for your continued interest in this project and for raising your concerns through both 

of your emails.CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian 

Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of 

noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to the 

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency and on April 7, 2015 the CEAA posted the project 

description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review 

and comment.Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative 

locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  The Logistics Hub 

needs to be located along our main rail line, which has run through Milton for more than 100 

years.  No location other than south Milton provides the combination of close proximity to the 

400 Series highways, and has the required 3,000 metres of continuous flat land adjacent to the 

line.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton and bring significant benefits to the 

community. The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a 

significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping.  We are also aware of the 

4/16/2015 
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neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, 

and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility.  Other benefits of this project will 

include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million 

into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and 

regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental 

benefits such as a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the 

creation of a great family bicycle trail.  As we move through our consultation, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of 

Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs, including on traffic 

patterns, routing, and infrastructure.In closing, we invite you to continue to contact us via email, 

the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 

James Snow Parkway in Milton. 

4/15/2015 201504150 Email I am writing to find out what the possibility is of NOT having the planned intermodal terminal built 

in Milton. As I talk to various people I hear that we have no say and if CN wants to put it in then 

that is what will happen. This has such huge ramifications - and will directly affect my life here in 

Milton. I moved here to raise my family in a safe and non-congested community and would love 

to see it stay without the terminal added. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. We want to assure you 

from the outset that safety remains CN's number one priority and will remain so as we plan this 

new Logistics Hub.  Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal regulatory 

framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and safety. As a 

federally regulated company, this project is subject to the federal environment assessment 

process administered by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA).  CN has 

started this process by filing a project description and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN 

project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public 

review and comment.  The fact that CN is federally regulated and is not bound by municipal 

processes does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN's filing of 

a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA is the first step that will lead to a 

consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express their 

views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of the public, municipal, 

regional and provincial governments, along with various government agencies. CN remains 

committed to fully engaging the province, region and Town of Milton, and have had numerous 

meetings and briefings with elected representatives and officials at all levels of government.  

These discussions occurred prior to the announcement of the project and are ongoing.Further, 

CN is committed to mitigating adverse impacts of its Milton project on the environment and is 

looking forward to engaging with Halton, Milton and their residents to find constructive solutions 

to concerns they may have.  In fact, a component of the environmental assessment process 

includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  In addition, as part of the 

CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for 

why the Milton site is the best choice.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton 

and bring significant benefits to the community. We are also aware of the neighbouring uses 

including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and the Halton 

Region Solid Waste Management facility.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 

1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping.  

Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect 

jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community 

benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, please feel free to 

continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards, CN Milton 

Team 

4/23/2015 

4/16/2015 201504160 Email Dear CN: I say NO to CN Rail Our concerns include increased:• Water Pollution & Water 

Depletion• Traffic Increase - 1500+ Trucks Daily to Start! The numbers reported from CN are 

inconsistent.• Noise, Light Trespass & Air Pollution, Emissions, Dust and Particulates• Traffic Safety 

Concerns• Rural Land Loss• Safety Concerns regarding response time from EMS responders• 

Damage to our local road for which the taxpayers will need to pay for repairs CN's proposal for 

this facility includes:• Development of land for class III industrial purposes• Using a 1000 acre 

parcel of land zoned for other use by Milton's official plan for preliminary construction of a 400 

acre Intermodal Rail Terminal. With nothing stopping them from developing to accommodate 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  To begin, I would like to 

clear up a common misconception about trucks and routing.  At opening we anticipate 

roughly 650 trucks coming in and out of the terminal daily, to a maximum of 800 in and out per 

day by 2020.  As for routing, we will continue to work with the Town and the Region to determine 

the best way to flow traffic; however, all trucks will be required to use legal access routes.  Any 

trucks that do not use legal access routes will be subject to enforcement.  Further, in partnership 

with all levels of government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, 

creating immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road congestion on the 

4/23/2015 
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the full parcel of land. • 1500+ Trucks Daily to Start! The numbers reported from CN are 

inconsistent.• Open 24 hours a day 7 days a week 365 days a year (24/7/365) This is contrary to:• 

Halton's Regional Plan• Milton's Official Plan To obtain the required track length CN may:• Close 

Lowerbase Line at Tremaine Road Lasting impacts of this development...• Negative impact to 

your Health and Safety now and for future generations• Intense Traffic congestion with a 

dramatic increase of emissions with dust and particulates• A dramatic increase in response 

times for emergency vehicles with road closures and traffic jams• Air, noise, light & litter pollution 

will increase• 1500 trucks each day using the roads YOU drive on (our understanding is CN has 

no control over the drivers routes)• Substantial road deterioration for which taxpayers will be 

responsible to maintain $$$$$• Dramatic increase in traffic volume resulting potential for in more 

accidents• Decrease in property values• Negative effects on tourism 

region’s existing road network.   With respect to Lower Baseline, we are looking to build an 

underpass to ensure traffic flow continues.Safety remains CN's number one priority and will 

remain so as we plan this new Logistics Hub.  We will work with the Town and Region to ensure 

that areas are accessible for emergency vehicles and that the public has access to services for 

health and safety.  In addition, railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal 

regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and 

safety. As a federally regulated company, the project is subject to the federal environment 

assessment process administered by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA).  

CN has started this process by filing a project description and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted 

the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for 

public review and comment.The fact that CN is federally regulated and is not bound by 

municipal processes does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  

CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA is the first step that will lead 

to a consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express 

their views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of the public, municipal, 

regional and provincial governments, along with various government agencies. CN is 

committed to mitigating adverse impacts of its Milton project on the environment and is looking 

forward to engaging with Halton, Milton and their residents to find constructive solutions to 

concerns they may have.We remain committed to fully engaging the province, region and 

municipality, and have had numerous meetings and briefings with elected representatives and 

officials at all levels of government.  These consultations occurred prior to the announcement of 

the project and are ongoing.In addition, a component of the environmental assessment 

process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  Also, as part of the 

CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for 

why the Milton site is the best choice.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton and 

bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of the neighbouring uses 

including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and the Halton 

Region Solid Waste Management facility.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 

1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping.  

Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect 

jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community 

benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, please feel free to 

continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202, in Milton.Best regards, CN 

Milton Team 

4/20/2015 201504200 Email Respected Authority at CN,  This is regards to Milton CN Project.  This is [name] resident of 

[address]. It is my deep concern for CN to have their intermodal hub at proposed location. 

There are various factors. Both Social and environmental.Being a resident of Milton or any other 

resident here would never like for logistic hub like this to be built. Milton is quiet residential place 

with lots of natural beauty and paddy lands which adds to its significance. People migrating to 

Milton at the very west of GTA for the same reasons. Most of the Milton community travel to 

Toronto every day as currently Milton has no business parks built yet . So the main reason for 

people migrating to this far north west is peace and beauty of this place even though they 

have to travel long distances. Having said that, I too have migrated here for the very reason 

that it’s quiet and calm and beautiful when I compare Milton with Brampton/Georgetown or 

Vaughan/New Market or Ajax/Pickering/Markham in the east. Carrying a notion of living in 

peaceful and beautiful community as well not too north from the lake, Milton came to be my 1st 

choice to settle with my family.  With CN`s Hub , all my planned thoughts and aspirations that 

came with Milton will be shattered and gone. Like it has been proposed , this area won`t be 

residential area any more . There will be trucks and trains all the time. Commotion and noise will 

be added through loaded traffic which I am  100% sure of, city roads cannot bear. Infrastructure 

which is in developing mode will be crushed as no matter what efforts the city will make they 

cannot make New Roads to accommodate a smooth traffic with car and trucks going along 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.    CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of the environmental assessment process includes the study of noise, 

light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and 

on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its 

website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.The fact that CN is federally regulated and 

is not bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its 

Milton project.  CN’s filing of a project description with the CEAA is a step that leads to a 

consultation process in which interested participants are invited to participate and express their 

views on this federally-regulated project.  This includes members of the public, municipal, 

regional, and provincial governments along with various government agencies.  As we move 

through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from 

the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, routing, and infrastructure.Indeed, we will be 

working with all levels of government for the required transportation infrastructure that is needed 

for this Project.  This project will help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating 

immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road congestion on the Region’s 

existing road network.As a further part of the Canadian Environmental Assessment (CEAA) 

4/23/2015 
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together. A major chunk of Farmer `s land will be lost over  a period of time. There are so many 

commercial hubs which have been proposed will not be implemented at all because of this 

CN`s Intermodal Hub. Well who wants to open a Mall or shopping plaza which is a cargo 

loading and unloading zone.  The development of the city will come to an end. And am sure I'll 

also have to migrate and leave this place as the very reason to be here is lost. I have seen the 

proposal at CN`s website . It’s a big project with a huge impact to the society here at Milton. 

With the given proposal , am sure getting out to Toronto during peak hours will be quite tough. 

CN is not going to make new highways for their trucks , So existing already crowded highways 

will be in their worst of conditions.  There are many other factors which I may not be able to 

express but would request CN on humanitarian grounds not to go ahead with their proposal.  

process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the 

Milton site is the best choice.  Overall, we’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, 

and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring uses such 

as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid 

Waste Management facility.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of 

CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping. There are 

many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback via email, through our website 

www.CNMilton.com and please visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, 

Suite 202, in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

4/20/2015 N/A Email Hello,Please accept my resume for any future positions with Canadian National railway. 

Recently I have conducted numerous career exploration activities. They have indicated a 

strong preference, and skill match for a career in logistics and transportation. I have 

understanding of Load link, LTL. FTL, cross border, intermodal and other freight brokerage 

activities.Most recently completed supply chain and logistics certificate at University of 

Waterloo. Combined with Level 1 truck and coach technician completionThe skills I bring to the 

table are as follows:• Strong attention to detail and accuracy.• Above average negotiation 

skills• Above average problem solving ability.• Organized and effective time management.• 

Work independently self-starter with ability to prioritize.• Very trainable and coach-able• Self-

motivated with a get it done attitudeIn addition to my qualifications I am willing to acquire any 

additional skills or training that would be beneficial to a successful career path with Canadian 

National Railway. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to my resume. 

***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Hi Susan, Please find below and attached information regarding 

a person who is interested in working with CN and who connected with us through the CN 

Milton Project. Best regards, Kim  

4/24/2014 

4/21/2015 201504210 Email To whom it may concern,I'm writing as an extremely concerned resident of Milton.  I moved to 

Milton 5 years ago, I wanted to be closer to the beautiful Niagara escarpment, farms, the 

beautiful country as well as Milton is a great place to raise a family.  The news of the CN railway 

intermodal hub has deeply saddened and angered me.  The proposed site is 2km from my 

home and no place to build this massive facility.  I have a 10 month old daughter and wonder 

what the affects will be on her level of life and health.  I'm concerned about the toxic diesel 

emissions which are a Class one carcinogen known to cause cancer,  water contamination and 

depletion.  Health and safety implications due to unknown content of intermodal containers 

stored at yard and passing through.  I'm worried about the close proximity to my home, noise 

and light pollution, vibrations, safety, the air pollution.  The roads will become less safe, more 

traffic, increased taxes to pay for infrastructure development and repairs.  I'm worried about the 

decrease in my property value.  My family and I will be forced to move  from the town and the 

home we love if the CN intermodal terminal is built!This is contrary to Milton's official plan and 

Halton Regions plan, this plan is incompatible to current and future land zoning. This is not a 

suitable location!!  Intermodal terminals belong on INDUSTRIAL land with IMMEDIATE highway 

access!! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals. CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic 

options.  As you know, we have filed our project description to the CEAA and on April 7, 2015, 

CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.  Thank you for providing your comments to CEAA.  

Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal regulatory framework on matters such 

as the environmental impact of their operations and safety. The fact that CN is federally 

regulated and is not bound by municipal processes does not mean that CN is not publicly 

accountable for its Milton project.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with 

the CEAA is the first step that will lead to a consultation process in which interested parties will 

be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project. This includes 

members of the public, municipal, regional and provincial governments, along with various 

government agencies. CN is committed to mitigating adverse impacts of its Milton project on 

the environment and is looking forward to engaging with Halton, Milton and their residents to 

find constructive solutions to concerns they may have.With respect to the location, CN studied 

a series of GTHA site options for its satellite intermodal and logistics hub.  A minimum area of 400 

acres of flat, greenfield land along CN's main line near existing highways were essential 

requirements. The Logistics Hub needs to be located along our main rail line, which has run 

through Milton for more than 100 years.  No location other than south Milton provides the 

combination of close proximity to the 400 Series highways, and the required 3,000 metres of 

continuous flat land adjacent to the line.  No existing site in north Milton, north of Highway 401, 

can provide operation of a safe and efficient Logistics Hub.Our south Milton site is located 

outside of the Niagara Escarpment Plan area, and the Greenbelt.We're confident that the hub 

will integrate into Milton and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of 

the neighbouring uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, 

and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 

4/23/2015 
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acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and 

landscaping.  Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct 

and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, 

please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us 

in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best 

regards, CN Milton Team 

4/22/2015 201504220 Email To Whom It May ConcernI am writing with my opposition to the proposed Milton Intermodal 

Hub.  My family has lived in Milton over 22 years.  This Hub will not only affect the environment, 

but more importantly, the health of Miltonians.The traffic, noise and pollution are not welcome in 

my Town.Please build your Terminal elsewhere.Milton Says No!!!!! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years, we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.CN began the 

environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment Assessment Agency 

(CEAA).  A component of the environmental assessment process includes the study of noise, 

light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We have filed our project description to the CEAA and 

on April 7, 2015, CEAA posted the CN project description and summary documents on its 

website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public comment.Railways such as CN are subject to a 

significant federal regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their 

operations and safety. The fact that CN is federally regulated and is not bound by municipal 

processes does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  CN's filing of 

a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA is the first step that will lead to a 

consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express their 

views on this federally-regulated project. This includes members of the public, municipal, 

regional and provincial governments, along with various government agencies.As we move 

through the environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we continue to 

seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any 

proposed mitigation programs.  Overall, we’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, 

and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring uses such 

as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid 

Waste Management facility.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of 

CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping. Further, there 

are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in 

community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration 

of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any feedback via email, through our website 

www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 

202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

4/23/2015 

4/23/2015 201504230 Email Phone call - no record available Thank you for your interest and support of this project.As we discussed, you had an interest in 

where CN’s property boundaries are located.  Please find attached two maps.  One is a close 

up of the project location and the second is a map from our project description that shows CN’s 

land ownership within the project area. Also as a reminder, CN began the environmental 

assessment process by filing the project description with the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Agency (CEAA) and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA posted the CN project description 

and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca for public review and 

comment.  Please feel free to continue to contact us via email, phone, the website 

www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton. 

4/23/2015 

4/23/2015 201504231 Email Phone call - no record available Thank you for taking the time to speak with us and for raising your concerns.As a follow up to our 

discussion, I have provided below the information regarding the Halton Region 2011 – 2031 

Transportation Master Plan as well as an overview of our site location process.The Halton Region 

2011 – 2031 Transportation Master Plan can be found directly at 

http://www.halton.ca/cms/one.aspx?objectId=57549.  The Transportation Master Plan was 

4/23/2015 
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approved in 2011, which as you may remember was three years following the last deliberation 

about this project.As discussed, within Appendix F4  – Goods Movement, the report speaks to 

the benefits of Intermodal Terminals overall and specifically references that CN’s south Milton 

lands and that a facility would be coming forward in the future.  I have provided the extract 

from Page 3 of Appendix F4 for your reference.   2.2 RailThe GTHA is served by the main 

Canadian National (CN) and Canadian Pacific (CP) Railways, as well as short line railways. 

Halton Region’s rail lines carry both freight and passenger traffic. As the railways are operated 

by private companies, the availability of data on rail activity is somewhat limited, given the 

commercial sensitivity of this information. Rail is typically used for transporting long‐distance bulk 

goods, containers and inter‐modal shipments. The growth in rail traffic has been steady, with 

much of it driven by continued growth in the containerized movement of goods. The trend 

towards continued growth in imports from Asia‐Pacific countries suggests that there will be a 

continued increase in goods movement by rail. Inter‐modal freight is defined as goods 

movement carried by more than one mode. The CP Expressway inter‐modal rail freight terminal, 

located in Milton, offers national and cross‐border truck/rail service. CN also owns land in Milton 

for which it has a long range plan for an inter‐modal facility. It is understood that the current 

emphasis is on utilizing existing rail infrastructure and facilities; a new facility is considered to be a 

longer term project. To the east, CN has an inter‐modal facility in Brampton. Other facilities in 

the GTHA include the CP facilities at the Vaughan and Obico intermodal terminals and at 

Trafalgar Road‐Rail Terminal, and the CN MacMillan Yard Road‐Rail Terminal. Improved access 

to inter‐modal facilities such as these would also serve to improve the environmental 

performance of goods movement within Halton Region, facilitating efficient transfer of goods 

from road to rail.In terms of site location, as discussed, CN studied a series of GTHA site options 

for its satellite intermodal logistics hub. A minimum area of 400 acres of flat, greenfield land 

along CN's main line near existing highways were essential requirements. The Logistics Hub 

needs to be located along our main rail line, which has run through Milton for more than 100 

years.  No location other than south Milton provides the combination of close proximity to the 

400 Series highways, and the required 3,000 metres of continuous flat land adjacent to the line. 

CN examined its mainline from Bayview Junction in Burlington to Doncaster Junction in Toronto 

for potential intermodal sites, as well as considering expansion of its Brampton Intermodal 

Terminal; no sections apart from the Milton site were feasible. This CN location is ideal given its 

size, 1,000 acres and proximity to existing highway infrastructure.  Since Milton has grown 

dramatically over the last few years and is expected to continue to throughout the next few, we 

feel it’s the perfect time to grow with the community and bring new jobs to our region as a 

whole. No existing site in north Milton, north of Highway 401, can provide operation of a safe 

and efficient Logistics Hub.Our south Milton site is located outside of the Niagara Escarpment 

Plan area, and the Greenbelt.Given the growth the region has and will continue to see, there 

was no other plausible option for the project.  For Milton to see the benefits, it’s crucial for the 

location to be close to existing highway infrastructure, transmission lines and other markets. 

Finally, I want to reiterate that even though CN is federally regulated and is not bound by 

municipal processes it does not mean that CN is not publicly accountable for its Milton project.  

CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA is the first step that will lead 

to a consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express 

their views on this federally-regulated project. This includes members of the public, municipal, 

regional and provincial governments, along with various government agencies. CN began the 

environmental assessment process by filing a project description and on April 7, 2015, the CEAA 

posted the CN project description and summary documents on its website www.ceaa-

acee.gc.ca for public review and comment.Please feel free to continue to contact us via 

email, telephone, the website www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information 

Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards, CN Milton Team 

4/24/2015 201504240 Email I currently live in Milton and do not support this area for a rail intermodal hub.  CN may own the 

land, but logistically there is no infrastructure to support 1500 trucks travelling on 2 lane roads all 

day & night – 7 days a week.  CN glibly states that this is a Halton Region issue.  Without a 

completely thorough environmental assessment & basically ramming this decision down on us 

shows no regard for planned, established communities. CN is not an ethical or community co-

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.CN has been operating in 

Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work & 

play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.   CN believes its 

Milton Logistics Hub project is consistent with Halton Region’s long-range economic 

development plans.  It will also be located in close proximity to the Halton Region Waste 

4/27/2015 
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operative company.  They are basically using a law on Canadian books from 2 centuries ago, 

buying up land surreptitiously  with numbered companies and expecting the region to build 

infrastructure for their own profit.  This plan is of no benefit to Milton or Halton Region.  

Management Site.In terms of road infrastructure and traffic routing, we will continue to work with 

the Town and the Region to determine the best way to flow traffic; however, all trucks will be 

required to use legal access routes.  Any trucks that do not use legal access routes will be 

subject to enforcement.  Further, in partnership with all levels of government, this project will 

help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This 

will help address growing road congestion on the region’s existing road network.In fact, it is 

important to note that Halton Region contemplated CN’s future intermodal terminal when in 

2011 it approved the 2011-2031 Transportation Master Plan which can be found here:  

http://www.halton.ca/cms/one.aspx?objectId=57549    Within the Transportation Master Plan is 

Appendix F4 entitled “Goods Movement” the report speaks to the benefits of Intermodal 

Terminals overall and specifically references that CN’s south Milton lands and that a facility 

would be coming forward in the future.  I have provided the extract from Page 3 of Appendix F4 

for your reference.   2.2 RailThe GTHA is served by the main Canadian National (CN) and 

Canadian Pacific (CP) Railways, as well as short line railways. Halton Region’s rail lines carry both 

freight and passenger traffic. As the railways are operated by private companies, the 

availability of data on rail activity is somewhat limited, given the commercial sensitivity of this 

information. Rail is typically used for transporting long‐distance bulk goods, containers and inter‐
modal shipments. The growth in rail traffic has been steady, with much of it driven by continued 

growth in the containerized movement of goods. The trend towards continued growth in 

imports from Asia‐Pacific countries suggests that there will be a continued increase in goods 

movement by rail. Inter‐modal freight is defined as goods movement carried by more than one 

mode. The CP Expressway inter‐modal rail freight terminal, located in Milton, offers national and 

cross‐border truck/rail service. CN also owns land in Milton for which it has a long range plan for 

an inter‐modal facility. It is understood that the current emphasis is on utilizing existing rail 

infrastructure and facilities; a new facility is considered to be a longer term project. To the east, 

CN has an inter‐modal facility in Brampton. Other facilities in the GTHA include the CP facilities 

at the Vaughan and Obico intermodal terminals and at Trafalgar Road‐Rail Terminal, and the 

CN MacMillan Yard Road‐Rail Terminal. Improved access to inter‐modal facilities such as these 

would also serve to improve the environmental performance of goods movement within Halton 

Region, facilitating efficient transfer of goods from road to rail.Railways such as CN are subject 

to a significant federal regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of 

their operations and safety.  CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with the Canadian 

Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  On April 7, the CEAA said in a 

news release that it is determining whether an environmental assessment is required for the 

designated project.  To assist in making its decision, the Agency said it was inviting public 

comments until April 27, 2015 on the project and its potential for causing adverse environmental 

effects.  See link: http://www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/details-eng.cfm?evaluation=80100 .  Thank 

you for providing your feedback to the CEAA.  CN believes Halton and Milton should take a 

meaningful role in the comprehensive CEAA process.CN's filing of a project description for its 

Milton project with the CEAA is the first step that will lead to a consultation process in which 

interested parties will be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated 

project.  As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and construction 

processes, we will continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.CN studied a series of GTHA site 

options for its satellite intermodal and logistics hub to complement its Brampton Intermodal 

Terminal.  A minimum area of 400 acres of flat, greenfield land along CN’s main line near 

existing highways were essential requirements.CN examined its mainline from Bayview Junction 

in Burlington to Doncaster Junction in Toronto for potential intermodal sites, as well as 

considering expansion of its Brampton Intermodal Terminal; no sections apart from the Milton site 

were feasible.At opening, CN expects the Logistics Hub will handle 650 trucks inbound and 

outbound per day. At full operation in 2020, CN expects the facility will handle 800 inbound and 

outbound trucks daily.That said, shipping goods by intermodal train reduces the amount of 

trucks off highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 heavy long-distance 

trucks off our highways.  With 2 additional trains a day and 4 intermodal trains in total, that 

removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy 

long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA and reduces 
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Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and 

bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring uses such as 

the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and, as mentioned, the Halton 

Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 

acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping.  

Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 

1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 

million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and 

acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of 

greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle 

trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any feedback via email, through our 

website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

4/25/2015 201504250 Email We say no. Thank you for your interest in this project and for noting your objection. CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.   CN believes its 

Milton logistics hub project is consistent with Halton Region’s long-range economic 

development plans as it relates to goods movement.  It will also be located in close proximity to 

the Halton Waste Management Site.Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal 

regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and 

safety.  CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton 

project with the CEAA was the first step that will lead to a consultation process in which 

interested parties will be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated 

project.  CN believes Halton and Milton should take a meaningful role in the comprehensive 

CEAA process. As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.Shipping goods by intermodal train 

reduces the amount of trucks off highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 

heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 2 additional trains a day and 4 intermodal 

trains in total, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more than 

400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA and 

reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring 

uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and, as 

mentioned, the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 

400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, 

and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this 

project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax 

revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such 

as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great 

family bicycle trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any further feedback via 

email, through our website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 

James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

 

4/26/2015 201504260 Email Hello,I have read your proposals, but they still don’t answer my question. You state that there 

could be up to 800 trucks each way per day. How will they be accessing the highways and 

which highways will they be accessing? I assuming they will be going eat on Britannia towards 

the 403 and 407 and north and south on Tremaine to the 401, 403 and 407, is that correct? What 

plans do you have to improve these roads to accommodate that volume of traffic? Will these 

improvements be completed prior to opening the intermodal?Thank you 

Thank you for your follow up question. Traffic options including routing and infrastructure will 

continue to be studied as part of the environmental assessment process.  Certainly, the 

upcoming widening of Britannia Road will be a part of the routing.  We will continue to work with 

the Town and the Region to determine the best way to flow traffic; however, all trucks will be 

required to use legal access routes.  Any trucks that do not use legal access routes will be 

subject to enforcement.  Further, in partnership with all levels of government, this project will 

help facilitate road improvements and expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  It will 

also help to address growing road congestion on the region’s existing road network.It is worth 

noting that the Region has already contemplated the future intermodal terminal as part of the 

Halton Region 2011 – 2031 Transportation Master Plan, which was approved in 2011.  The 

4/28/2015 
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Transportation Master Plan can be found directly at 

http://www.halton.ca/cms/one.aspx?objectId=57549   Within the Master Plan is Appendix F4 – 

Goods Movement, this section speaks to the benefits of Intermodal Terminals overall and 

specifically references that CN’s south Milton lands and that a facility would be coming forward 

in the future.  I have provided an extract from Page 3 of Appendix F4 for your reference.   "2.2 

RailThe GTHA is served by the main Canadian National (CN) and Canadian Pacific (CP) 

Railways, as well as short line railways. Halton Region’s rail lines carry both freight and passenger 

traffic. As the railways are operated by private companies, the availability of data on rail 

activity is somewhat limited, given the commercial sensitivity of this information. Rail is typically 

used for transporting long‐distance bulk goods, containers and inter‐modal shipments. The 

growth in rail traffic has been steady, with much of it driven by continued growth in the 

containerized movement of goods. The trend towards continued growth in imports from Asia‐
Pacific countries suggests that there will be a continued increase in goods movement by 

rail.Inter‐modal freight is defined as goods movement carried by more than one mode. The CP 

Expressway inter‐modal rail freight terminal, located in Milton, offers national and cross‐border 

truck/rail service. CN also owns land in Milton for which it has a long range plan for an inter‐
modal facility. It is understood that the current emphasis is on utilizing existing rail infrastructure 

and facilities; a new facility is considered to be a longer term project. To the east, CN has an 

inter‐modal facility in Brampton. Other facilities in the GTHA include the CP facilities at the 

Vaughan and Obico intermodal terminals and at Trafalgar Road‐Rail Terminal, and the CN 

MacMillan Yard Road‐Rail Terminal. Improved access to inter‐modal facilities such as these 

would also serve to improve the environmental performance of goods movement within Halton 

Region, facilitating efficient transfer of goods from road to rail."As we move through the 

environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input from 

the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs.Please feel free to continue to contact us via email, the website 

www.CNMilton.com, or visit us in person at our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

5/1/2015 201505010 Email My family and I are firmly against your Milton proposal. Thank you for your interest in this project and for your feedback. CN has been operating in 

Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work & 

play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  CN believes its 

Milton Logistics Hub project is consistent with Halton Region's long-range economic 

development plans as it relates to goods movement.  It will also be located in close proximity to 

the Halton Waste Management Site.Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal 

regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and 

safety. CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with the Canadian Environmental 

Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton 

project with the CEAA was the first step that will lead to a consultation process in which 

interested parties will be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated 

project.  CN believes Halton and Milton should take a meaningful role in the comprehensive 

CEAA process. As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and construction 

processes, we continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and 

Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.There are many benefits to 

transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by intermodal trains 

it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 

heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains stopping at the Milton 

Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more 

than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA 

and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.We're confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring 

uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and, as 

mentioned, the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 

400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, 

and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this 

5/11/2015 
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project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax 

revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such 

as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great 

family bicycle trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any further feedback via 

email, through our website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 

James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

5/4/2015 201505040 Email To Whom It May Concern:Dear CN, I, as a Canadian citizen and resident of Milton, am against 

the CN plans for an inter-modal terminal in Milton. I certainly do not want more trucks (up to 

2000/day by your estimates and 15000/day by others) roaming within Milton where our children 

and families will be growing up and flourishing one day; also the traffic in Milton is already so 

bizarre at 4.30 to 6pm with the number of traffic lights at ever quarter of a kilometer. Also, we do 

not want increased traffic in a city where there are currently only two on/off 401 ramps and no 

access to major highways like QEW or 403. I work in Burlington and it takes me 30-55 minutes to 

get to 403 only due to the new construction on Bronte Rd. Moreover, the beauty of the Niagara 

Escarpment will be ruined with a maelstrom of your concrete and iron rails and buildings. 

Furthermore, I do not want the noise, heavy dust, and light pollution just a few blocks from 

where I will be living. Milton is a residential town. Let it stay a residential town. We say NO to your 

plans. Thank you. 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.At the outset, I just want 

to assure you that there will not be 15,000 trucks daily at our facility.  At opening, CN expects the 

Logistics Hub will handle 650 trucks inbound and outbound per day.  At full operation in 2020, 

CN expects the facility will handle 800 inbound and outbound trucks daily.There are many 

benefits to transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by 

intermodal trains it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train it 

removes up to 280 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains 

stopping at the Milton Logistic Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our 

highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic 

congestion in the GTHA and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.In terms of road 

infrastructure and traffic routing, we will continue to work with the Town and the Region to 

determine the best way to flow traffic; however, all trucks will be required to use legal access 

routes.  Any trucks that do not use legal access routes will be subject to enforcement.  Further, in 

partnership with all levels of government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and 

expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road 

congestion on the region’s existing road network.In fact, it is important to note that Halton 

Region contemplated CN’s future intermodal terminal when in 2011 it approved the 2011-2031 

Transportation Master Plan which can be found here: 

http://www.halton.ca/cms/one.aspx?objectId=57549   Within the Transportation Master Plan is 

Appendix F4 entitled “Goods Movement” the report speaks to the benefits of Intermodal 

Terminals overall and specifically references CN’s south Milton lands and that a facility would be 

coming forward in the future.  I have provided the extract from Page 3 of Appendix F4 for your 

reference.   2.2 RailThe GTHA is served by the main Canadian National (CN) and Canadian 

Pacific (CP) Railways, as well as short line railways. Halton Region’s rail lines carry both freight 

and passenger traffic. As the railways are operated by private companies, the availability of 

data on rail activity is somewhat limited, given the commercial sensitivity of this information. Rail 

is typically used for transporting long‐distance bulk goods, containers and inter‐modal 

shipments. The growth in rail traffic has been steady, with much of it driven by continued growth 

in the containerized movement of goods. The trend towards continued growth in imports from 

Asia‐Pacific countries suggests that there will be a continued increase in goods movement by 

rail.Inter‐modal freight is defined as goods movement carried by more than one mode. The CP 

Expressway inter‐modal rail freight terminal, located in Milton, offers national and cross‐border 

truck/rail service. CN also owns land in Milton for which it has a long range plan for an inter‐
modal facility. It is understood that the current emphasis is on utilizing existing rail infrastructure 

and facilities; a new facility is considered to be a longer term project. To the east, CN has an 

inter‐modal facility in Brampton. Other facilities in the GTHA include the CP facilities at the 

Vaughan and Obico intermodal terminals and at Trafalgar Road‐Rail Terminal, and the CN 

MacMillan Yard Road‐Rail Terminal. Improved access to inter‐modal facilities such as these 

would also serve to improve the environmental performance of goods movement within Halton 

Region, facilitating efficient transfer of goods from road to rail.CN has been operating in Milton 

for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work & play.  

We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.   CN believes its Milton 

Logistics Hub project is consistent with Halton Region’s long-range economic development 

plans.  It will also be located in close proximity to the Halton Region Waste Management 

Site.Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal regulatory framework on matters 

such as the environmental impact of their operations and safety. CN filed its Project Description 

for the Milton Hub with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 

2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA was the first step 

that will lead to a consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to participate 

5/11/2015 
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and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  CN believes Halton and Milton 

should take a meaningful role in the comprehensive CEAA process.As we move through the 

environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we will continue to seek input 

from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed 

mitigation programs.  A component of the environmental assessment process includes the study 

of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We’re confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring 

uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential development, and, as 

mentioned, the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 

400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, 

and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this 

project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax 

revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such 

as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great 

family bicycle trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any feedback via email, 

through our website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James 

Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

5/6/2015 201505060 Email Good Morning, I have a question. With this new building in Milton, what will be happening to 

Mac Yard? 

Thank you for your interest in this project.Mac Yard will remain as is.  The Milton Logistics Hub will 

be a satellite intermodal facility to the Brampton Intermodal Terminal (BIT).  Intermodal terminals 

handle consumer goods like laptops, food, appliances etc. and some regulated household 

commodities such as cans of paint, batteries, bleach, and windshield washer fluid. No crude oil 

is handled in intermodal containers and therefore will not be handled at this facility.There are 

many benefits to transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by 

intermodal trains it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train it 

removes up to 280 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains 

stopping at the Milton Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our 

highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic 

congestion in the GTHA and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.CN filed its Project 

Description for the Milton Hub with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on 

March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with the CEAA was the 

first step that will lead to a consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to 

participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  CN believes Halton and 

Milton should take a meaningful role in the comprehensive CEAA process.As we move through 

the environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we will continue to seek 

input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any 

proposed mitigation programs.  In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any further 

feedback or questions via email, through our website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton. 

5/11/2015 

5/8/2015 N/A Email Hello,[Name] was on your website. I have analyzed your website. Would you be interested in a 

possible redesign of the site or additional features that might benefit the overall usability and 

user experience which usually leads to better sales of your services? We would be happy to help 

execute Web Design & Software Development projects on a white label basis for you. Our aim is 

to be the best in service and as such we offer a premium service at very competitive prices than 

what it might be in house. We have a three tier quality check system so No compromise on 

quality!  We provide Web Design & Development to a number of agencies, and establishments 

and have expertise in-Developing highly effective corporate websites, flash designs, E- 

Commerce/Online Web Stores to name a few.SEO, PHP, MySQL, .NET, Joomla, Wordpress, Perl, 

Drupal, ASP, JSP, HTML, CSS.Design- Flash, Photoshop, Corel E-Commerce - OS Commerce, Zen 

Cart, Virtue Mart, Pay Pal , Fedex and any checkout payment gateway systems.Do let me know 

if you are interested and I would be happy to share our Methodologies, past work details and 

client Testimonials and Prices 

Comments noted. N/A 

5/9/2015 201505090 Email Send me info on the intermodal hub that you are building.We are a small development 

company looking to see if thereare any opportunities that we can be a part of.If there is anyone 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  I am not sure what kind of development company you 

have; however, we would be happy to discuss this project with you further.  If you have not 

6/11/2015 
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we could meet with, please let us know. done so already, we would invite you to stop by our Public Information Centre where one of our 

team members would be happy to discuss the specifics of project and the next steps.  Our 

Public Information Centre is located at 61 James Snow Parkway, Suite 202, in Milton.  As we 

move forward we will also be posting more information on the www.CNMilton.ca website.  Our 

information centre is open Monday through Friday from 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm and on Saturday’s 

from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm.Overall, there are many benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

benefits include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 

million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and 

regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental 

benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the 

creation of a great family bicycle trail.As we move through the environmental assessment, 

design, and construction processes, we will continue to seek input from the community and 

from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any proposed mitigation programs.Again 

thank you for your interest and we look forward to seeing you soon. Best regards, CN Milton 

Team 

5/14/2015 N/A Email Dear Sir/Madam,Greetings of the day!!!!!We are looking to organize a Kids Mega Festival in 

Milton in July this year. We are currently in the process of finalizing the venue and the final 

date….we are looking to hold the festival at the Milton Fair Grounds on Sunday, 19th July.As the 

only festival of its kind in Ontario, the festival will offer Food, Fun and Entertainment for Kids and 

the entire family. The highlight of the event will be Renowned Chef’s live cooking demos and 

Cook-off contests, Food Tasting contests and other food related activities for Kids…..Apart from 

food we will also have other fun and entertainment activities for Kids and entire family, to know 

more, Please visit www.kidsmegafest.com (The website is still being updated). Companies will be 

asked to put up stalls and sell their services…We should be looking at an attendance of approx. 

5,000-10,000 pax. during the day….. We are in the process of contacting Radio partners, TV 

partners and Print partners for the event and will soon be able to announce all our 

associations…..Please let us know if you would be interested in participating with us at the 

event? This would be a great marketing/branding exercise while you may also be able to sell 

your products/services to the visitors at the event. We will be able to send you details of possible 

sponsorship options once we hear from you. Look forward to hearing from you again soon and 

to starting of a great business relationship with you and your company !   

***Forwarded to Lise Jolicoeur and Jim Gray***Not sure who this should be directed to.  So I am 

sending to you both.Kim 

5/15/2015 

5/14/2015 N/A Phone General questions about the project and what buildings would be onsite, the timelines, and 

how CN would manage dust, pollution, light, etc. Spoke to the benefits of the project including 

the jobs, the benefits of intermodal trains. She thinks that there should be a Costco in Milton so 

she and her family wouldn't have to travel as much. 

Comments noted. N/A 

5/15/2015 N/A Phone Very negative about railways and this project. He lived in Mississauga during the 1979 explosion. 

He was a mechanical engineer at Union Station. Wide ranging discussion about his various 

concerns. Main concerns regarding this project focused on traffic flow, pollution, and location. 

Felt that it should not be in "pristine farm land". 

Comments noted. N/A 

5/16/2015 N/A Email Greetings, 

 

Hope you are doing well! 

 

I am [Name], Online Marketing Consultant, Would you be interested in a possible redesign of 

the site or additional features that might benefit the overall usability and user experience which 

usually leads to better sales of your services. 

 

Do let me know if you are interested and I would be happy to share our Methodologies, past 

work details and client Testimonials and Prices.  

 

 We provide Web Design & Development to a number of agencies, and establishments and 

have expertise in. 

1.   Website development (Custom Website Development, PHP, Java, .Net Development, Ajax 

Programming, etc.) 

Comments noted. N/A 
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2.   Website designing (Logo Design, HTML designing, corporate website design, PSD to 

XHTML/HTML, etc.)  

3.   Open source customization/ CMS (Joomla, Drupal, Wordpress, etc.) 

4.   E-commerce website development (Magento, OS Commerce, Zen Cart integration etc.)  

5.   Web Programming Services (PHP MySQL Development, PHP Frameworks, JavaScript 

Frameworks etc.)  

  

May I know if you are interested in any of these services? Then we can send you more detail 

about package/action with special Offer.   

5/16/2015 N/A Email MILTON based,'baby-boomer' aged, CLEAN comedian/emcee/host, 13 years International 

experience performing at corporate, government & private events, including Forces Canada, 

RCMP, SERVICE CANADA, WALTER GRETZKY, NHL Tribute Dinners, PIONEER ENERGY, REGION OF 

HALTON, hospital foundation fundraisers, golf tournaments, conventions and more!   

www.laughatyourselffirst.com for content, testimonials & booking information - rates range from 

$30 to $50/minute based on event logistics 

Comments noted. N/A 

5/21/2015 N/A Phone Wanted to know why a candidate for the Liberal nomination was holding a community event. Comments noted. N/A 

5/21/2015 N/A Email      Dear Milton Intermodal TeamThough the below item is not exactly in your mandate it does 

touch on two topics. I ( and [name]) haven't seentouched on yet in the Canadian Champion 

CN ads -seniors and "equity disadvantaged" issues       At this stage I've chatted by email with 

[Name] of the Milton Seniors Activity Centre.According to her the CNIB brings in  a group of their 

clients to the MSAC for lunch on the last Wednesdays of the month.She also mentioned it would 

take 10 people to make a program viable for MSAC to it get up to steam.  MSAC just happens 

to need a few volunteer coordinators to get some of their lapsed registered programs up and 

running.I suggested they integrate different programs to work on a common end purpose, a film 

to show at Milton International Film Festival (Project 67 (Burning Braille)      So if MSAC wanted to 

get "Burning Braille” (tentatively a current events discussion community TV program at this point) 

functioning, it would require people and $$$.      Would that grants program mentioned in that 

CN Pensioners Association webpage I've attached be of use to get "Burning Braille"chugging 

along?                 ********************************---------- Forwarded message ----------HI 

[Name],Could you give me more background on what you are proposing?Thanks,[Name]                                  

***********************Speaking of CNIB - they bring a group to the Senior centre the last 

Wednesday of each month for lunch.  I don't know what kind of transport she uses.  She also 

looks after the payment - although I can't imagine it comes out of her own pocket.We have a 

couple of deaf men who attend some programs but there are no programs for the 

blind/partially blind.  To run a program run we need at least 10 people to sign up in order for it to 

be economically feasible.  We have to cover the cost of the facilitator, although for the blind, it 

might require more than one person to work the program (might need an assistant) - just a 

guess, I don't know.Back to your original email - would you consider leading this idea < Project 

67 >  or at least talking to the groups if I can pull a meeting of them together?Thanks for this 

email.  And best wishes to your mom.  I hope she can regain her strength soon.[Name]PS.  one 

need to be only 55 to join MSAC-The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the 

abundance of those who have much; it is whether we provide enough for those who have too 

little.FDR: Jan 20, 1937 

***Forwarded to Jim Feeny and Mark Hallman***Hi Jim and Mark, Thoughts on how to respond?  

As an [Name] and [Name] have been very supportive of the terminal project, having sent of 

offers for services etc. in the past couple of months.Please let me know when you have a 

moment.Thanks, Kim  

5/21/2015 

5/22/2015 N/A Phone Husband works at BIT currently. Wanted to understand the project and the timelines as they 

were looking to potentially get a new home. 

Comments noted. N/A 

5/29/2015 N/A Phone Preferred this type of project to the environmental damage of all of the homes that a 

development this size would require, and that would do a lot more damage with all the cars 

required for that. She felt that animals should be enhanced and protected. Mentioned that in 

some projects there have been butterfly sanctuaries. She would like an educational component 

to the project, about rail and logistics even for younger children. She was happy to hear that 

the Laurier affiliation was ongoing even without the Milton Campus. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/1/2015 N/A Phone Retiree: Wanted more information about the project. Explained the project, let him know the Comments noted. N/A 
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opening hours of the Information Centre. 

6/2/2015 201506020 Email Hi Kim, thanks for taking my call today. I am a member of the [organization name] committee. 

For the past 21 years [organization name] has raised a little over $940,000. for the transportation 

of Milton cancer patients to their treatments. This year we hope to add another 30 to 35 

thousand to that total, bringing us pretty close to the 1,000,000.00 mark. I realize everyone is 

looking for donations or sponsors,  and I realize budgets are limited.   

CN may be looking for a way to enter the hearts of Milton residents, and this may be an 

opportunity that may fit the bill. Imagine the news article “[organization name] breaks one 

Million dollars raised thanks to CN!”  

 

Please consider the opportunity.  

Email forwarded to Jim Gray (xref comment ID 201507030) N/A 

6/2/2015 201506021 Email To whom it may concern,We own businesses in Milton and are raising our family here.Which one 

of the rocket scientist’s engineers feels that James Snow Pkwy to 401 is suitable for a truck 

route?I guarantee none of CN's brain-dead executives live along these proposed truck routes. 

Do you know how many children and family pets live beside and around Louis St Laurent North 

to the 401 from Britannia right off James Snow Pkwy?Are you compensating us residents for the 

potential noise and air pollution from the trucks and the huge lifestyle change to our living 

environment? You better get your cheque book ready for the decrease in home values that will 

come also.We are thoroughly disgusted with CN even contemplating this area for a truck route 

such a large amount of truck traffic? Wait until one of your drivers runs over a small child, major 

lawsuits will be coming your way. I guarantee it.If it passes and goes through, tell the engineers 

to designate Trafalgar Road for the trucks to the 401. It's already a truck route. Your Corporation 

is morally bankrupt. #MiltonSaysNo  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for providing your feedback.There are many 

benefits to transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by 

intermodal trains it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train it 

removes up to 280 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains 

stopping at the Milton Logistic Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our 

highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic 

congestion in the GTHA and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.In terms of specific road 

infrastructure and traffic routing, we will continue to work with the Town and the Region to 

determine the best way to flow traffic; however, all trucks will be required to use legal access 

routes.  Any trucks that do not use legal access routes will be subject to enforcement.  Further, in 

partnership with all levels of government, this project will help facilitate road improvements and 

expansion, creating immediate construction jobs.  This will help address growing road 

congestion on the region’s existing road network.In fact, it is important to note that Halton 

Region contemplated CN’s future intermodal terminal when in 2011 it approved the 2011-2031 

Transportation Master Plan which can be found here: 

http://www.halton.ca/cms/one.aspx?objectId=57549   Within the Transportation Master Plan is 

Appendix F4 entitled “Goods Movement” the report speaks to the benefits of Intermodal 

Terminals overall and specifically references CN’s south Milton lands and that a facility would be 

coming forward in the future.  I have provided the extract from Page 3 of Appendix F4 for your 

reference.   2.2 RailThe GTHA is served by the main Canadian National (CN) and Canadian 

Pacific (CP) Railways, as well as short line railways. Halton Region’s rail lines carry both freight 

and passenger traffic. As the railways are operated by private companies, the availability of 

data on rail activity is somewhat limited, given the commercial sensitivity of this information. Rail 

is typically used for transporting long‐distance bulk goods, containers and inter‐modal 

shipments. The growth in rail traffic has been steady, with much of it driven by continued growth 

in the containerized movement of goods. The trend towards continued growth in imports from 

Asia‐Pacific countries suggests that there will be a continued increase in goods movement by 

rail.Inter‐modal freight is defined as goods movement carried by more than one mode. The CP 

Expressway inter‐modal rail freight terminal, located in Milton, offers national and cross‐border 

truck/rail service. CN also owns land in Milton for which it has a long range plan for an inter‐
modal facility. It is understood that the current emphasis is on utilizing existing rail infrastructure 

and facilities; a new facility is considered to be a longer term project. To the east, CN has an 

inter‐modal facility in Brampton. Other facilities in the GTHA include the CP facilities at the 

Vaughan and Obico intermodal terminals and at Trafalgar Road‐Rail Terminal, and the CN 

MacMillan Yard Road‐Rail Terminal. Improved access to inter‐modal facilities such as these 

would also serve to improve the environmental performance of goods movement within Halton 

Region, facilitating efficient transfer of goods from road to rail.CN has been operating in Milton 

for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work & play.  

We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.   CN believes its Milton 

Logistics Hub project is consistent with Halton Region’s long-range economic development 

plans.  It will also be located in close proximity to the Halton Region Waste Management 

Site.Railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal regulatory framework on matters 

such as the environmental impact of their operations and safety. As you likely already know, CN 

filed its Project Description for the Milton Hub with the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

6/11/2015 
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Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with 

the CEAA was the first step that will lead to a consultation process in which interested parties will 

be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  CN believes 

Halton and Milton should take a meaningful role in the comprehensive CEAA process.As we 

move through the environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we will 

continue to seek input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region 

officials on any proposed mitigation programs.  A component of the environmental assessment 

process includes the study of noise, light, landscaping, and traffic options.  We’re confident that 

the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also 

aware of neighbouring uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential 

development, and, as mentioned, the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The 

Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant 

amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the 

Milton Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of 

$250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through 

municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many 

environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits 

like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.In closing, we welcome you to continue to 

provide any feedback via email, through our website www.CNMilton.com, and to visit our 

Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton 

Team 

6/2/2015 N/A Phone Retiree: Wanted more information about the project. Was familiar with BIT so wanted to 

understand the connection. Explained the project, let him know the opening hours of the 

Information Centre. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/2/2015 N/A Phone Retiree: Was very pleased to be engaged with. He explained some of his PTSD and mental 

health challenges. We discussed his experiences with the railway, and his support of the railways 

going forward. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/2/2015 N/A Phone Retiree: Formerly of Quebec but now lives in Halton. Received the letter and had questions. 

Discussed the project. She suggested that jobs were very important. And that CN should 

consider a local hiring policy. The policy should be Milton first and then Halton Region. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/2/2015 N/A Phone Discussed potential sponsorship for a Milton Cancer Charity. He sent in email which was 

forwarded to Jim Gray. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/4/2015 N/A Phone Retiree Letter Dates had March 25th even though it was sent May 26th. He was worried he might 

have missed something. Explained the project, let him know the opening hours of the 

Information Centre. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/5/2015 201506050 Email I decided to write to you today to let you know that my wife and I are not at all happy with the 

project in reference. We decided to move to Milton back in 2008 to escape the pollution of 

Mississauga and for the past seven years we have been living a well-balanced life in this 

community. The project in reference will throw the balance that we have enjoyed out the 

Window. This project will ruin our community and will also affect the safety that we have been 

enjoying. My wife and I arrived in Canada in year 2000 with the expectation of living a safe life 

and so far we have been lucky enough to enjoy this. The fact that CN is making its way to Milton 

will affect the safety and security of my family and us being the parents of a12 year old , will not 

have peace when our child decides to go and play in the park. One thing that you do not 

understand is that Milton is a community built by families and for families. This has allowed Milton 

to become the fastest growing community in Canada. CN will affect this growth and families will 

no longer find this community attractive to settle with their families. CN should conscientiously 

think of the negative influence that this project is bringing to all the surrounding communities in 

Halton and back out of this deal. For an environmentally oriented company as CN, the premise 

should be to protect communities and not destroy them socially and economically as it is going 

to happen with Milton. In regards to the economic impact, it has already been established that 

this move will increase property taxes for all here in Milton. Also the real estate board has 

mentioned that property values will be dropping an average of 5-6% after this terminal opens for 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  Many things have 

changed since CN first proposed building a Logistics Hub in Milton in the early 2000s.  As you 

yourself have noted, Milton is a much different place today than it was in the few short years 

ago you relocated here.  In 2001, the Town’s population was 30,000.  Today, it’s over 100,000.  By 

2031, it’s projected to be 228,000.There’s a growing recognition that Milton requires the 

economic development that a project like the Milton Logistics Hub can bring.  CN believes its 

Milton Logistics Hub project is also consistent with Halton Region’s long-range plans as it relates 

to goods movement.  There are many benefits to transporting goods using intermodal trains 

including that by shipping goods by intermodal trains it reduces the amount of trucks on 

highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 heavy long-distance trucks off our 

highways.  With 4 intermodal trains stopping at the Milton Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 

heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy long-distance 

trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA and reduces Greenhouse Gas 

emissions overall.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton, and bring significant 

benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring uses such as the Velodrome, 

the Education Village, residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste 

6/11/2015 
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operation in 2016. I have a question for you : how is CN  planning to reimburse the loss in equity 

for middle class families here in Milton.  In summary, the CN plan is contradictory from every 

standpoint. Please rest assured, that the Milton community will battle this 'til the end. I surely 

hope that this email is taken into consideration Respectfully,Milton Resident 

Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, 

leaving a significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping. Further, there are many 

other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect 

jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community 

benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and 

community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.It is also important to 

understand that railways such as CN are subject to a significant federal regulatory framework 

on matters such as the environmental impact of their operations and safety. As you likely know, 

CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with the Canadian Environmental Assessment 

Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a project description for its Milton project with 

the CEAA was the first step in a consultation process in which interested parties will be invited to 

participate and express their views on this federally-regulated project.  CN believes Halton and 

Milton should take meaningful roles in the comprehensive CEAA process. As we move through 

the environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek input 

from the community and municipal officials on any proposed mitigation programs.In closing, we 

welcome you to continue to provide any further feedback via email, through our website 

www.CNMilton.com , and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 

202 in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

6/9/2015 N/A Phone Caregiver for a Retiree. Wanted to understand why we were outreaching and if they need to 

do anything. Explained that we were just informing people about the project and the 

information centre, in case there were any questions. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/10/2015 201506100 Email Hello,Firstly I would like to extend my sincerest welcome to Milton. I must admit that when I read 

news about a new CN Intermodal facility to be built here at my home town I was truly excited of 

the possibilities.I stopped by the information center yesterday to see if I could get any 

information on where to apply on future job opportunities and was re-directed to send my 

resume & cover letter to this address.Please see attached.Any feedback would be greatly 

appreciated!Thanks. 

Thank you for contacting us and for your support.  There are many positive benefits of the future 

Milton Logistics Hub, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs.  As 

discussed, we have sent your resume and cover letter to our HR department for future 

opportunities.  Best regards,CN Milton Team***Forwarded to Susan Ward***HI Susan, Please see 

the attached resume with respect to Milton and CN.Best regards, Kim on behalf of the Milton 

Team 

6/11/2015 

6/13/2015 N/A Email Hello, 

 

We have a trucking company and wanted to find out more info regarding Milton project.  

 

Will this be going ahead for sure? 

 

When will this be complete and operating? 

 

Will CN move all containers through this terminal or only whatever CN Bit cannot 

accommodate? 

 

Answers to these questions will help us a lot in deciding future of our company.  Thank you so 

much for your time.  

Comments noted. N/A 

6/15/2015 N/A Phone Runs a logistics company and wanted to understand the potential timelines for construction 

and becoming operational. 

Comments noted. N/A 

6/15/2015 N/A Phone Wanted information centre contract information and hours of operation. Comments noted. N/A 

6/17/2015 201506170 Email Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

We are a multicultural newspaper based out of Milton (Halton region). We publish content in 

English,Urdu,Chinese, Punjabi, Arabic, Spanish and Tagalog languages. We distribute 10K print 

copies and online. You might have seen our red color newspaper boxes around town. We 

would like to keep our readers updated with any developments on "Environment Assessment". A 

large number of our readers are south of the Derry Road, so please add us into your media list.  

 

 We will be more than happy to publish your messages and display ads in our coming editions. If 

***Forwarded to Mark Hallman*** 

 

Hi Mark, 

 

Can you please follow-up. 

 

Thank you, 

 

N/A 
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you have any question please feel free to write me anytime.  

 

Please see here our recent edition: http://diversityreporter.com/e-paper/ 

 

Our next issue submission deadline is Thursday June 18 the  

Lise 

6/20/2015 N/A Email To Whom It May Concern:Please be advised that when considering Milton as a place to live 

and to raise a family, of key importance was the natural landscape of the land, away from a 

central buzzing city with high rises and major commercial buildings. It was and remains of prime 

importance to be as close to the country as possible. We came here because we loved the 

view of the Escarpment, because we adored the local farmers, and enjoyed the view of as well 

as the noises of farm animals and local wildlife which is so abundant.We relish in the fact that we 

can observe the different species of birds and other wildlife literally roaming in our back yards. 

We admire the bicyclists as they ride through rolling countryside. We love the trees as they 

change colours throughout the seasons. We mourn the loss of tree canopy cause by the ice 

storm and the Ash Borer Beetle.We take pride in the fact that Milton has more horses and more 

horse farms than all of Kentucky. Why would anyone want to destroy the lives of people who 

have chosen to live in this area because of what it is.While jobs and some infrastructure are 

necessary, most of us moved here knowing and accepting of the fact that we will have to 

commute to work. This is WHY we chose to live here. We did not gravitate here hoping jobs 

would follow. We did not come here in hopes that the landscape would turn into something 

ugly, industrial, and filled with a massive trucking industry. We were also told that train traffic 

would be limited due to the increase in residential neighbourhoods.On another note, your 

statement that this HUB will provide hundreds of jobs is erroneous. Apparently, most jobs will be 

indirect, meaning that the truck drivers will already be holding jobs and living in other areas. 

They will be driving the trucks here, but are not actually going to be employed directly by CN. 

The estimate I heard about new jobs in Milton at the HUB directly will be closer to 50. Yet the tax 

paying citizens will be subjected to 1600 ventures in and out daily on our rural roads and other 

infrastructure not intended to handle either the amount of traffic nor the weight of all of these 

vehicles. Britannia and James Snow Parkway are too close to residential neighbourhoods. We 

don’t want the noise, the pollution that will negatively affect our health, our commute to work, 

and our lifestyle with children and parents biking, jogging, and walking their dogs along the 

concrete paths that have been part of our lives around our homes. Milton and Halton are not 

ready for this HUB in the proposed area and never have been. We will not embrace “jobs” at 

the expense of our health due to increased pollution. We will not embrace “jobs” at the 

expense of increased gridlock. We will not embrace “jobs” at the expense of an unsightly, ugly 

railway terminal that has taken away more from our green earth. We will not embrace “jobs” at 

the expense of higher prices for foods that has to now be farmed further and further away. Our 

local mushroom farm is close by and is at stake! Our beautiful golf courses in the area are 

affected! There are other fruit farms affected. We will not embrace “jobs” at the expense of 

increased taxes, as CN will not be paying for the expansion of our roads. But expansion will need 

to be done, and it will be solely on the shoulders of us – the taxpayers and the town we have 

embraced and call home. We will simply not embrace this HUB!!!Those already living in Milton 

have jobs that are outside of this proposed terminal. Those who have purchased homes that will 

be immediately depreciated in value due to this horrific HUB already have jobs that are outside 

of the proposed terminal. Chances are that those who will be employed at your HUB will be in 

need of commuting here, to Milton, adding to our traffic, adding to levels of pollution. I 

guarantee you that around the HUB there will be little chance of lovely stores and quaint 

restaurants, or schools, or homes. This will be the opportunity for further ugly 

industrialization.Based on what we observe to come from the Federal and Provincial 

Governments we are teaching our children that they cannot be trusted. That they do go back 

on promises made. That the only thing that matters is to provide any form of jobs, without any 

consideration for the environment in which they will be created, so that they can reflect on their 

policy to “promote the economy” and maintain their elected positions as “government 

employees”. Trust – our trust is gone. We realize, as our children realize that citizens do not come 

first. Voters do not come first. People, and humanity in general does not come first. Business, 

Comments noted. N/A 
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money, power, that is your mantra.You will claim to have followed all the rules. Your 

environmental assessment (I believe skewed from the start) will maintain that the herons, horses, 

houses, children, eagles, snakes, coyotes, golf clubs, farms, conservation areas, Escarpment, 

traffic, etc. will not be negatively affected,….…..when everyone knows that the lifestyle which 

we have all embraced will change forever in the eroding fabric of our beautiful farms, lands, 

and lovely residential neighbourhouds.Our government has already demonstrated bad urban 

and rural planning in so many ways. Without any foresight into the future, we have problems 

with our infrastructure, our Great Lakes and the pollution within, our badly designed roads with 

almost useless HOV lanes, our badly restored roads that develop potholes causing problems for 

drivers and commuters, our power plants, our elementary school system, our eroding health 

care system, our loss of care for our vets and lowered defense budgets, E-Health, Ornge, and 

power plant scandals, etc. Taxpayers cannot afford federal and provincial governments that 

tend to erode a decent way of living at the local level and make everyone adapt to changes 

that impact us negatively as a society overall. There probably is an alternative to relocate this 

HUB elsewhere, where it will not impact the private residences of taxpayers who wish so much to 

be surrounded by greenery, and beautiful scenery reflecting better on their chosen lifestyle. 

Let’s please try to be more considerate of each other, our lifestyle choices, our health, and truly 

be reflective of the negative impact heavy truck traffic will have on the innocent lives of so 

many who will be affected by this endeavour. I’m sure there is another option. The current 

location is far from our major highways. Private truckers will not use the 407 as they currently 

don’t use it. The 401 is our main artery for transport. Could you not be considerate of our health, 

our welfare, our pleas, our time, our homes and think about an alternate site closer to the 401 

away from major residential development and local farms?I implore you to consider the impact 

this  HUB location will make on the lives of the already thousands who have chosen to make 

Milton their home. I implore to be considerate of hard working taxpayers, most of whom were 

unaware that land deals were struck many years ago that would erode the future way of life 

they had envisioned.  

6/22/2015 201506220 Email You have no right bringing this disaster to Milton and our beautiful escarpment. Look someplace 

else NOT MILTON!!!!! 

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  There’s a growing 

recognition that Milton requires the economic development that a project like the Milton 

Logistics Hub can bring.  CN believes its Milton Logistics Hub project is also consistent with Halton 

Region’s long-range plans as it relates to goods movement.  There are many benefits to 

transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by intermodal trains 

it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 

heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains stopping at the Milton 

Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more 

than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA 

and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring 

current and potential uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential 

development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be 

built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

berms, and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this 

project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax 

revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such 

as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great 

family bicycle trail.It is also important to understand that railways such as CN are subject to a 

significant federal regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their 

operations and safety. As you likely know, CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with 

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a 

project description for its Milton project with the CEAA was the first step in a consultation process 

in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-

regulated project.  CN believes Halton and Milton should take meaningful roles in the 

7/15/2015 
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comprehensive CEAA process. Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to 

analyze alternative locations and provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  

The Logistics Hub needs to be located along our main rail line, which has run through Milton for 

more than 100 years.  No location other than south Milton provides the combination of close 

proximity to the 400 Series highways, and has the required 3,000 metres of continuous flat land 

adjacent to the line.  As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and municipal officials 

on any proposed mitigation programs.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any 

further feedback via email, through our website www.CNMilton.com , and to visit our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.  As well, please stop by our  

Open House this Thursday, July 16th from 1-4 or 6-8 pm at the Best Western Plus at 161 Chisholm 

Drive in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

6/23/2015 201506230 Email To whom it may concern, I am interested in seeking a job opportunity with your company, 

please see my resume attached.Hope to hear back from you soon.Thank you in advance! 

Thank you for contacting us and for your interest in working at CN.  There are many positive 

benefits of the future Milton Logistics Hub, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs.  We have sent your resume and cover letter to our HR department for future 

opportunities.  Best regards,CN Milton Team***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Hi Susan, Please find 

attached a resume sent to the Milton project email.Thanks, Kim  

6/25/2015 

6/23/2015 N/A Phone From Cambellville. Had questions about the Project, the history of the ownership of the land, 

and what political decisions and discussions have occurred to date. Felt that the project wasn't 

as bad as some were making it seem. Felt reasonable solutions could be found. Happy that we 

took the time to answer her questions. Invited her to view the information centre. 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/3/2015 N/A Email Dear owner of cnmilton.com I’m sure you have been contacted in this matter many times 

before but our value proposition is much different. We show the client results before we ask for 

any further commitment.     As a business owner you might be interested to gain profit by 

placing your website among top in search engines.    Your website needs immediate 

improvement for some major issues with your website.-Low online presence for many 

competitive keyword phrases-Unorganized social media accounts-Not compatible with all 

mobile devices-Many bad back links to your website If my proposal sound's interesting for your 

business goal, feel free to email me, or can provide me with your phone number and the best 

time to call you. I am also available for an online meeting to present you this website audit 

report.  I look forward to hearing from you - thanks!   Best Regards,[Name] PS: I have studied your 

website, prepared an audit report and believe I can help with your business promotion. If you 

still want us to not contact you, you can ignore this email or ask to remove and I will not contact 

again.  

Comments noted. N/A 

7/3/2015 201507030 Email Good afternoon Kim, I have not heard anything from you.  I am thinking CN is not interested at 

this time? 

 

The Tournament is Monday July 13, 2015  

***Email Forwarded to Jim Gray*** 

 

Asked if he has followed up. 

7/6/2015 

7/3/2015 N/A Phone Confusion about location of the project, given that there a roads named 1st Line in both 

Campbellville and Milton.  

Comments noted. N/A 

7/3/2015 N/A Phone Felt that the project was a big mistake and not appropriate for Milton.  She hoped that once this 

was rejected that CN would leave town entirely. 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/3/2015 N/A Phone wanted information on apparent slow moving train the previous day through Milton.  Intermodal 

team to connect with explanation 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/5/2015 N/A Phone Thanked us for providing her with information, and wished us luck with the project Comments noted. N/A 

7/6/2015 201507060 Email Instead of bringing thousands of trucks to the residential area of Milton, why don't you switch 

land with the government anywhere north of the 401 that is an industrial area?  

 

You are going to ruin the whole town this way.  

Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns.  

 

CN has been operating in Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a 

great place to live, work & play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these 

goals.   

 

7/15/2015 
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There’s a growing recognition that Milton requires the economic development that a project 

like the Milton Logistics Hub can bring.  CN believes its Milton Logistics Hub project is also 

consistent with Halton Region’s long-range plans as it relates to goods movement.  

 

Sites across the GTHA were examined and the only currently viable site is the one proposed in 

Milton 

 

CN examined its mainline from Bayview Junction in Burlington to Doncaster Junction in Toronto 

for potential intermodal sites. No site in north Milton, north of Highway 401, can provide for the 

operation of a safe and efficient Logistics Hub. 

 

CN’s Milton hub needs to be located along the main rail line, close to major highways and 

requires 3,000 metres of continuous flat land adjacent to the line. 

 

CN began the environmental assessment process through the Canadian Environment 

Assessment Agency (CEAA).  A component of that process includes the study of noise, light, 

landscaping, and traffic options.   

 

Further, as part of the CEAA process, CN will be required to analyze alternative locations and 

provide justification for why the Milton site is the best choice.  The Logistics Hub needs to be 

located along our main rail line, which has run through Milton for more than 100 years.  No 

location other than south Milton provides the combination of close proximity to the 400 Series 

highways, and has the required 3,000 metres of continuous flat land adjacent to the line.   

 

We’re confident that the hub will integrate into Milton and bring significant benefits to the 

community. The Logistics Hub is to be built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a 

significant amount of land for trees, berms, and landscaping.  We are also aware of the 

neighbouring current and proposed uses including the Velodrome, the Education Village, 

residential development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management facility.   

 

Other benefits of this project will include the creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect 

jobs, an investment of $250 million into this project which will bring $230 million in community 

benefits through municipal and regional tax revenues, expansion and acceleration of road 

infrastructure, many environmental benefits such as a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, 

and community benefits like the creation of a great family bicycle trail.   

 

As we move through our consultation, design, and construction processes, we continue to seek 

input from the community and from the Town of Milton and Halton Region officials on any 

proposed mitigation programs, including on traffic patterns, routing, and infrastructure.  

 

Overall, there are many benefits to transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by 

shipping goods by intermodal trains it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one 

intermodal train removes up to 280 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 

intermodal trains stopping at the Milton Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance 

trucks off our highways daily or more than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That 

reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall. 

 

As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and construction processes, we 

continue to seek input from the community and municipal officials on any proposed mitigation 

programs. 

 

In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any further feedback via email, through our 

website www.CNMilton.com , and to visit our Public Information Centre at 61 James Snow 

Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.  As well, please stop by our  Open House this Thursday, July 16th 

from 1-4 or 6-8 pm at the Best Western Plus at 161 Chisholm Drive in Milton. 
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7/6/2015 N/A Phone Concerned about the impact of the project on "my environment" and what the traffic that 

would be generated would do to the quality of life.  Was going to engage and support 

politicians who would vote to stop the project.   

Comments noted. N/A 

7/8/2015 N/A Email Hello, 

We would like to connect with you in regards to Agriculture & Fertilizers Professionals Contacts 

2015? 

Our List Includes:- Company Name, Web Address, Contact Name, Verified Email, Job Title, 

Application Type, Complete Mailing Address, Phone Number, FAX Number, Total Employees, SIC 

Code, and Industry details 

 

Key Decision Makers:- 

CEO’s, CFO's, CTO's, Owners, Directors, Managers, Sales & Marketing Managers, Purchasing 

Managers, Retailers, Agricultural Inspectors, Agricultural Engineers, Farm Advisors, Crop 

Specialist, Farmers, Plantations, Fertilizers Manufacturers/Suppliers, Chemical Manufacturers, 

Scientists, Educators, Agronomists, Consultants, Academics, Journalists, Laboratories, Agriculture 

Machinery Manufacturers, Research Institutions, Government Agencies, Agriculture Training, 

Education Facilities, Consultants, Organizers, Farm Inputs & Equipment Manufacturers for 

Irrigation & Greenhouse Cropping, Bio controllers, Techniques, Product Analyst, Foliar Spray, 

Agronomists, Consultants, Academics, Journalists, Suppliers, Distributors, Traders, Cooperative 

Management, Venture Capitalists, Financial Sector Representatives, Commercial & Industrial 

Manufacturers, Equipment Designers, Agriculture Products Dealers/Agents, Logistics Suppliers, 

Transportations, Infrastructure Development, Wholesalers, Distributors, Government Agencies, 

Sellers, Suppliers, Dealers  And many more across US/UK/CANADA/Australia/Europe and all over 

the world 

If you are interested Please send me your exact target audience, so that I can give you more 

information, Pricing as well as Counts, few samples. 

Target Industry:__________________,   Job Titles:_________________,   Geography:________________. 

Looking forward to hear from you, 

Best Regards, 

Marketing Manager   

Comments noted. N/A 

7/10/2015 N/A Phone Question regarding open house and EA timelines, phasing of studies.  Comments noted. N/A 

7/12/2015 201507120 Email I am Milton resident and I don't want CN RAILWAY HUB IN MILTON. Please don't build in Milton.  Thank you for your interest in this project and for raising your concerns. CN has been operating 

in Milton for over 100 years; we continue to believe in its ability to be a great place to live, work 

& play.  We believe that our new Logistics Hub is in keeping with these goals.  There’s a growing 

recognition that Milton requires the economic development that a project like the Milton 

Logistics Hub can bring.  CN believes its Milton Logistics Hub project is also consistent with Halton 

Region’s long-range plans as it relates to goods movement.  There are many benefits to 

transporting goods using intermodal trains including that by shipping goods by intermodal trains 

it reduces the amount of trucks on highways.  For every one intermodal train removes up to 280 

heavy long-distance trucks off our highways.  With 4 intermodal trains stopping at the Milton 

Logistics Hub, that removes 1,100 heavy long-distance trucks off our highways daily or more 

than 400,000 heavy long-distance trucks annually.  That reduces traffic congestion in the GTHA 

and reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions overall.We’re confident that the hub will integrate into 

Milton, and bring significant benefits to the community.  We are also aware of neighbouring 

current and potential uses such as the Velodrome, the Education Village, residential 

development, and the Halton Region Solid Waste Management Site.  The Logistics Hub is to be 

built on 400 acres of the 1,000 acres of CN lands, leaving a significant amount of land for trees, 

berms, and landscaping. Further, there are many other benefits to the Milton Logistics Hub. The 

creation of more than 1,000 direct and indirect jobs, an investment of $250 million into this 

project which will bring $230 million in community benefits through municipal and regional tax 

revenues, expansion and acceleration of road infrastructure, many environmental benefits such 

as reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and community benefits like the creation of a great 

family bicycle trail.It is also important to understand that railways such as CN are subject to a 

significant federal regulatory framework on matters such as the environmental impact of their 

7/15/2015 
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operations and safety. As you likely know, CN filed its Project Description for the Milton hub with 

the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) on March 23, 2015.  CN's filing of a 

project description for its Milton project with the CEAA was the first step in a consultation process 

in which interested parties will be invited to participate and express their views on this federally-

regulated project.  CN believes Halton and Milton should take meaningful roles in the 

comprehensive CEAA process. As we move through the environmental assessment, design, and 

construction processes, we continue to seek input from the community and municipal officials 

on any proposed mitigation programs.In closing, we welcome you to continue to provide any 

further feedback via email, through our website www.CNMilton.com , and to visit our Public 

Information Centre at 61 James Snow Parkway Suite 202 in Milton.  As well, please stop by our  

Open House this Thursday, July 16th from 1-4 or 6-8 pm at the Best Western Plus at 161 Chisholm 

Drive in Milton.Best regards,CN Milton Team 

7/13/2015 N/A Phone Interested in jobs at the facility and timelines.  Submitted his resume which was forwarded to HR.  

Would likely attend open house 

Comments noted (cross-reference comment ID 201507130). N/A 

7/13/2015 201507130 Email Hello Kim,It's was really nice talking to you over the phone. Please find attached my resume to 

be passed on to the HR.Looking forward to meet you on Thursday. I am excited to hear from 

them soon for interview. 

Thank you for contacting us and for your interest in working at CN.  There are many positive 

benefits of the future Milton Logistics Hub, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs.  We have sent your resume and cover letter to our HR department for future 

opportunities.  Best regards,CN Milton Team***Forwarded to Susan Ward***A resume for your 

review and follow up.Have a great day! Kim 

6/13/2015 

7/13/2015 N/A Phone Works for Transport Canada, wanted information regarding open house, and various activities 

such as protests etc.  

Comments noted. N/A 

7/13/2015 N/A Phone Had received flyer re: open house, she had the wrong date so provided her with correct times/ 

dates 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/14/2015 201507140 Email Applying for a position with CN Thank you for your interest in CN and the proposed Milton Intermodal Hub.  We have sent your 

email to the CN HR department.  Best regards, CN Milton Team***Forwarded to Susan 

Ward***This was sent to us, without a resume. Kim  

7/23/2015 

7/14/2015 N/A Phone Wanted to voice her general opposition to the project.   Comments noted. N/A 

7/15/2015 N/A Email Can you explain how the 1500 trucks a day will "integrate with the town"? Comments noted. N/A 

7/15/2015 N/A Email My opinion continues to be build your terminal someplace else. NOT IN Milton!!! Comments noted. N/A 

7/18/2015 N/A Email How many CN executives lives in MILTON? How many live along the proposed trucking routes? 

 

How much compensation are you paying me for the drop in my home value when an industrial 

class 3 facility rolls into town? 

 

#MiltonSayNO 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/21/2015 201507210 Email Hi ,  I received your flyer in the mail for the Public Open House.  Milton is growing and expanding 

as we speak, with that in mind, I know that the Milton Logistics Hub project is going to create a 

number of local jobs.   I'm attaching my resume for you to review.  I am interested in an 

administration/clerical position.  I have been working with people for over 20 yrs now.  I work 

great as a team member or on my own.   I hope this resume finds you well. 

Thank you for contacting us and for your interest in working at CN.  There are many positive 

benefits of the future Milton Logistics Hub, including the creation of more than 1,000 direct and 

indirect jobs.  We have sent your resume to our HR department for future opportunities.  Best 

regards,CN Milton Team***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Hi Susan, Please find attached the 

following resume received from the CN Milton project email.ThanksKim 

7/22/2015 

7/21/2015 N/A Phone Questions regarding development fees, property taxes etc.   Is CN a crown corp?  Who has 

jurisdiction over the project 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/21/2015 N/A Phone Wanted CN to know if there are any overnight travels required for this project that the new 

Home to Suites hotel is opening in September in Milton.  Had questions regarding timelines.  

Comments noted. N/A 

7/27/2015 N/A Phone Directions to Info Centre Comments noted. N/A 

7/27/2015 N/A Phone Directions to Info Centre, and had dates for the Engineers Tour mixed up. That it is Aug 27 not Jul 

27 

Comments noted. N/A 

7/27/2015 N/A Phone Bought a house recently, and didn't realize that the project was being contemplated. He Comments noted. N/A 
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admitted that that was his mistake. Now that he has reviewed the project he has concerns 

about location near residential, in particular, light, noise, pollution and truck traffic. Also how it 

will integrate with an education village. 

7/31/2015 N/A Phone Questions regarding the trucking routes to be considered. Explained that this is an ongoing 

review and discussion process with the town and the region. That legal trucking routes would be 

used. That the expanded Britannia will be the trucking route into the facility with a queuing lane 

inside the lands. Additionally, he had questions about the review process timing. Explained that 

this is an ongoing and consultative process. 

Comments noted. N/A 

8/5/2015 N/A Phone Previously called.  She followed up because she wasn't able to attend the open house.  She lives 

near the project.  She is supportive.  She wanted to find ways for those who are supportive of the 

project to voice that support.  Suggested sending emails, going through the website.    Her 

additional suggestion was one that she had raised previously.  To ensure that there was some 

sort of educational component to the facility.  This way school children can understand the 

history of the railroad, and the sustainability that the railways provide to the economy.   

Comments noted. N/A 

8/5/2015 N/A Phone Question regarding timing of the project and what that means for prospective hiring.  Wanted 

to understand HR process.  Suggested that if he submitted a resume that we would send it along 

to the HR for review. 

Comments noted. N/A 

8/17/2015 N/A Email This what you want to do for Milton 

 

http://m.insidehalton.com/news-story/5801294-driver-escapes-injury-in-truck-rollover-at-busy-

milton-intersection 

Comments noted. N/A 

8/20/2015 N/A Phone Wanted contact information re: Milton RAIL. Explained who they were and that we were not the 

same group. 

Comments noted. N/A 

8/21/2015 N/A Phone Wanted to register for the Professional Engineers session. I told him that he could do that through 

the Association itself and that in addition I would send them his contact information/RSVP as 

well. 

Comments noted. N/A 

9/4/2015 N/A Phone Had questions regarding the amount of trains per day. Was surprised that it wasn't higher. Spoke 

about the twinning of the main line, which he appreciated so that it didn't cause extra delays. 

Overall he felt that it's all a balance. 

Comments noted. N/A 

9/11/2015 N/A Phone He felt that CN was in the way of the Milton GO Station providing all day service. Explained that 

the Milton GO Station is on a CP line, not a CN line. 

Comments noted. N/A 

9/18/2015 201509180 Email Hello CN 

 

I am a realtor at GoWest Realty and I currently have 10.6 acres for sale that is free from 

restriction or conservation. Please contact me directly to discuss this further. 

***Forwarded to Ernie Longo*** 

 

Hi Ernie,  

 

Please find the below email from a realtor.   I will leave to you deal / discuss as you see fit.  

 

Thanks, 

 

Kim  

8/25/2015 

9/30/2015 201509300 Email To the human resource department for the Brampton and Milton locations.   This letter is to 

express my interest in CN Rail. I am currently a stay at home father who is helping my two 

children grow in their beginning years. As this part of our lives will soon becoming to an end I am 

excited to find my new calling and want to join a team that shares some of the characteristics I 

have come to enjoy. Teamwork, training and growth and advancement are qualities I am 

looking for and discussing CN at the Milton information center I see that this is what CN's culture 

is. I am able to learn new roles quickly and take pride in my quality of work. I have started in 

previous positions at an entry level position and through hard work and dedication to my role I 

have progressed up throughout the company and I would like the opportunity to do the same 

with CN. Before I made my decision to raise my family at this time I worked in a manufacturing 

company for 20 years. I started out milling holes at the age of 15 all the way to leading projects 

Your resume has been forwarded to HR.Thank you***Forwarded to Susan Ward***Hi Susan,Here 

is the resume of a gentleman who came into the Milton Info Centre yesterday.  Thank you,Laura 

10/1/2015 
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in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. As I took the growth and experience to be exciting and 

challenging it was also the commitment and the sense of family with whom I worked with that 

has helped me grow to today. I would appreciate an opportunity to discuss any openings that 

my experience and dedication would be beneficial to the team at CN.  Thank you for your time.                                                                

10/28/2015 N/A Phone Asked for directions to the Info Centre. Comments noted. N/A 

11/6/2015 N/A Phone Inquiring about exact location of proposed terminal. Looking at buying a home around Louis St. 

Laurent and Hwy 25 and wanted to know the approximate distance from that corner to our 

terminal. Asked about timing (asked if terminal was being built in 2 years) 

Gave him exact location (Britannia to the north, Lower Base to the south, First Line to the east 

and Tremaine to the west). Advised him that the truck entrance would be approximately 2 km 

from Louis St. Laurent/Hwy 25. Advised him that we have large maps at the Info Centre if he 

wanted to get a better idea of the exact location and distance from the house he's looking at 

buying. Advised that we're going through an EA and that we will only know if the terminal will be 

built in 2 years’ time 

11/6/2015 

(via same 

phone call) 
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3/28/2015 201503280 Impact - Environmental  

Wants to locate on industrial land closer to end user 

Britannia - cyclists - lots on Britannia 

Thinks cyclists should be included 

Trucks not respecting rules of road 

3/28/2015 201503281 Truck routes and traffic  

Wants review of roads 

3/28/2015 201503282 Concern re trucks using James Snow and 25 

Concern re trucks getting off 401 

Impact of trucks on roads - paying for 

wants a dedicated road suggests Tremaine 

Northern truck corridor in Brampton 

Concern re truck idling 

Wants mitigation - who pays for roads, wants CN to pay for some of the wear and tear 

Wants trucks off residential 

Attended the Milton... 

Milton only has a few main arteries, concern re: gridlock 

3/28/2015 201503283 Need designated truck routes and need to police them 

Key issues: noise, lights, traffic 

Might need to do road upgrades. May need to kick-in for road maintenance 

Need decent size trees, not small that take 15-20 years to grow 

It's not the trains it's the trucks 

Auto-dimming lights, good idea 

OP yard is very bright. "Sky-glow" is an issue 

Offer to Milton that CN pay for a peer review (independent) 

3/28/2015 201503284 Want to know what roads are you going to use 

3/28/2015 201503285 I am sure that with the proper dialogue and planning then this will be a very positve project for my community 

3/28/2015 201503286 Concerns about Noise- too noisy 

Truck traffic - conern about new, but thinks there is too much now 

Concerns re: other 600 acres going and being used for industrial 

Other locations possible 

Risk of leaks, fuel tanks etc. 

Suggests entrance on Tremaine  

Traffic now is bad - worried 

3/28/2015 201503287 Traffic - real concern 

Suggests - north of 401 

Cycling - loads of cycling 

Concerns re: traffic, Tremaine 

University - traffic to and from 

Cycle to and from work 

Cycling lanes on Britannia? 

3/28/2015 201503288 Safety concerns 

Truck accidents on internal roads 

% truckers on public roads 

Work together with Town 

3/28/2015 201503289 I thank CN for the opening the session to provide insight. I am very concerned about the location of the proposed facility. I ask that CN give the city the opportunity to discuss other feasible locations for the site. 

Locations that are not near thousands of residnets with young families, schools, etc. 

3/28/2015 2015032810 Map with 25+. 

How to do better: 

-Map Milton 
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-Property line 

-Regional view blown up 

-Pictures container 

-Easel outside - around downstairs 

Truck - script needs to be better tighter 

Property value 

2000: public info 

89 people 

3/28/2015 201503290 Concerned about truck traffic on Lower Base Line 

Property value on Lower Base Line 

Environmental - lighting impact, noise impact 

Truck traffic sneaking on Lower 

3/28/2015 201503291 I am absolutely opposed to this facility, because to close to residential space. Also pollution will be so high and traffic would be too big. 

3/28/2015 201503292 Input on the cyclist along Britannia 

Concern about road maintenance and whether CN will contribute to this 

Concern of the middle of the residential 

Worried about future expansion - just more traffic 

3/28/2015 201503293 Main concern trucks and property value but not convinced property values will go down 

Trucks and traffic 

Does CN have plan for road improvement 

3/28/2015 201503294 Traffic flows? 

Have we considered getting James Snow Parkway to connect with 25 

Will Tremaine to 401 be completed before our intermodal terminal? 

Bell school live access to the velodrme and education centre 

3/28/2015 201503295 Trucks emissions/traffic congestion 

property value 

View 

Lighting 

Do the EA as if you lived there 

Health effects 

Transparency of process with EA 

Lack of trust 

Air emissions  

Corolinian forest 

Steve - send background on where/consultation for previous terminal 

Opposition - always against etc. 

3/28/2015 201503296 Research an area across from Tremiane gate option (most likely Masters student). 

3/28/2015 201503297 Heritage prevention 

Dekman heritage house - can work on prevention  

CN house/office 

3/28/2015 201503298 New home owner - Mattamy 

Traffic along Britannia  

Truck pollution - localized - one area, noise etc. 

Want bulk of trucks during day when families are at work/school 

3/28/2015 201503299 Access on CN property to Hwy 25 

Provide Rd $ 407 private Rd  

Avoid road maintenace work with Region 

Location in North doesn‟t solve anything 

Berm 40 ft high plus wall 

Lighting LED - good 
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Purchase land on 1st line with Region, purchase along Lower baseline 

3/28/2015 201503300 Potential to do a 'land swap' for property in Milton north of 401 in the Industrial park area? 

3/28/2015 201503301 Found out via public announcement ad a council meeting in town. 

Concern re getting trucks from major highways to the facility via residential routing 

Concerned about trucks idling more than 3 minutes 

3/28/2015 201503302 What information was made public and how regarding our property ownership in the early 2000's? 

Context: he feels we have been unethical in our approach to purchasing parcels of property  

3/28/2015 201503303 Carbon footprint of trains, trucks, cranes etc. 

3/28/2015 201503304 Bought new house off Britannia farmstead worried about access to their  

Pollution concern 

Worried about future plans - what is phase 2  

Worried about traffic 

3/28/2015 201503305 Concern with the local resistance to trucks  

What is the development around a typical intermodal 

concern if road quality  

truck congestion - imapct on residents 

3/28/2015 201503306 Concern on lights 

Site relocation - why north - what is that about why not north of 401 

Asked about an environmental review - how does this process work 

When will the centre be open - can I stop by to ask questions during the week? 

3/28/2015 201503307 Current congestion on Derry Road 

Trucks driving up the road 

Cost of the upgrades 

Traffic in the area  

Amenities - where will they be 

3/28/2015 201503308 Britannia an issue 

Tremain - Hwy 25 traffic 

Pinch point at Tremain and 25 

East of 25 Traffic Buildup 

Not clear # of trains or trucks 

Where is the 1000 acres and what are your plans what are you going to do with it in the future? How is it zoned? 

Concern that road widening will not keep pace with this project 

Is it only containers? 

Efficency of intermodal and rail not speaking to local residents. Trucks now concentrated locally. Emissions. Idling. Diesel particulates concentrated near Terminal. Has asthma. Trucks never get shut off. 

How long are trucks at the terminal? 

When will grade seps be done 

Not convinced on # of trucks (4 trains x 250/train etc.) 

Who makes up the 1000 jobs 

Bike trail is appealing - is it walk and bike? Would model on what is in Harrison subdivision Walking trails in local network.  

Rehab of creek habitat is a real plus 

Is it possible that project stop? 

Working iwth Enuro NGOs very important 

Has serious misgivings about this project 

Main concern is property value. Bit impacted Milton property. Its big, dirty, noisy. Truck traffic on local roads. What if I lose 10-20% property value? Local effects could ripple out from terminal. This will be a tough issue. 

Density of employment. Jobs per acre low at the terminal 

It makes sense for this facility to be here, but...(see other comments) 

Is there a terminal elsewhere? KW for example? 

Integration into environment is important at home use mulch, rain-capture and prenials, no grass cutting, no watering grass, no fertilizer - ideas for this yard, plant species that don't require mainteance, use for empty 

lands and landscaping 

Important to have flow of trucks  

There are trucks on tremaine today. How is it regulated? 
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Gate on Tremaine would be a disaster 

Don't imagine trucks would use 407, trucks will do cheapest route, using arterial roads 

Think of ways to discourage bad routes 

What will you do if the house is heritage? Do you own it? Maybe it could be moved to a new location.  

Construction dust probably not a problem 

What about construction trucks parking on roads while they wait 

3/28/2015 201503309 Moved to Milton from St. Laurent and Thompson. Area to get away from noisy Toronto 

Concerned about how this will change Milton 

Conerned that CN can do whatever it wants whereas if it had to follow municipal process it would not be built here. I tried to explain how the CEAA process works 

3/28/2015 201503310 Lives on Tremaine in a home/farm opposite where the employee access will be 

His concern is philosphical (paving over farmland) and physical - is he going to have to look at an eyesore all the time. Specifically, where will the berm be built, how much will it hide the site, beside Tremiane, closer in 

to the ramp etc. 

3/28/2015 201503311 Was here to learn more facts about the project 

Does not believe Britannia will be expanded soon based on feedback with Town councillors 

I tried to explain how having containers on hand makes for jobs in handling goods, and export opportunities 

Shared that people are fearful that CN could develop the full 1000 acre 

3/28/2015 201503312 Noise from Trucks and trains 

Will there be whistling? 

Concern about property value droppin in new subdivision 

Concerned about trucks, like a wall of trucks 

How much will CN push the City/Region 

3/28/2015 201503313 Britannia - traffic to 25 ok, east of 25 a lot of traffic builds up.  

Traffic heavy at end of 25.  

How will visibility be from St. Laurent South - be able to see the terminal 

Idling of trucks in the facility 

280 Trucks per train 

Particulate matter is his concern as he has asthma 

Milton will concentrate the trucks into the area 

Trucks will be running all the time 

Issue is concentration 

When will Britannia road widening start? 

3/28/2015 201503314 Concerns about increased truck traffic on Steels Ave and related noise 

Wildlife impacts are a great concern both day and night. Has a related potential impact evaluation been done? 

3/28/2015 201503315 Lives on Tremaine on west side of Lower Base Line 

Key Concerns: 

How will this impact trains meeting/passing and switching. Mentioned there is a grade where engines power up snack (??) runs in and out of Main. More double track 

Where will noise berms be? 

What kind of lights, direction and focus? 

Seemed supportive 

3/28/2015 201503316 Info centre was closed but man came to door to see what our hours were. He asked for a pamphlet and then asked about the project - where is truck traffic going, why that location (why not by 401) 

When did council know about the project? (He's not happy with council)  

He spoke about how Milton's infrastructure is already behind based on population (ie JSP ending @ Britannia) He said he would email his concerns. 

3/28/2015 N/A Email not answered sent an announcement date and not answered as of March 28 

3/28/2015 201503318 By passing provincial regulations 

Perceived bullying town  

Someone will die 

Property value 

Credibility issue with 600 acres - what will happen 

Divided community 

Be clear on total use of land - we need other businesses around 

Truck accidents on our property trucks leave - hit child on Britannia  
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Master plan to close Brampton 

Police presence is intimidating 

Need to send clear message that queuing is on our roads 

3/28/2015 201503319 Trucks traffic 

Roundabout Derry and Tremaine 

Line-ups trucks 

3/28/2015 2015032811 -25 and Lower Base - Cemetery 

Hamilton Catholic Cemetery 

-Purchase land on 1st Line and Region - purchase along Lower Baseline 

-Opening 8 years opposite on Lower Baseline 

-Concern regarding trucks on Lower Baseline. 

3/28/2015 201503320 Increased truck traffic on First Line and Lower Baseline Rd.  

Effects on well water 

Noise level - what studies 

Lighting - impact on night sky 

Water system - can help with wells  

Bald eagles - animals - possums on underside of trucks 

Wants CN to be a good neighbour  

Look up to know fair market value of the property in the area  

4/4/2015 201504040 Britannia problem; not bad 

St-Laurent - rail overpass view 3D animated 

4/6/2015 201504060 Driver Trainer 

Positive - will post on twitter 

- Liked environmental features 

Questions - # of trucks, where will entrance and gate be? 

4/6/2015 201504061 Truck maintenance employees 

Live in Milton and Georgetown 

In favour of project 

Have only heard a few in the community that are opposed  

4/7/2015 201504070 Suggests we develop quickly! 

Very supportive of development 

Likes 3D video and would like to see it on project website 

Made note of CN police being present 

4/7/2015 201504071 No issues 

Supportive 

4/7/2015 201504072 Thanks for helping to screw up Milton and surrounding area. You place this Hub in a land locked area and will have 3 more trains and 1500 diesel trucks rumbling through the town and the whole area. This Hub is being 

built next to subdivisions, green space and the Niagara Escarpment - what could be worse? If you need it here put it on the north side of the 401 in the industrial area.  

the Provincials told Milton to put in houses for 200,000 people but don't help with the schools, roads, or hospitals.  

Now you and the Feds come along and we still don't have any main roads for the traffic we have now. The trucks will be rumbling through town and beside subdivisions 24 hours a day - thanks a lot.  

By the sound of it, CN has made up their mind and the Mayor and Town Council can't do a thing about it. Also, Lisa Raitt appears to have washed her hands of it and won't do a thing.  

Again, thanks a lot for screwing up Milton.  

4/7/2015 201504073 Concerned about truck traffic, pollution 

What is the distance from First Line?  

What is available on the Project website? 

4/7/2015 201504074 Why not Metrolinx all-day GO? 

Traffic 

Diesel trucks 

Expansion of James Snow to be a trucking route 

Other lands nearby - why not there?  
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4/7/2015 201504075 Needs jobs 

The long stretch of road/track to build terminal on  

4/7/2015 201504076 Show no impact to immediate area - show diagram with current and future tracks 

Truck traffic - potential flows on Derry and Tremaine 

4/7/2015 N/A Trucking activity and rail activity increases  

4/7/2015 201504078 Main concern is regarding extra truck traffic that will be generated in Milton. Milton has only two was in and out (west east): Derry Rd and Britannia Rd (I'm obviously not mentioning the 401). As a resident, I was very 

pleased with Derry duplication, but that's still not enough and traffic is extremely heavy especially Mon-Fri 7am-930am and 3pm to 630 pm. Britannia is being duplicated as well and that should help alleviate the traffic 

on Derry and 401. However we were not aware of 1300 trucks (half in and half out) visiting Britannia daily if CN starts this project. I would like to express my concern on this matter and ask for a plausable solution for this. 

Maybe CN could finance the duplication of Britannia Rd, creating a third lane exclusive for trucks. Maybe CN trucks shouldn't be allowed on rush hours. 

4/7/2015 201504079 Concerns about the noise during the night and the overall impact on quality of living in Milton. My concerns are focused over the long term. 

4/7/2015 2015040710 Concerned about the process - how much did Lisa Raitt know about this when did the Feds learn of this project 

Kept drawing comparisons to Brampton intermodal 

The fear and concern is that Milton will turn into a busy, noisy, smelly industrial site like Brampton 

4/8/2015 201504080 Senior hydrogeologist - would like to know if we could use his services during our environmental studies. 

4/9/2015 N/A Meeting at the information office, positive meeting expressed his support for the Project.  Re-inforced that Milton was a DC Hub.  Said that Industrial Developers would support Project as well, as long as CN did not 

compete against their developments.  Does not see the area around the Project as being developed as offices.   

April 16 asked him for letter of support, will consider but needed to talk to his other clients first.  Did not want to jeopardize his relationship with them. 

4/11/2015 201504110 Ask if CN was hiring in Milton upon arrival 

When will it open 

Looks like great work opportunity 

Away from everything - doesn't understand why people are concerned 

4/11/2015 201504111 From Oakville 

Came in to information centre regarding potential job in intermodal either in Milton or BIT 

Expressed that he sees value in the project and what it brings  

4/11/2015 201504112 Concerned about the amount of particulate matter released into the atmosphere 

Locomotives burn low grade diesel 

Diesel doesn't disperse in the atmosphere as much as gasoline 

These trucks will provide double the particulate than all the cars in Milton combined 

Concerned about the pollution when eastbound trains accelerate out of the terminal and power up the hill 

CN should have bought land north 401 and built there but didn't because it was too expensive  

Emissions will be absorbed by little children and by the time they are 40 they will all have cancer 

This will put too much traffic on Steeles 

Steeles already has too much traffic, property values will decrease 

Had some stats - looked up on the internet - likely partially correct but using them in his favour 

Stats on distances between rates, particulate matter 

Concerned over use of air brakes at night 

Asked how long will trains block crossings 

How many more trains 

4/11/2015 201504113 Concern with CN circumventing the regulation on a municipal level. Feel CN is "bullying"  

Live on Scott Blvd 

Concern on truck traffic and the safety associated with that 

Congestion on Britannia/Trafalgar  

Safety of the increased number of trains  

Property values decreasing 

Location of terminal not right for Milton  

4/11/2015 201504114 Want a better understanding of the plan - property value 

General concern on growth  

Doesn't agree with other public statements 

Concern with noise and lighting 
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Concern with the traffic - feels traffic will cause traffic increase on Tremaine 

Maintain woodlot (pine) 

Behind their property (get Halton onsite to get directions on how to manage it) 

More upset about residential development and rezoning from agriculture to employment 

Thinks residential development is big eyesore 

Upset that facility won't help with bringing utilities to his house (would like to have natural gas, water, sewer system) 

4/13/2015 201504130 For your information, both visitors last night were CN employees. 

Obviously bios and looking for info on planned operations, what trains, legislative process and timing. Both Milton residents and will bid on jobs here when time comes. They really seemed to like the information and 

layout shown. 

4/15/2015 201504150 Main concerns are trucks and emissions 

They thought 1500 trucks and 4 trains (4 in and 4 out) 

Need to be clear that Brampton is main tml 

We need to be more clear on our numbers - the wrong ones are out there 

We need to hold meetings - give presentation with the facts - only meetings are held by apps. 

Came in angry, left fairly hapy 

She will file comment with CEAA about legislating designated truck routes 

4/15/2015 201504151 Along Burm Brant, trees all along.  

Create a screen with trees. 

4/15/2015 201504152 CN BIT employees (father and son) 

Found out through word of mouth CN Police officr at BIT 

Boss hasn't spoken about it. Employees don't know about the project 

Took brochures for lunch room to help spread the word 

4/17/2015 201504170 Stopped by to find out more about the location 

His European-originating cargo would come thru  

He's looking to build a warehouse near mainline for his cargo load freight 

4/18/2015 201504180 He was given wrong information last time he was here (a couple weeks ago). 

-was told that CN is a Crown corporation 

-was told that the CP lines belonged to CN 

4/22/2015 201504220 Currently @ Mayard (old Roadrailer service) 

Thought TC would be moved to Milton 

Wanted to see yard layout and location 

Supportive customer 

4/22/2015 201504221 Lives on escarpment, concerned about engine breaking, trucks on Tremaine, truck route expansion plans, etc. Generally not happy with any answers provided. Thinks numbers will intake significantly over long term and 

that terminal will grow to size of BIT 

Left with all his questions having been addressed 

4/22/2015 201504222 All CN-related people and customers, from general public. 

4/22/2015 201504223 How it will affect the trucking rates, interesting game change but needed. Lives close to CP tracks/yard. 

4/23/2015 201504230 Truck traffic and truck speeding 

Road accidents 

Pollution caused by trucks 

Infrastrcuture to support  

Milton growth and additional truck traffic 

4/23/2015 N/A Provided contact information. 

4/23/2015 201504232 Just a quick note regarding one of the visitors today. A woman who lives down Tremaine was looking for the actual environmnetal assessments made that are referenced in our website. Not just the verbage that we 

have done an assessment, but where exactly it is. All the details so her and her group can analyze and reply to government by Monday deadline. Said she has left 2 requests on our website but no answer. Said she's not 

convinced of councillors motives but needs proof to present to group and ultimate decision whether or not to support/oppose the project. 

She complained CN not helping her in past and today. I gave her a copy of the CN issued project description to the Cdn Environmental Assessment Agency. She still wants the actual data but I don't have. 

4/23/2015 201504233 Note regarding visitor at Info Centre: 

The man is an engineer, so was interested in the facility itself, the tracks, etc. - he is not emotionally attached to the project like a lot of people are. He sees the benefits but was concerned about noise, truck routes, etc. 
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(he thought they'd use hwy25, and was surprised and happy when I suggested they'd likely use Britannia to Trafalgar to the 401 (to avoid the scale).  

He moved from Mississauga 2 years ago and likes the smaller town feel of Milton but believes that the community is fighting against growing/evolving, which is inevitable, especially considering the towns growth plans. 

He wanted to know more about the project so he could tell his neighbours about it and try to make them feel better (they are concerned about it). He left with a handful of brochures for his neighbours. I told him that 

the website will soon have all the same info available at the info centre but that he should persuade his neighbours to visit the Info Centre. 

4/24/2015 N/A Provided contact information. 

4/24/2015 201504241 Provided contact information. 

4/24/2015 201504242 Provided contact information. 

Contact came in based on a card being left in her mailbox about joining the protest and she found the CN website and the office address and came in to get her own answers about the project. She couldn‟t find 

answers on the website. 

1.Truck traffic – she lives off Bronte St and wondered which way they would go. 

2. Noise 

a. Trains –she lives near the CN tracks. Asked about plans to double track – we explained up to Derry Rd. [people seem to think double track = double trains] She said in the winter she doesn‟t hear trains but now with 

windows open she can hear them - sometimes. 

b. She said people were also upset about the airport noise [Toronto] changing flight paths over Milton? 

3. Environmental – We explained studies were underway as part of process. 

a) is it the Federal EA the same as municipal EA? 

4. Hours of terminal operation 

She understood the environmental benefit of the project. She favours rail expansion over highway expansion. She said she believes municipalities should not be in control of the escarpment (now under Ontario 

jurisdiction) and therefore understood why they should not control federal railways for the same reason – piecemeal approach. She said she did not like the idea of anything north of 401 that extended toward the 

escarpment. 

She suggested It might be good for CN to set up a liaison committee with stakeholders and invite some of the naysayers to sit at the table and talk about solving issues rather than to have them stir up the general 

population. 

4/24/2015 201504243 Provided contact information. 

They had friends in the neighborhood who had talked about how bad this project was. So they wanted to come in to office to find out more. 

1. Double tracking 

2. Truck traffic routes 

3. Indian Creek diversion 

He was involved with a local hospice group and asked if CN would be interested in making a donation. He will follow up with Jim Grey. 

4/24/2015 201504234 Elderly couple wanted some info on project. Concerned with additional truck traffic and overall impact the terminal will have on the city. Showed the whole plan, explained intermodal in general and scope of planned 

project. They left (in my opinion) with no negative feelings regarding the terminal. They did question reasoning for Town officials negativity regarding the terminal and that CN only answered to Federal level. Again, they 

were ok when they left. 

4/25/2015 201504250 Provided contact information. 

4/28/2015 201504280 Gentleman stopped by the Info Centre before it opened - he was unable to come by after 12pm so we let him in. he only had a few minutes and just wanted to see the location, the model, etc. Very supportive of the 

project. Happy with the location and measures we're taking to reduce visual impact, as well as job creation. 

4/29/2015 N/A Property values 

Traffic flow in general Britannia/25 

Looking to buy in the area 

5/4/2015 201505040 Looking to offer cleaning services 

Supportive of terminal 

5/5/2015 201505050 Visitor is local resident. Points of interest: 

- # of trucks travelling in each direction per day 

- status of project timelines with regard to submissions with various agencies 

-when would CN be allowed to start building 

-when would terminal be operational 

-where would trucks come and go from terminal 

-which direction/route would they be taking 

5/7/2015 201505070 0 comments. 3 visitors all from customer. 

5/8/2015 201505080 Can we work with the truck community to have the "stay safe - stay back" stickers on their trucks. SUPPORTIVE 

5/12/2015 201505120 Optimistic on opening of new terminal and spinoff industry to area 
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Focus was job creation 

Would love to see local economic growth in Milton so he doesn‟t have to commute as far to work  on overcrowded highways 

Issues concerns: 

- Where in legal process is terminal project? 

- What is the earliest operational timeframe/realistic timeframe? 

- What is the actual footprint of terminal? 

- What is direction of truck traffic? 

- Which website to follow for latest news? 

- How many trains would be handled in the facility? 

- Are any specifics known regarding „spin off‟ industries and estimated number of local jobs? 

5/14/2015 201505140 -Back-up beepers (noise) - loading cranes 

-truck entrance (overpass) 

-Zoning (industrial, residential?) 

-Dust 

-Wildlife (coyotes) 

-berm locations - noise beside the tracks 

-Protest - current situation 

-Fuel effieciency 

-Proposed timeline 

-Lives at Britannia/Bell School Line 

(neutral) 

5/15/2015 201505150 Both groups heard about the project through Mark Lazaro, their account manager at CN. They were interested in learning more about the Milton Logistics Hub. 

Some areas of discussion include: 

1. The proximity of the Brampton terminal to the Milton Hub. 

2. The proximity of the major highways to the Milton Hub. 

3. The number and type of reach stackers that will be used. 

4. How many containers will be stacked. They were told that empty containers would be stacked 4 high at maximum, and 3 for loaded ones. 

5. The estimated number of trucks the Hub would bring into Milton and if there would be congestion on Britannia as a consequence. They were told that about 650 trucks would be coming into the new Hub daily, but 

with the >1 km stretch of road leading off of Britannia into the facility, there would be ample space for up to 140 waiting trucks. The use of an AGS will also reduce idling times. 

6. They were interested in knowing the number of trucks that would be diverted from Brampton to Milton. They were told that the 650 trucks wouId all be coming from Brampton, and thus 1/3 of Brampton's trucks will be 

redirected to Milton. 

7. Asked about the types of fuel that the trains would use, and whether the use of propane is for environmental reasons or because it's mandated. 

8. Knowing that CN currently owns 1000 acres of land but the proposed Logistics Hub will only be built on 400, what is the planned use of the remaining acres of land? Asked if the space would potentially be sold to be 

developed as warehouses or distribution centres. 

5/12/2015 201505121 Various dropped in as part of general canvassing 

Wanted general information of the proposed operations since they are potentially the primary/secondary responders to any operational incident 

Issues/concerns raised: 

- What is intermodal (only CN?)? What type of commodities? Hazardous/toxic?  

- Cargoflo planned for Milton? 

- Where in the legal process is the terminal project? 

- When will the terminal project be operational?  

- Exact boundaries of terminal project? 

- Info on expansion to Tremaine for truck handling north of Britannia and south of Lower Base Line? 

- Number of trains, trucks, employees? Hours of operation? 

- Info on underpass at Lower Base Line? 

- Plans today vs in the future (15 years) regarding number of trains?  

- Any carload operation planned for terminal in future?  

- How long Info Center will remain open? 

- Refueling capabilities: Above ground storage tanks? Emergency response procedures? 

** Would like further clarification regarding refueling tanks above/below ground, etc. in next few weeks (or sooner) - see contact info 

5/19/2015 201505190 Resident of Milton for 25 years concerned with increased truck traffic due terminal location.  Has already wrote letters to the Minister on this issue and well as various other issues affecting his community. 

• Brought up 2001 proposal, which he was opposed to then, believed that CN had withdrawn completely and now finds it underhanded that after all this time we‟re starting again. 

• Traffic flow will predominantly be on Britannia east of terminal and Tremaine north to new 401 entrance (which is near his house). 

• Kept talking of concern for new residents north of Britannia which really haven‟t been built yet by Mattamy.  More specifically, reduced house values due to rail location and traffic flows. 
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• Already frustrated with traffic congestion now, let along with the additional 1500 trucks by the terminal. 

• Already sent a letter to Lisa Raitt copying CN and city council with his position on the new terminal. 

• Brought up how CN muscling in the terminal that nobody wants (city, province and the 5 surrounding cities that have publicly shown support for Milton on this issue) because of federal jurisdiction. 

• Mentioned many times that CN does a good job at highlighting all the benefits of having a new terminal in brochures/media, but downplaying all the negative aspects which includes additional traffic. 

• Also asked a few times if I had done the math as to how many trucks per minute, per hour or per year this additional 1600 trucks per day will entail. 

• Told me various times that CN only puts this number out because they are forced to, but would rather not talk about it (hide it). 

• He said many of his friends don‟t support the terminal, and that their main concern is also the truck traffic. 

• Mentioned about the US Steel 800 acres currently available that we should buy and we should move our terminal into Hamilton. 

• Other than the negativity pertaining to the additional truck traffic, he recognized the amount of good work that CN has put into everything from terminal layout and design, to the donations to Laurier and the 

hospital, as well as the resultant local job creation. 

• Wanted to know timing of the regulatory process and when he could expect operation ... assuming CN got approval. 

• Seemed to want me to acknowledge that even though I was pointing out all the positive attributes a CN rail terminal could bring, it was mostly smoke and mirrors in an attempt to misdirect concerns away from the 

additional truck traffic. 

5/20/2015 201505200 Lives on Lower Base 

- concerned about trucks on Lower Base and her well water 

- wanted to know about the CEAA Project Description. Directed to cnmilton.ca and link to CEAA site 

- positive about CN in area and what we are planning 

5/20/2015 201505201 Looking at buying land for observatory in Flamborough. 

Concerned with light pollution and how it affects animal behaviour, viewing stars, etc. 

Traffic in Milton already congested, can't handle any additional, especially trucks. 

Land should not be used for Intermodal terminal 

Questioned our back-up location 

5/20/2015 201505202 Resident who lives off James Snow. 

Looking for employment for son. 

Concerned about truck traffic but acknowledge the growth of the area will require development. 

5/22/2015 201505220 Couple which lives near James Snow and Louis St Laurent. Looking for information for a better understanding of terminal operations. Came in with open mind..neither for nor against. Husband seemed supportive, in that 

he would try to clarify to his wife when she was not sure of any impact, such as noise of trucks near her house on James Snow. Both seemes like nice people and left in a joking manner. 

 

- asked questions pertaining to truck entrance and truck routes 

- asked about terminal operating hours, in connection with noise from trucks throughout the night 

- asked about planned overpasses and underpasses to not impede community traffic patterns 

- projected increase in truck traffic 

- asked about the projected count (1600 in and out) for Milton compared to that of BIT 

- asked if BIT is situated in an industrial or residential area 

- asked about contruction and operation dates 

- asked about estimated job growth from construction of terminal. Not just CN but also industry 

- asked about legislative process and assessment period 

- asked what main issues the rest of the community is concerned about and how/if those concerns would impact her 

- mentioned that some of her main concerns were related to health and safety for herself and the community 

- asked who would have oversight over operations (i.e. Terminal Manager) and whether or not he would be on-site 

- which level of government would oversee CN making sure we lived up to our obligations 

- wanted to know exactly what an Intermodal Terminal was and what freight it would be carrying (i.e. hazardous goods) 

- asked about ther terminal's use of state-of-the-art technology as compared to longer terminals in existence, like BIT 

- wondered why terminal is needed? why a satellite? why this configuration and why in Milton? 

- asked how truckers felt about servicing new terminal in the Milton location 

- asked about current train handlings through Milton now as compared to after terminal in operation 

- wanted to know how long CN owned the land for 

- wanted to know how long now has CN been in planning stage to get to this point in the process 

- wanted to know if this was the same as CN's plan for 2001 terminal 

5/23/2015 201505230 Burlington resident who seems to have many in her family as ex-railroaders, including her husband, father, and brother. She has CN shares in her portfolio and seems to be a bit of a 'rail-fan'. Found out about Information 

Centre from CN website. Had a very positive view towards CN, more specifically in our involvement and support of neighboring communities. 

 

- believes terminal in the end will be very beneficial to the community 
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- asked if there would be a grade separation (underpass/overpass) on Lower Baseline for the local traffic 

- asked about type of equipment that will be used to offload containers in the terminal 

- mentioned that Indian Creek is not being managed today and if CN is willing to clean it up, it would be good for the environment 

- asked about container sizes...40' vs. 53'. Also about the tankers moving on mainline today with crude oil 

- asked about the terminal boundaries 

- she has her horse in a stable west of Tremaine, south of Britannia and just north of the airport. Based on what she's seen, she has no concern for the horses' welfare with the operations of the terminal 

- mentioned the widening of Britannia and the current plans of building up Tremaine to ultimately connect onto Hwy 401 

5/26/2015 201505260 Is a tenant on CN property and farms land just west of our mainlaine and north of Lower Baseline. By this proximity he is extremely close to the mainline now and doesn't foresee any major obstacles with terminal 

operations. Noise of operation this close doesn't seem to concern him, nor does the lighting requirements at night. 

 

- asked about status of the environmental review 

- asked when terminal would be operational 

- asked about Indian Creek and if we had any plans to protect it as it's very near our tracks 

- asked if CN had any plans to expand terminal further on our land to the south (area between Lower Baseline and Tremaine) 

- asked why CN has not double tracked this line before now since it is our mainline connecting western Canada to Toronto 

- asked about Tremaine joining into 401 and how it's only leveled and graded to Steeles but will continue onward 

- asked about the widening of Tremaine south of Britannia to the 403 

- asked about how many trains would be worked at the terminal 

- asked if it was a 24/7 operation 

- asked why now some trains blow their horns and others don't when passing his house 

5/26/2015 201505261 Graduate student in Logistics at Laurier. Only heard this morning of the Info Centre from a CN employee giving a talk at a local town meeting and decided to check it out. Is completely in favour of planned facility and 

how it will benefit the community. Seemed genuinely impressed at the overall layout in the Info Centre. 

 

- asked about terminal footprint 

- asked about widening of Tremaine to 401 

- asked about CN's network as a whole in North America and our ability to span three separate coast lines 

- asked what traffic this terminal would be handling 

- asked about the review process and where it stood 

- asked about the overpasses and underpasses around the yard 

- asked about Tremaine joining onto the 401 

- asked when the terminal would be operational 

- asked about trucking routes 

- asked if someone from CN would be willing to give a talk at his class **response required:  

5/27/2015 N/A Works at BIT. Decided to stop in and learn more about the terminal on his way home  

 

- talked about how busy BIT currently is 

- doesn't think the trucks will hold up traffic with the 1.7 km road leading up to the gate 

- doesn't think residents will be impacted by the light since the terminal is located far away from the residential areas 

- does not think that the trucks will use the 407 - more likely to use 401 

- asked about the environmental studies CN did  

5/29/2015 201505290 Middle aged man who is an avid bike fan and concerned about truck routing patterns and the increased danger associated.  Mentioned his father was an ex-railroader and loved to build model sets in basement.  

Believes the railroad will be good for his property values once industry and families move into community.   

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Asked about most likely routing of truck traffic, more specifically, how much of his bike route would be impacted. 

·         Asked about exact footprint of terminal. 

·         Asked about average train size and how many rail cars that would entail. 

·         Asked about type of traffic to be handled in terminal.  Asked what exactly was intermodal. 

·         Asked about the bike path CN is proposing to build. 

·         Asked about additional jobs in the community that the terminal would generate and how his wife could apply (just lost her job at the Target DC). 

·         Asked about additional train traffic. 

·         Asked about double tracking of mainline and why stop at Derry. 

·         Wanted to know how mainline got to BIT north of 401.  Also wanted to know where tracks went south beyond Burlington (ie. Western Canada & Niagara Falls). 

·         Mentioned the truck traffic spilling onto Intermodal Drive and what we were doing here to prevent that. 
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·         Wanted to know if this terminal would be same as BIT. 

·         Asked about the water management ponds and necessity. 

·         Asked about overpasses / underpasses so not to disrupt local traffic. 

·         Asked about Tremaine joining to 401 and about expansion of Britannia north of terminal. 

·         Asked about regulatory timelines and about CN being hit with the CTA decision which we were not expecting. 

·         Asked when terminal would be operational. 

·         Asked why this particular plot of land for terminal and why so significant. 

·         Asked how many cars were on a train and how many trucks per day. 

·         Asked if 24/7 operation and peak hours. 

·         Mentioned in a good way he was aware of CN‟s involvement in various community organizations and programs.  

6/1/2015 201506010 · Lives off Tremaine (Tremaine and Derry) 

· Wanted to know if "this is happening for sure" 

· Concerned about truck traffic 

· Feels he will have to sell house 

6/2/2015 201506020 He is an ex-employee of CN and resident of Milton. He received a form letter from Corporate Affairs letting him know of the operations here at the Info Centre so he dropped by to check it out. He was a retired CN 

surveyor under Engineering Dept. To be honest, for the most part he came for a stroll down memory lane and kept talking about his old job and friends he used to work with. Was hoping somewhat that one or some of 

his old friends might be working here at the Info Centre. 

- when would construction start at the new terminal 

- would CN hire out the surveying to an outside company 

- how many employees would CN require to operate a terminal like this 

- knew names of various subdivisions in area (Grimsby, Halton, Oakville, etc.) as he's worked them in the past 

- asked about the water management ponds and how they would be drained 

6/2/2015 201506021 Ex-CN, retired 18 years 

- heard about project through pentioner newsletter 

- came to see where the project is 

- asked general questions about the terminal operations 

6/2/2015 201506022 Milton resident who wanted to find out more info on the terminal. He started off the conversation by making it clear he was a big time advocate for rail, thinks for the environment rail is a far superior choice than 

trucking. He thinks people in the area are very short-sighted, in that they know rail is an overall cleaner mode of transport than trucks, but are locked in the NIMBY mentality. Lives on Laurier west of Hwy 25, so very near 

our mainline right now. 

- wanted to know the footprint of the terminal 

- asked about the number of working pads and storage tracks 

- asked about the water management ponds 

- asked where we thought trucks would access highways 

- mentioned he believed rail yard is in a good location and that nobody wants to live near a dump anyway 

- asked about trucks loaded on Trafalgar and if that was CN or CP lines 

- noted that the Velodrome was not actually that close to the rail yard 

- mentioned he wasn't happy to hear of new 401 access off Tremaine and know that's not CN, but the city itself 

- he asked about the CEAA process and where we stood 

- wondered what Lisa Raitt really thought about the terminal. In that, she could never stand up publically in its defense 

6/2/2015 201506023 Works for OHL Canada and met a CN representative at a (I believe) Burlington Town Hall Meeting on the subject. At the meeting he was told of the Info Centre and decided to drop by and check it out while waiting to 

meet a client nearby. His interest was mainly in bridge construction, but his company also has contracts involving new tracking with the Toronto subway system on the York-Spadina line 

- wanted to know the exact footprint of the terminal 

- thought terminal was in an ideal location as right near the city dump, not great for residential anyway 

- asked about timing for terminal construction 

- asked about truck entrance into terminal...specifically about the required bridge over rail tracks 

- asked about the overpass on Britannia 

- talked about how his company can basically come in and take over nearly all aspects of the construction of the terminal. Wanted the phone number to reach out further to CN on this subject 

- asked about the number of new jobs this project would result in 

- asked about why CN picked this spot for the terminal 

- mentioned he was going to bring up at next work conference call that others from the office should also be dropping by Info Centre to gain their own insight into this opportunity 

6/3/2015 201506030 Retired CN police. Lives near Bronte in Oakville. Came in wanting to learn more about the Hub because everything he heard was from a third party (and not necessarily correct). 

- asked where the trucks would be coming from off the highway 

- very supportive of the Project and of CN in general 
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- believed that this wasn't a big secret that CN just unveiled, knew CN had owned the land and had a presence in Milton already 

- curious about the political situation, asked if it was true that the Mayor was putting up an act with regards to being against the Project just to secure his positon during the election period 

- asked how many new trains are coming in 

– said that his neighbours have heard exagerrated, negative stories of what the terminal will bring (ex. people that live right by the Hub will be found to move out) 

- asked if the 150 employees will be all Brampton transfers or if some will be new employees 

 

*Member of Halton Crimestoppers Operation Lifesaver..offered services to support Project 

6/4/2015 201506040 Familiar with BIT and CP Express 

- came to find out if this terminal would be like either 

- had general questions about the Project (location, trucks, light, noise, etc.) 

- concerned about emissions and wind carrying them to his neighbourhood 

- to note: he believes that companies will not want to be anywhere near an Intermodal terminal 

6/4/2015 201506041 CN retiree, been with CN for 40 years. 

- lives in Mississauga (20 mins away from the Hub) 

- asked if this new terminal will take traffic away from Brampton, and by how much? 

- where will the trucks head from the terminal? (Toronto, Mississauga, etc.) 

- how big will the terminal be? 

- where the main tracks in Milton are currently 

- is this similar in size to CP's operations on Trafalgar? 

6/5/2015 201506050 From company downstairs 

- wondering if employee building at the Hub will have a cafeteria 

- will CN build a truck stop for drivers to buy food 

- interested in the opportunity to open in or near the terminal 

- says a lot of truckers stop in the James Snow plaza for food 

- asked when terminal will be built 

 

*Response required 

6/5/2015 201506051 Elderly couple who are residents of Milton and found out about the Info Centre through a local town meeting at the Convention Centre. He came in open-minded, while she was dead set against the terminal and 

wanted no part of CN in their community. Based on the map of where they live, neither the terminal nor the trucks would have any impact on their living as they're just too far away. She was more concerned for the city 

as a whole and not just her own situation. She showed up with a matter of fact and strict attitude, however, when she left she was actually smiling and laughing. In my opinion, this was a classic case of them listening to 

one-sided arguments and when presented with the whole facts she realized it's not quite as bad a thing as led to initially believe. 

- wanted to know the exact footprint of the terminal 

- wanted to know why not put the terminal in Hamilton or north of the 40, preferably moving west into Halton Hills 

- wanted to know about additional truck traffic and how it would move to and from the terminal 

- they were not familiar with Intermodal, just what it was and why it was different from other modes 

- had a hard time, conceptually, understanding that 4 trains meant 2 inbound and 2 outbound 

- thought the 800 trucks per day were combination of inbound and outbound, not each direction 

- wondered if CN had looked at other sites around GTA, or just Milton 

- had read an article from Gary Carr and wanted to know why CN lied to city council in 2008 about our intentions 

- were not pleased that CN would be hiring so few people for the size of the terminal 

- brought up that CN's BIT and MacYard facilities were both in pure industrial neighbourhoods with no residential nearby 

- mentioned that Intermodal traffic for GTA growing faster than we anticipated. This terminal temporarily relieves pressure at BIT. What happens when other traffic outgrows BIT's capacity again 

- wanted to know size and operation of this intermodal terminal versus others in existence 

- wanted to know what train traffic was planned for this terminal 

- worried about damage to roads with all additional truck traffic. Who pays for repairs/upgrades? CN or residents 

- brought up Railway Act and stated CN has authority to create a terminal anywhere they choose (???) 

- asked about truck routing into terminal 

- wanted confirmation that all Toronto/GTA bound traffic would be on their roads now (401 & 407), as compared to it already being in GTA if rail handling stayed at BIT 

- He mentioned at his church meeting last Sunday for Earth Day, when asked what they could all do to better the planet, he said they should stop fighting rail and get the traffic off the roads 

6/6/2015 201506060 Two Milton residents for many years. He has heard about the terminal from various members of his congregation and wanted to find out more.   In general, they didn‟t ask any questions I haven‟t heard before many 

times, but asked a lot of questions particularly about resultant traffic. 

Issue / Concern: 

• Wanted to know what Intermodal was exactly. 

6/6/2015 201506061 
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• Wanted to know footprint of terminal. 

• Wanted where the trucks would be coming to and from. 

• Asked about water management ponds. 

• Asked if land CN owns slated for residential. 

• Asked about widening of Britannia. 

• Asked if CN was prepared to help the city better the roads or would residents be footing the bill. 

• Asked if area surrounding new terminal would end up looking like BIT. 

• Asked about employment at CN terminal. 

• Asked about traffic on Tremaine of Britannia. 

• Mentioned the ongoing expansion of Tremaine north of Britannia which will join into 401 in end. 

• Asked if rest of Britannia would be widened to handle trucks. 

• Mentioned traffic already bad in Milton and worried what additional 1600 trucks would do. 

• Asked about the Railway Act and who CN answered to. 

• Asked about timeline when terminal would be operational.. 

• Asked about CP‟s mainline. 

• Asked about CP‟s terminals nearby. 

• Asked about our tracks north of 401 and why we wouldn‟t build up there. 

• Asked about building in Hamilton ... since they love industry. 

• Asked if the Mayor or any of the Councilmen have dropping in to see this center. 

6/8/2015 201506080 Contact is a Milton resident (lives near the info centre). He was in the area and noticed the info centre sign in the plaza and decided to come up and get more information (prior to seeing the sign by chance, he had 

no idea of the info centre's existence and/or location). His position with regards to the Milton intermodal hub was initially neutral. He had read Gary Carr's article but felt he didn't have enough info/facts to form his own 

opinion. After visiting the info centre and receiving more info, he is now supportive of the projec. He says: "Milton is big now; it's growing; projects like these are necessary." He also said "if people don't like growth, they 

can simply move." 

He is a local business owner and was also interested in providing services for CN. His company is an official partner of "Happy or Not", a feedback collection service company. He was looking to see if CN would be 

interested in placing "Happy or Not" terminals around the town in order to gather resident's feedback regarding the project as well as to evaluate trends in resident's views and opnions on the project. 

6/9/2015 201506090 Milton resident working in Brampton. Looking for a job @ MLH, preferably as an electrician. Suggested he submit CV via email, mentioning that he came to the Info Centre. 

6/10/2015 201506100 This is a great project that will boost Milton's economy. I support it big time. Just help with traffic flow. That'd be my only request. (Friend of Gabriel Lagunes) 

6/10/2015 201506101 With OHL Canada. Had meeting with CN tomorrow (with Darren Reynolds), wanted to learn about project beforehand. Asked for Dave Bellefontaine but Dave was not in today. Asked where he could find the Project 

Description and when the approximate completion date was. Also asked how CN is going to finance the project. 

6/10/2015 201506102 CN retiree and son came in looking for job opportunities for the son. Asked when terminal would be built and how many people will be employed at the terminal. Very supportive of the project and had good things to 

say about CN. Live in Mississauga. 

Advised the son to submit CV by email. 

6/12/2015 201506120 Resident of Milton who has been following the proposed rail yard in the local paper and decided to drop by to get a better understanding of the coming terminal with the various maps, cross sectional overviews, and 

etc. that we have at the centre. Other than ask for a general overview, he did not ask any particular questions about the terminal. However, throughout my overview he kept agreeing with our proposals and said many 

times that both the rail terminal and subsequent business that will come to Milton will be in the best interest for its future. He believed people are short sighted thinking you can double the population in 10 years without 

bringing industry into the area. In short, he is very supportive of the need. 

6/12/2015 201506121 Two CN operations people in town on a Links course at the Hilton Hotel in Concord. Listened earlier to a presentation from Sean Finn on the planned terminal along with all the 'trials & tribulations' CN has been going 

through with regional politicians so decided to drop down and learn more about the project. 

- asked the exact footprint of the terminal 

- asked what the fields west of Tremaine are slated for (i.e. agricultural, industrial, etc.) 

- asked how many would be employed at the terminal 

- asked the number of trains planned for the terminal and which ones 

- asked about moving the mainline over and how far north we're double-tracking 

- asked about the amount of traffic terminal will handle and what neighbourhoods it would serve (i.e. % to Hamilton vs. Toronto vs. London, etc.) 

- asked about Interlock with CN & CP 

- asked where our mainline south of the terminal went 

- asked in general what were the major concerns of residents 

- asked if terminal would handle reefer traffic 

6/15/2015 201506150 Looking to have meeting to discuss engineering contract opportunity. Business cards scanned to Marie and Johanne Dandurand who is handling info for suppliers. 

6/16/2015 201506160 Couple who heard about our Info Centre from the Billboard here in the complex. Were concerned mainly about truck traffic but took notes of various things said throughout our conversation. 

- wanted to know what regulatory agency CN reported to 
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– wanted to know where in regulatory process we were at present and how much longer do we anticipate it to take 

- wanted to know when terminal would be built 

- wanted to know how many trucks on the road when operational 

- wanted to know the routes the trucks would be taking 

- wanted to know what the truckers' peak hours would be 

- wanted to know how many jobs would result of this new terminal 

- wanted to know how many trains now in Milton and how many more with new terminal 

- wanted to know about planned road expansions and overhead passes around terminal on Britannia 

- mentioned roads are already in a congested state and feared all truck traffic will make it much worse 

- wanted an explanation of what exactly was intermodal traffic, and what made it different from carload traffic 

- were concerned about their property values now that railroad coming to town 

- wanted to know if CN was going to supplement some of the property values on homes near the terminal 

6/16/2015 201506161 Middle-aged reporter for a new Milton paper called the Diversity Reporter which will focus on Milton residents south of Derry Road. The paper will be in 4-5 different languages to reflect the diversity of Milton's residents. 

The paper is new and still in its infancy but growing.  

- mentioned that the Milton Champion not well represented with ethnic community south of Derry Rd. 

- asked for an overview of the proposed terminal 

– asked which government agencies CN was accountable to 

- asked what traffic base would be handled in this terminal (i.e. Western Canada imports, etc.) 

- wondered why his neighbours were so against the terminal, but when asked specifics didn't really have any 

- wanted to know number of jobs CN would employ 

- wanted to know footprints of the temrinal and in relation to the Waste Management Site 

– wanted to know the truck routes 

- wanted to know about expansion plans and regional timetables for Britannia improvements 

- wanted to know if he could send a reporter down to meet with a CN representative to possibly write a story in the paper 

- wanted to know if there was a CN contact in Milton he could contact for further discussions (he opened the Milton Champion right onto a full page ad by CN) 

- mentioned many times the necessity of industry in a community 

 

***Mark Hallman will follow up*** 

6/17/2015 201506170 His company makes the cranes/reach stackers we use. Wanted a general overview of the project. Asked where the trains will be coming from, where CN's property line is, and what routes the trucks will take. 

6/19/2015 201506190 Two gentlemen from Stantec who were in the area and decided to drop by the centre for a brief overview of what the terminal will look like when completed. At project site, doing geotechnical study. They said they 

already knew a fair amount about what was happening with the terminal but felt a visual tour would be helpful to them. They didn't ask many questions but preferred more to just listen to the briefing. 

- wanted to know which trains and how many would be worked at the terminal 

- wanted to know what differentiated containers dropped off in Milton vs. Brampton 

- asked about the overpass planned for Britannia and the underpass planned for Lower Baseline 

- asked approximately how many the terminal would employ when operational 

- asked if employees hired for Milton terminal would be new hires from the area or experienced employees transferred from BIT 

- asked about where Laurier's new campus would be built and where it stands 

- asked about current tenants on the site and what will happen to them when it opens  

6/19/2015 201506191 Young resident of Milton who owns not only his house, but another property he uses as a tutoring centre. His parents are also Miltonians. 

- wanted to know what impact new terminal would have on future property values 

- wanted to know about potential truck routes as they related to his (and his parents') properties 

- asked about planned homes north of Britannia and how they would be negatively impacted by new terminal 

- mentioned the city was not in favour of our terminal as it interfered with their growth planning 

- asked where new residential developments would be 

- asked where the new Laurier campus would be built 

- mentioned more than once this is a lot of truck traffic on Milton roads 

- mentioned more than once the pollution factor of all the local truck traffic 

- asked why terminal couldn't be built north of the 401 

6/19/2015 201506192 Resident of Milton who saw the sign for the Info Centre while shopping at Euromax. Didn't have a lot of time as wife was in the car and didn't want to come up. 

- wanted confirmation that oil tankers would not be worked in the terminal 

- wanted to know when was going to be operational 

- wanted to know footprint of the terminal 

- wanted to know if there was going to be a hump in the yard 
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- asked what intermodal traffic was 

- mentioned CP has a similar terminal east of Trafalgar 

- wanted to know where in relation to the hospital was the terminal 

6/20/2015 201506200 Local resident of Milton who was 'tired' of hearing conflicting stories about the terminal from her neighbours and friends and wanted to come by the Info Centre to get straight answers from us. She mentioned that she 

was employed as a manager with an environmental company so knows a fair amount about the process with CEAA. She told me of the 365 day review process with CEAA and that it's not 365 straight days as the clock 

stops whe they ask for futher information...she told me she is quite familiar with the process involved. Mentioned upon leaving that by having come here she now feels capable of correcting her neighbours when they 

give her misinformation about the terminal 

- wanted to know the exact footprint of the terminal 

- wanted to know the number of truck and how they would be moving through Milton to reach the highways 

- concerned about amount of local pollution due to truck emissions 

- mentioned that Britannia was not ready for this kind of truck traffic at present 

- wanted to know the amount of trains coming in to Milton as compared to BIT 

- wanted to know if CN would have a calling centre to report bad truck behaviour on the road 

- wanted to know if CN could control the routing of the trucks 

- mentioned that Britannia between Hwy 25 and the 407 will still be single lane and one truck now can slow traffic to a crawl, let alone 1000+ per day 

- asked about dust and emissions coming from the terminal itself 

- asked what exactly was intermodal traffic and what goods are transported in it 

- was being told that CN reported to no one and not following any guidelines or directives of CEAA 

- was being told from her neighbours this terminal will simply by another terminal like BIT 

- asked about the necessity of the storm management ponds (but she knew what they were called) 

- asked about the number of additional trains with new terminal 

- asked if any hazardous materials will be handled at the terminal 

- she had attended a town meeting one time and listened to an argument for CN to build north of the 401. All was fine until someone asked if CN also owned property north of the 401. When told no, said it was a non-

issue from that point 

- she asked if by having 3 pad tracks, why wouldn't we work 3 separate trains at a time 

- she asked about the zoning of our property and the adjacent land west of Tremaine 

- said she was familiar with Stantec and asked who prepared the proposal for CN (I told her I have no idea) 

6/26/2015 201506260 A resident of Halton Hills who is employed as a construction engineer and lives on 5th Line north of the 401.  He is concerned about glow he sees in the distance from the CP terminal off Trafalgar from his house and 

wanted to see if CN had any thoughts at this point in time as to what type of lighting we would be utilizing in the terminal to be less of a nuisance to our surrounding neighbors.  He brought forth his suggestions below so 

that CN could plan with the right type of lighting that would be best for all with no additional costs to CN.  Mentioned he had a hard time finding the center as the #61 is not easy to find. 

  

Issues / Concerns:  

·         Most concerned about type of lighting to be used at the terminal and the resultant sky glow when the wrong type is used (i.e. CP terminal off Trafalgar). 

·         Recommended the use of Fully Shielded type of LED light fixture to maximize the directionality of the lighting and minimize the nuisance factor to surrounding neighborhood. 

·         Other types of fixures, not as good as the Fully Shielded, are Flat Glass and Full Light cut-off LED fixture. 

·         Seemed somewhat aware of terminal operations and for the most part wasn‟t concerned with any of the other factors involved with the exception of trucking. 

·         He inquired about the main geographic areas the truck traffic would be directed and whether CN could force routes on drivers. 

·         Wondered whether they would use 407 or 401 for Toronto destined business. 

·         He knew of Tremaine widening and planned entrance/exit to 401. 

·         He knew of planned widening of Tremaine south of Britannia in next few years but wondered why trucks would bother, considering there is no entrance ramp onto 407 or 403.  

6/26/2015 201506261 A retired resident of Milton for over 20 years dropped into the center because he was tired of getting conflicting information about the terminal from his friends and neighbors.  Saw the article in the Milton Champion 

yesterday about this center and decided to drop by for some straight answers.  Mentioned he first went last night on the internet to find out some information / answers to his question with the Railway Act itself, but 

wasn‟t able to find it in whole online. 

  

Issues / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know if CN was governed by any regulatory body, and if so, who. 

·         He was aware that Gary Carr was not in favor of CN making the town change its plans of 2008, and wondered our thoughts on that. 

·         Wanted to know the timing involved in the process with CTA and CEAA, when we anticipate to start construction, and when we anticipate the terminal operational. 

·         Wanted to know if CN answered to Regional, Municipal authorities, and if not, why was Gary Carr making such a stink. 

·         Wanted to know if getting a favorable answer from the CTA / CEAA was a foregone conclusion, or could we still be denied permission. 

·         Asked about anticipated truck routes and whether CN had any control over trucker routes. 

·         Asked about the trains that would be worked at the terminal, what markets they would be handling (i.e Halifax, Montreal export and Chicago US bound traffic). 

·         Asked what exactly was intermodal traffic. 

·         He remembers the old days with trailers and their chassis strapped directly onto flat decks (TOFC vs COFC).  Told him we haven‟t done TOFC for at least 15 years, probably more. 
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·         Wanted to know where geographically the trucks would be coming to and from (ie. Toronto vs Hamilton, etc). 

6/27/2015 201506270 Three CN employees who work for Engineering on track maintenance in the area.  They dropped in for a better understanding of the proposed terminal.  Upon leaving Jerry mentioned that he had been here once 

before. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Asked about the actual footprints of the terminal. 

·         Asked if all trucks would come off of Britannia. 

·         Asked about the number of trucks in and out each day. 

·         Asked about what route the trucks would take to get on the 401. 

·         Asked when the terminal would be operational. 

·         Asked where we stood with the regulatory process and if this was a sure thing. 

·         Inquired about the houses on our property and whether they would stay after terminal operational. 

·         Asked about the status of housing development north of Britannia. 

·         Asked about the widening of Britannia which is currently ongoing. 

·         Asked what CN was going to do with level crossing on Britannia. 

·         Asked about where the admin building and the shops would be. 

·         Asked about current zoning designation of CN property. 

·         Asked if CN already hiring for jobs in terminal. 

·         Asked about Laurier campus and where it would be built. 

·         Asked about number of trains to be worked at terminal. 

·         Made reference a couple of times to 4 trains for now ... but wait till it opens. 

6/29/2015 201506290 Gentleman came in to get overview of terminal. Asked about mainline extensions. Didn't see any issues with terminal and asked what about it Is making everyone so upset 

6/29/2015 201506291 Looking for info on home he grew up in. A heritage home. 

7/3/2015 N/A An ex railroader from BC, an ex Distribution Manager for a Lumber Company in Northern BC, an ex industry consultant in logistics for the Paper industry, now a just retired and a resident of Milton.  Already had good 

fundamentals of railway operations but dropped in for a better understanding of proposed terminal.  Heard about the CN Info Center from the Milton Champion and seems definitely in favor of bringing industry to 

Milton. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know exact footprints of the terminal. 

·         Wanted to know in relation to Waste Management Center and the Airpark. 

·         Asked about timing for Tremaine to be joined into the 401. 

·         Asked about planned expansions for Britannia. 

·         Asked how many trains would be worked at the terminal. 

·         Asked how many trains now on mainline and after terminal opens. 

·         Asked if CN could control the routing truckers would be able to take through city onto the major highways. 

·         Believed the 800 trucks per day, meant 400 in and 400 out. 

·         Asked how many tracks were being built and type of crane to be used. 

·         Asked if it was only intermodal or was carload being considered. 

·         Mentioned that his neighbors have the signs out for Milton votes NO, but don‟t seem to know all the facts. 

·         Believes their main concerns are actual location of the terminal (would be more widely accepted if built north of 401) and resultant property values. 

·         Mentioned Sobey‟s DC moving to Markham in 2016, but quite confident others will come once terminal opens. 

·         Asked how many jobs would CN employ and if they would be new or transferred from other locations. 

·         Asked how much money  CN was planning to spend on the terminal. 

·         Asked about overpass on Britannia vs what is there at present (a grade crossing). 

·         Asked what Matamy thought of the location for the new terminal. 

·         Made reference that Lisa Raitt silent on the issue, but may have to be more vocal come fall elections. 

·         Asked if the VP in charge of terminal was Keith Reardon. 

·         Started talking about old Plan 2 and Plan 2 ½ traffic (Domestic Retail) and the old days with trailers on flats (TOFC). 

·         Asked about the direction of the train traffic if coming up from the south. 

·         Asked how long now has CN owned this land. 

·         Mentioned how CN would be regulated by the Railway Act, which leads to the perception that CN doesn‟t report to anyone. 

7/4/2015 N/A Came in today wondering about the status of a property he sold to CN. 
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CN bought property from him in 2001, he moved out in 2003. The agreement allowed him to maintain ownership of the dwelling so that he has first claim to the house if/when CN decides to demolish it. Seeing as plans 

for a new terminal is once again in the works, he‟s wondering if CN intends to demolish the house this time as he would like to salvage the doors, windows, sidings, etc. as he has built the house himself. 

 He would very much appreciate a response back. 

7/4/2015 N/A Residents of Burlington (and long time CN shareholder) that dropped by to get a better understanding of the upcoming terminal.  It doesn‟t really impact him as he lives in the northwest portion of Burlington, however, 

he does have his opinions which were generally all positive. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know the actual footprints of the terminal. 

·         Wanted to know how many trains and what type of trains handled at the terminal. 

·         Asked where terminal was in relation to Velodrome. 

·         Asked how many trucks per year from the terminal. 

·         Mentioned that what people don‟t realize is that trains are much more eco friendly than trucks so much better off than longhaul trucking. 

·         Mentioned that opening this new terminal means jobs locally instead of having to commute into Mississauga/Brampton/Toronto area. 

·         Mentioned pollution is pollution whether it comes from operations at new terminals or new housing developments. 

·         Asked about what routes trucks would take. 

·         Asked about planned road expansions in the area. 

·         Asked the planned overpasses and mentioned the ongoing CP overpass worked on off Main St. 

·         Asked about double tracking and why are we stopping at Derry. 

·         His wife mentioned the crude traffic and topic switched to Bakken and Lac Megantic tragedy for a short time.  

·         Asked in which directions would the traffic be coming from. 

·         Asked how large the trains would be. 

·         Asked what the ponds were for on our property. 

·         Talked about expansion on Tremaine north of Britannia and the roundabouts they have employed at major intersections which truckers hate. 

·         Asked if any findings of an Indian burial grounds on our property. 

·         Mentioned that we were subject to the Railway Act and wasn‟t sure beyond that who we accounted to. 

·         They knew CN only using 400 out of 1,000 acres owned. 

·         Asked when terminal would become operational. 

7/4/2015 N/A CN mechanic at BIT.   Apparently had been here before on a weekday morning but center was closed.  He works in afternoons so not easy for him to get to other than a Saturday. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know the actual footprints of the terminal. 

·         Was surprised terminal only intending to work 4 trains a day. 

·         Wanted to know how many employees when operational. 

·         Wanted to know if planning to hire unionized employees, contract employees or both. 

·         Asked if there would be a repair shop built on site. 

·         Asked where the dump was by our property. 

·         Asked what type of cranes we would be operating. 

·         Wanted to know potential truck routes. 

·         Asked when was earliest terminal would be opened for business. 

·         Asked the number of pad tracks. 

·         Asked which trains would be handled at this terminal. 

7/6/2015 N/A Owns 200 acres of land directly across from Tremaine from the hub. Just came in to have a look around. Has a positive outlook regarding the project, he intends to use his land for commercial purposes and he is in the 

trucking industry. 

7/6/2015 N/A Lives near Bronte St and Heslop Rd. Expressed concerns regarding traffic on Britannia. Was wondering why CN/Milton doesn't built the truck entrance to go East from the Hub and reach Highway 25 directly. 

7/7/2015 N/A Retired couple from Milton living just off Ontario St. North of Laurier who wanted to get a better understanding of the terminal, as well as, voice their concerns around any addition traffic in the area.  He seemed more 

open to community needs, while she told me more than once I was probably lying because that‟s what all business‟ do ... it‟s all for the money.  She left saying that she truly hoped I wasn‟t lying to her in what was 

discussed.  She said her building was having a meeting tomorrow morning on subject of the new terminal and glad that she came here today so she could answer their questions.  ( I politely suggested that it might be 

much better if she recommended that the others drop by the Info Center themselves or maybe as a group). 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Asked exactly where the terminal footprints would be. 

·         Asked if Tremaine was the road Milton was intending to join into the 401. 

·         He made mention to the environmental benefits of rail versus truck. 
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·         Asked what the ratio of containers to truck would be.  Told him 1:1 pretty much, except to note that every well car holds 2 containers, not only 1. 

·         They weren‟t sure exactly what intermodal traffic was. 

·         Wanted to know truck routes. 

·         She told me point blank that she is a very light sleeper and is not happy with all the trucks on Ontario St now, let alone when terminal opens. 

·         She asked me if CN had our „permit‟ yet to build.  I said no, still working things through with CTA and CEAA when she said with her finger pointing at me „Ahaa ... I knew that‟.  (Whatever that meant??) 

·         Asked where the majority of trucks would be going. 

·         He asked what happened to the empty containers once the imports were unloaded. 

·         She kept telling me CN was not very popular with the community, so there must a reason for this I‟m not saying. 

·         She wanted to know why a new terminal and where was traffic handled now. 

·         She asked if CN doubling their traffic thru Milton with these 2 new trains.  She hears them now. 

·         He asked what the blue ponds were for. 

·         He asked about how traffic would get to Hamilton or London areas. 

·         She asked about local employment and if any benefits to the community with CN in the area. 

7/8/2015 N/A Three CN employees from the Engineering Department working on track maintenance in the Halton subdivision. One was here before but wanted to bring his supervisor in for a tour. They obviously have a strong 

understanding of rail operations so talked amongst themselves from time to time. 

- asked about the length of road on our property to accommodate truck traffic 

– noted that this was a very small operation for CN 

– asked the number of employees required once terminal operational 

- asked about the overpass at Britannia 

- asked about the joining of Tremaine to the 401 and the truckers' handling of the roundabouts 

- asked about the length of mainline that CN would be double-tracking 

- asked about number of trucks along with the routes they would use 

- asked overall how the general public is accepting the idea of the terminal 

- asked when the timeframe when operational 

- made mention a couple of times that if rail yard didn't come to Milton and land used for residential, the combination of all the additional personal cars plus all the trucks that would still be required to stock/maintain 

the additional stores would be a wash with the additional trucks from the terminal alone 

7/8/2015 N/A Older gentleman originally from England and living in Milton since 1971. Is a true rail fan and understands the environmental benefits with taking traffic off the road and putting it on rail. Mentioned he'd been a fan of 

railroading since he was a little child. Mentioned that he gets annoyed with neighbours and such who seem to understand the need for the terminal, but have the "not in my backyard" mentality 

– asked how long CN owned the property and sarcastically, if the city planners were thinking we might eventually use it as an amusement park 

– mentioned that he liked the fact that CN were planning overpasses and underpasses to not interfere with residential traffic 

- mentioned more than once the environmental benefits of rail vs. trucks, especially given that 1 full intermodal train can replace over 200 trucks driving into the city 

- asked about the truck routes they would be using 

- asked when Tremaine would be joined into the 401 

- asked about the type of cranes we would be using in the yard 

- asked when it would be operational 

- asked where we stood regarding regulatory process 

- asked what we were doing to protect the environmental locally (i.e. wildlife, etc.) 

- mentioned that he supports additional industry in the region over pure residential zoning 

- he knew pretty much where the terminal was located but seem surprised with the actual amount of land CN owned in the area 

7/8/2015 N/A Young couple who are residents of Milton and live just East of the mainline South of Derry Rd. They are worried about noise levels with trains now having to slow down to enter terminal although they didn't realize there 

are only two trains in and two trains out each day. They came in with a level of concern and uncertainty about the project, but left thinking it is a good thing and supportive of the project now that they have been 

informed 

- noise of trains braking and stopping on mainline by their house 

- asked about construction date and operational date 

- asked about a gap in the current sound barrier near their house and asked if any plans to seal it up 

- asked about the highways the trucks they will mostly use (401, 403, etc.) 

- asked how the truckers would most likely get to them 

- asked how many trains will the facility handle 

- asked where are the current 26 trains coming from and going to 

- asked if these 4 trains were to replace some of those currently moving on the mainline now 

- asked how many trucks the terminal will handle every day 

- asked what % of truck traffic does CN control 

- asked how is CN working with Laurier, knew the campus was not approved and thought it was being transferred to Markham 

- asked when Tremaine will eventually join into the 401 
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- asked how many cars per train 

- worried about property values 

- liked the idea of water management ponds along with our effort to clean out and divert Indian Creek 

- asked to see on a map exactly what land CN owned, which areas were recently purchased and which areas have we owned for nearly 20 years 

- asked what studies are being done to meet CEAA's requirements 

- they recognize the money/taxes this will bring in and that the spinoff jobs created will be beneficial for the community 

7/10/2015 N/A A Milton resident who originally dropped in with questions regarding job opportunities at the terminal.  However, while here he started asking some questions regarding the terminal specifically so I will write him up.  

Incidentally, he is in favor of it being built. 

 

Questions / Concerns: 

• Where was terminal to be built exactly. 

• Will the terminal only handle container traffic. 

• Wanted to know nature of the goods inside containers. 

• Was under the impression the proposed terminal would be the largest terminal in the system. 

• Asked if the terminal was a sure thing or could it still be stopped by the government. 

• Asked what route truckers would be through the city. 

• Asked if CN had its own fleet of trucks. 

• Asked if we would be hiring locally for jobs at the terminal. 

• Asked if CN would be expanding the go-train service with the new terminal. 

7/13/2015 N/A Was curious about engineering/contractors info. Wants us to send him email with Thursday open house details. 

7/13/2015 N/A Milton resident in trucking industry. Just wanted general information about the project, was interested in employment opportunities. Works for Kriska. 

7/14/2015 N/A A local resident of Milton who dropped by the center for some general knowledge of the terminal.  Is also planning on attending the open house on Thursday and asked what he could expect then.  In general, he 

seemed in favor of new terminal and didn‟t seem to have any issues with what was said. 

 

Questions / Concern: 

• Asked about the exact footprints of the terminal. 

• Asked when exactly CN had bought up the land. 

• Was wondering why then everyone seeming surprised about our intentions to build a rail yard when we‟ve owned the land for all these years. 

• Asked about how far CN would be double tracking the mainline. 

• Asked where the goods would be coming from (i.e. train origins and destinations). 

• Asked how many containers could be handled on a train. 

• Was somewhat surprised how close the land fill of the Waste Management Center to our yard. 

• Asked about differences between our terminal and CP‟s terminal off Trafalgar. 

• Asked about the water management ponds. 

• Asked about truck routes. 

• Asked about road expansions/upgrades and timing. 

• Asked about Tremaine joining into 401. 

• Mentioned the level crossing on Lower Base Line has blocked him more than once riding his bike around town. 

• Mentioned the loss of Target and future loss of Sobey‟s distribution centers and figures there must have been awful lot of trucks on roads in town to support their business. 

• Mentioned the efficiency of trains versus trucks and how much we can handle on one liter of diesel. 

• Looked at the CN map and made reference he was surprised to see we went from ocean to ocean down to Gulf. 

• He mentioned that Vancouver was an alternative to Long Beach, CA. 

• Mentioned the size of modern ocean vessels and the number of TEUs they could handle. 

7/14/2015 N/A Middle aged lady from Milton employed as a nurse who dropped by the center asking to sign the petition to keep the railroad out.  She didn‟t realize it was a CN Info Center, but rather a Milton Votes No office.  When 

she met me she told me straight up front she was completely opposed and didn‟t want the rail yard anywhere near Milton.   It wasn‟t so much that she just didn‟t want the railroad here, she didn‟t want Milton to grow.  

She related back to days when she first moved here Milton was rural and there were 25,000 people spread out with lots of area for farm land.  Now with the growth of the GTA moving westward into Milton, she is very 

upset.  It is not just CN she was complaining about, it was all industry/population growth that will take away more farmland forcing us to get our food from overseas where they are full of chemicals.  Said she‟s a nurse 

and seeing kids in their early twenties dying from heart attacks due to the insecticides in food polluting their bodies. 

 

Questions / Concerns: 

• She wanted to know exactly where the terminal would be located. 

• She mentioned that we are only starting with 4 trains a day, but once our foot‟s in the door we‟re going add much more. 

• She asked if this was a done deal and if Milton City Council had signed off on this. 
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• She wondered why we couldn‟t built this terminal way north of the city then truck everything down. 

• She asked if we had looked at other potential sites. 

• She asked who regulates the railroad. 

• She asked about timelines from build to operational. 

• She said she was completely opposed to the railroad because she doesn‟t want her grandchildren to develop cancer from all the poisonous foods they would have to eat now that we‟ve taken away land for local 

farmers. 

• She understood that goods moving by rail is much better for the environment as compared to moving via truck. 

• Told me more than once, CN is just a corporation, and corporations only care about one thing … money. 

7/17/2015 N/A He is a CN HEO (heavy equipment operator) at BIT who lives outside Guelph wanted to find out in general what was happening with the new terminal project.  He heard it about the center from another 

employee/friend of his at BIT so dropped by on his day off for a tour.  He didn‟t have a lot of questions given that he already works in an Intermodal terminal. 

  

Question/Concerns:  

·         He asked where exactly the terminal would be built. 

·         Asked which trains would be worked at terminal. 

·         Asked about the amount of land we would be working. 

·         Asked if we would be using the big overhead lift cranes in this facility. 

·         Asked about the widening of Britannia. 

·         Asked about the number of trucks. 

·         Asked about sound protection for nearby homes. 

·         He asked about legislative process and we stood regarding timing. 

·         Asked how long to build the terminal and ultimately when it would open. 

·         Asked how many trucks would our truck lanes accommodate. 

7/18/2015 N/A The couple dropped in for a quick rundown of the new terminal while their son was at his Kumon class.  They were very friendly did not appear opposed to project.  They didn‟t stay too long as they received a phone 

call from Kumon and had to leave to pick up their son. 

  

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know the location of the terminal. 

·         Wanted to know where the truck entrance to the terminal would be. 

·         Asked how many trucks to expect on the roads. 

·         Asked the most likely routes the trucks would take in and out of terminal.  Were particularly concerned about James Snow Pkwy. 

·         Asked if this had any impact on the Go Train service (CP line). 

·         Asked about the employee entrance off of Tremaine. 

·         Asked about the timeframe for Tremaine joining into the 401. 

·         Asked what the Water Management Ponds were for. 

·         Asked about current widening of Britannia and Hwy 25. 

·         They made mentioned of how far back off Tremaine the pads were. 

·         Asked how many jobs the terminal would create (direct and indirect). 

·         Asked if the terminal would be utilizing the large gantry style cranes. 

7/18/2015 N/A Local Milton family lives south of Main St. Just west of James Snow Pkwy.  Their parents also live in Milton and have already been down to the Center.  They wanted to come down for some general information on the 

project.  They were supportive and understood the need for the terminal given all the expansion in the region.  Had the bulletin in their hand for the Open House last Thursday but weren‟t able to make it.  Mentioned her 

father was an ex-railroader. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know the overall location of the terminal. 

·         Wanted to know where the truck entrance would be. 

·         Wanted to know how many trains would be handled at the terminal and if they were already passing on mainline today. 

·         Asked about the water retention ponds. 

·         Asked if there would be any level crossings similar to Goreway in Brampton (where he works) as he gets stopped there many times. 

·         Asked about noise in terminals ... would we be planting trees. 

·         Asked about the CEAA process and timeframe for construction and opening of terminal. 

·         Asked a question on the EA from CEAA in terms of what environmental aspects are they specifically looking for answers from CN. 

·         Asked about number of jobs in the terminal and if they would be new or from BIT. 

·         Asked about road expansion plans. 
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·         Asked about truck routes in and out of terminal. 

·         Asked about CP tracks and would it have any impact there or with Go Trains. 

·         Asked if it was a 24/7 operation. 

·         Asked if terminal would be using a lot of shunt trucks. 

·         Asked how many other Intermodal Terminals across the system and where. 

·         Surprised how CN went from Pacific to Atlantic and down to Gulf thinking we stopped at Chicago.  Didn‟t realize just how big CN was. 

·         Asked general operational questions about the terminal regarding how the trains would be worked on the tracks. 

·         Asked what type of cranes we would be using in the terminal. 

·         Asked about the gate operations and if truckers would be dropping off and picking up in the same trip. 

7/21/2015 N/A Young man and woman who dropped by the center today for a general overview of what‟s happening with the proposed terminal.  They had no specific concerns and appeared indifferent either way, just wanted an 

overview.  He did most of the talking for the pair (which wasn‟t much) and mentioned more than once about the need for the terminal in Milton.  They weren‟t here for long and about 10 minutes into our conversation, 

mentioned that they were part of group of citizens known as „Milton Life‟ or „Milton Living‟, or something to that effect, and they wanted to put a notice on their website about the Info Center, our hours of operations 

and what kind of help/assistance they would be given.  They mentioned that neither of them had heard of the Info Center prior to today and only know now because of the sandwich billboard placed by Starbucks.  

Apparently his intention is to come back later this week and pan a 360 degree video shot so he can put up on his site saying it could really assist in our efforts of getting our message out to the people.  I referred him to 

the website and advised him that he should make is request in the comments section about his intentions.  That he should leave his contact information and someone will get back to him on this.   As a follow up, Karen 

and myself did a quick check on the internet and couldn‟t find anything specific to what he claimed.  However, we did google his name and see that he is, in fact, a real estate agent for Remax working in Milton.  It 

also appeared that he had another website where he modeled men‟s dress attire and gave fashion advise.   I have no idea if this is what he was referring to, but hope this helps. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Wanted to know exactly where the terminal would be. 

·         Asked how much land we owned around the site. 

·         Asked what would happen to nearby residents. 

·         Asked if housing around BIT similar to what is around planned terminal when it first opened in early 80s. 

·         Asked about truck routings to various markets and road expansions. 

·         Asked about the overpass on Britannia. 

·         Asked about development north of Britannia and south of Louis St Laurent. 

·         Asked about the water retention ponds and if they were already existing. 

7/22/2015 N/A Asked about current job opportunities. Is a truck driver that lives in Milton and was told to come to the Info Centre after attending the recent golf tournament (Tiger Jeet Singh Foundation's 2nd annual golf tournament) 

7/27/2015 N/A Lives in North Milton but farms the properties. 

Key concerns: 

- will the rest of the property remain open to farming. Particularly between the access road and Tremaine 

- project timing, when will it be operational 

- container stacking heights and operations at the terminal 

7/28/2015 N/A Gentleman dropped in for a short time while his daughter was in a martial arts class next door.  He mentioned that he‟d heard lots of talk from people on the CN and thought he would take a few minutes to find out 

answers to some of his questions.   He didn‟t stay that long and kept his eye on his watch as he didn‟t want to travel too far from his child.  I mentioned to him in leaving the days and hours of operations here and said he 

could come back anytime with more specific questions.  He didn‟t appear challenging in any matter, mostly nodding his head after answering his questions.  He thanked us when leaving and mentioned the center with 

all the displays was quite informative. 

 

Questions / Concerns: 

• Asked about the actual footprints of the terminal.  

• Asked in relation to the small airport nearby. 

• Asked about Laurier and they were looking to build. 

• Asked about the advantages / benefits to the community for this terminal being in Milton. 

• Asked about the number of trucks on a daily basis. 

• Asked about expected truck routes through Milton. 

• Asked about operational dates. 

• Asked where it stood regarding regulatory process. 

• Asked about the size of the terminal. 

• Asked whether the traffic was truck to rail or was it rail to truck oriented.  In general, he was asked what the intermodal business really was. 

• Asked about CN as a company in general and where do we see ourselves headed in the future. 

7/29/2015 N/A Looking for a position at the MLH, admin job. Provided a tour of the centre and gave overview of the project. Asked about timelines and mentioned she hopes we are up and running in 2018. 

7/30/2015 N/A CN retiree came in to find out more about the status of the project. Was part of the 2001 Milton Project and was involved in acquiring the lands. Asked about the types of cranes that will be used in the yard. Asked 

about the number of reachstackers, the manufacturer suppyling them, and whether there would be any straddle carriers. Suggested we look at moving CN's Welland cargo to the MLH and shutting down the Welland 
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terminal. 

8/6/2015 N/A Middle-aged Polish lady who lives on the south side of Lower Base Line east of First Line. She dropped in to have a better understanding of what was to come as she had been hearing much talk from her neighbours. A 

friend told her of this centre and said that we would be able to explain in more detail so she could understand what was in the plan. She started off by being quite negative of what would happen to her life if this went 

through but left better educated. She was definitely not as negative but still a little skeptical. Overall she thanked us and said she had a much better understanding. 

Asked about timelines when terminal would be operational. 

·         She asked if we were planning any overpass/underpass at Lower Base Line. 

·         Asked about routes truckers would use to access the QEW. 

·         Asked if there were any plans we knew of to change Lower Bases Lines designation for trucking. 

·         Asked about the number of trucks we anticipated. 

·         Asked about the number of trains to be handled at the terminal. 

·         Mentioned more than once that what we said would only be for a short time before the terminal was expanded to handle twice or more the traffic that we‟re saying now. (i.e. misleading future growth of terminal) 

·         Asked about intended use of lands not part of the 400 acres which will be converted for terminal operations. 

·         Asked if this was only site CN could choose.  Why not north of the 401? 

·         Asked about the negative environmental impacts the terminal would create. 

·         Concerned about the pricing of homes with the opening of the terminal. 

·         Asked about footprints of the terminal and the boundary we own (as in the 400 acres vs the 1,000 we own). 

·         Asked what would happen to people living on our land. 

8/8/2015 N/A A young middle aged man born and raised in Nova Scotia (Sydney area) now a Milton resident for many years who simply wanted a better understanding of what was happening with the rail yard issue he‟s hearing so 

much about.  His wife was getting some dental work done next door and decided to stop by the center.   He didn‟t ask many questions as he wanted more of an overall general understanding, though he did expand 

in the end into topics not really related to the Milton terminal which I mention in the end.  He also made mention he‟s a believer in this project for Milton. 

  

Questions / Concerns:  

·         Where exactly was the terminal going to be located. 

·         He asked who in their right mind would want to live by a Waste Management Site in the first place. 

·         What type of traffic would be handled at the site. 

·         Which trains will be worked at the terminal. 

·         What was the main purpose for CN wanting to establish a terminal at this site. 

·         Asked about the berm off Tremaine. 

·         Wanted to know the main complaints of the citizens. 

·         Mentioned that being from the Maritimes, if this terminal would be proposed in their towns that people wouldn‟t be arguing about anything except where and when they could submit applications for work. 

·         Asked how CN was taking applications for this ... online?  Not for him as he works for Metrolinks but in case others ask. 

·         Wanted to know how the local politicians stood on the issue. 

·         Asked about the purpose of the water retention ponds. 

·         Asked how many new jobs CN would bring to the community.  Also whether they would be from new hires or transferred in from other locations. 

·         Asked about indirect jobs as a result of the rail terminal.  

·         Asked about timelines for the terminal to be operational. 

·         Asked about construction time to build. 

·         Asked what level of government does CN report to ... if we really have to report to anyone at all since we‟ve been in existence for well over 100 yrs. 

·         Asked if CN and CP were the biggest railroads in North America. 

·         Talked about Irving in St. John, NB and asked if they owned the NBSR (New Brunswick Southern Railway) ... YES. 

·         Brought up the old CN Marine and asked if we owned Marine Atlantic ... NO. 

·         He asked then if CN was out of the Marine business ... No CN is involved in bulk shipments on the Great Lakes. 

·         He mentioned abandoning rail traffic in Newfoundland and I said I believe (not 100% sure) it was because of the different size track width than the rest of North America and the cost to convert. 

8/12/2015 N/A What part of NO don't you people understand? Nobody in Milton wants this - no more trains, no more trucks, no more noise and dust. Go find another location. P.S. You can put lipstick on a pig but it's still a pig! 

 

*mailed up ripped up Open House invitation 

8/17/2015 N/A Middle aged lady who dropped by the center for some general information on the upcoming terminal.  Didn‟t ask many questions and mostly listened, but main concern was amount of trucks and route onto 401.  She 

didn‟t care about the additional 1,000 jobs in the area as they weren‟t good jobs ... they were only blue collar, truck related industry jobs.   She wasn‟t too keen on CN opening this terminal in Milton, but she also 

mentioned she wasn‟t in favor of any growth in the area. 

 

Questions/Concerns: 

• Wanted to know exactly where the terminal would be. 

• Asked about the truck entrance and wondered if it was originally from the south off Tremaine. 

• Asked if there was any other entrance on terminal from Tremaine.  (only the employee entrance) 
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• Asked about timing for Tremaine to be connected into the 401. 

• Asked about road upgrades for Britannia to the 407, and Tremaine south of Britannia. 

• Asked if any plans to upgrade Lower Base Line for truck capability. 

• Asked about routing trucks would take for various markets (Toronto/Brampton/Mississauga – London/Kitchener/Waterloo – Hamilton/Niagara). 

• Had the number of truck trips per day of 1500 in her head.  Told her it was 1300 to start but would increase to 1600 over next 5 years or so. 

• Concerned about additional number of trucks onto the 401 as it‟s really congested now. 

• Asked about the water retention ponds. 

• Asked about double tracking and how far up it would be done.  

• Asked if any intention on CN to double track all the way through Milton and over the 401. 

• Concerned for her daughter driving on Britannia with so many trucks. 

• Asked about zoning regulations east and west of Tremaine. 

• Asked about additional trains into Milton.  She thought it was four, but was told only two.  Two of the trains already run through Milton.  

• Asked where traffic was handled now. 

• Asked how trucks does BIT handle a day. 

• Asked where the Brampton operation was and mentioned she might want to go herself to see the operation from the road. 

• Asked if any other intermodal terminals in Ontario. 

• Asked if CN property stopped at Lower Base Line and if we intended to extend beyond. 

• Asked about future property values to local area residents. 

8/17/2015 N/A Retired couple looking to buy a house in Milton. Currently in motorhome north of the 401. Want to buy away from the terminal. Concerned about truck traffic. Seemed neutral. 

8/19/2015 N/A Lives on Tremaine/Derry - concerned with trucks using Tremaine. Asked about current status of project. Had knowledge about project from news/media. Asked about explosion in Tianjin and if that could happen here. 

We talked about the blast, how we move dangerous goods in Intermodal...he thought we would handle tanks or full railcars of dangerous goods. (Had emailed on March 27/15) 

8/19/2015 N/A Were on their way to check out the terminal site and decided to drop into the Info Centre beforehand. 

8/20/2015 N/A Ex-CN police who wanted more info about the terminal. 

- how many trucks in/out per day 

- how many trains will be worked, compared to Brampton 

- where exactly the terminal is 

- noise compared to Brampton 

- where the Velodrome and Waste Management site are in comparison to the terminal 

- number and types of tracks being built 

- current position in the review process 

8/20/2015 N/A Came in to get a better understanding of where the terminal will be. Interested in partnering with CN, spoke to Jim Gray and will remain in contact with him. Possibility of building two soccer fields on CN property 

(artifical turf). Asked about number of trucks and truck routes. Asked about the expansion of Britannia 

8/25/2015 N/A Local Miltonian couple who currently live very close to this center on James Snow and Main, however, have just bought a new home currently under construction on the Northwest corner of Britannia and Hwy 25. Were 

not upset so much for the rail operation coming so close to their new home, but more so the anticipated truck traffic on nearby roads 

 - wanted to know the actual footprint of the terminals 

- wanted  to know the truck routes into Toronto vs Western Ontario vs Hamilton Niagara region 

- asked if the project was going through and what the operational date would be 

– wanted to know the impact to Rattlesnake Point due to concerns she had read online 

- wanted to know if terminal operation would be 24/7 in and out truck traffc 

- wanted to know the amount of truck traffic anticipated on a daily operation 

- wanted to know about future property values 

- wanted to know about future plans of adding more tracks to expand the terminal into a much bigger operation 

- asked about the zoning and how government went about changing it 

- wanted to know how many trucks would be on the roads around the same time, she's concerned about increased driving time to work in the morning 

- mentioned between themselves that the project would obviously have to go through since we have this info centre all set up to talk to the public 

- asked about truck traffic Northbound on Tremaine to 401 and Southbound to 403/QEW 

- asked about plans to widen Britannia beyond Hwy 25 

- wondered how this project could be approved prior to road infrastructure being in place 

- asked about businesses that would also come into the area with the new terminal and whether all nearby residents would want to sell out 

- asked about water retention ponds 

- wondered at first if she would see the rail operation and grounded containers from her house 

- asked about the possibility of adding an additional truck entrance off of Tremaine after terminal opened 
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- asked about the employee car entrance off of Tremaine 

8/26/2015 N/A Wanted to know where the terminal would be. Wanted to know the number of employees (direct and indirect) generated, number of tracks that will be put in. Was generally indifferent to the terminal, mentioned that 

Milton is becoming a warehouse town anyway. 

8/27/2015 N/A A Toplift representative (current reach stacker supplier for CN), and Milton resident came in today around 16:45. 

 

He was supportive of the project and was looking for some information on the Milton project. He was very familiar with intermodal and intermodal operations at CN. 

 

He runs a charity golf tournament here in Milton on Sept 25th at the Victoria Park East Golf Club (Guelph, ON) and was looking for sponsorship for the golf tournament (various levels $100 - $7500).  The money raised 

during the tournament is used to give back to the community.  Provided his contact info. 

8/27/2015 N/A   

8/28/2015 N/A An employee of OOCL and a local Milton resident (lives not far from the centre on the southwest side of James Snow Parkway just south of the CP tracks) who has heard a lot of commotion on the project and wanted 

to get a general overview from CN. He mentioned that he had heard negative aspects from the Milton Says No representatives who are at various local activities. He also mentioned he wasn't aware of the Info Centre's 

existence, but just happened to see the billboard in the plaza so dropped by. Overall impression was that he was not negative towards the terminal or CN, just wanted a better understanding 

- he wanted to know the general footprints of the terminal. Was surprised as he believed it was north of the 401 

- he asked how long CN has owned this land 

- he asked if CN had looked at any other site than Milton 

- he asked why the Mayor and town representatives were not in favour of the terminal 

- he asked how many trains where moving on the mainline today 

- he asked how many trains would be handled at this terminal and which ones 

- he asked what we were planning to do with BIT 

- he asked what the storm management ponds were for 

- he asked when the terminal would be opening 

- he asked where we stood in the approval process 

- he asked about the storing of empty containers in the terminal 

9/8/2015 N/A Owner-operator in Milton looking for an opportunity to work with CN. Was very supportive of the terminal being built. Asked when it would be operational. Asked where CN currently is in the CEAA process and how 

being under a panel review affects the operational dates. 

9/15/2015 N/A A local Milton resident who lives on Lower Base Line just east of Tremaine. He appeared to be a matter-of-fact kind of individual who merely wanted the facts presented to him so he can make up his own mind. He 

came asking for an overall rundown or the project and asked minimal questions. He left never indicating whether he was for or against. Just said thank you and left. One area he seemed to show his approval towards 

were the planned overpass on Britannia and the underpass on Lower Base Line. 

- where CN stood with regard to legislation 

- wanted to know when construction would begin 

- asked about noise factor 

- asked about lighting 

- asked about potential truck routes 

- asked about Indian Creek and heard we had plans to divert 

- asked if terminal would be using gantry-style cranes 

9/15/2015 N/A Elder couple of local Milton residents for over 18 years. Came in with an open mind and didn't appear to have any preconceived negative notions 

- exact footprint of terminal 

- number of jobs and how many would be new hires (not transfers from BIT) 

- truck routings 

- planned road development 

- number of trucks to be handled 

- what kind of benefits the terminal would bring to Milton 

- will CN be employing latest technology at terminal 

- efficiency of trucks vs. rail regarding fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 

- what will happen to current tenants living on CN property 

- water management ponds 

- regulatory processes, what CN was required to do and what timing was involved 

- when terminal would be operational 

- what products would be handled in containers and what intermodal entailed in general 

- asked if CN employed bar codes to identify what was inside containers 

- asked if CN would be stacking containers three high on the trains 
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Comment 

Date 

Comment 

Card ID 
Topics raised during discussions with Project Team staff at the Public Information Centre 

- why CN wouldn't build the terminal north of the 401 

9/18/2015 N/A Gentleman came in looking for a job at the Milton terminal, either in the yard or in the office. Dropped off his resume and will email milton@cn.ca 

9/19/2015 N/A Milton resident who came in to express several deep concerns that he had regarding the terminal, and wanted to ensure they would be noted. His biggest worry concerned the impact the terminal would have on his 

property value, as he lives close to the existing tracks, just north of where the terminal would be. He used BIT as an example of nearby housing values decreasing. He also felt that the way CN went about announcing this 

terminal was underhanded (“dirty pool”). He mentioned that when the city was determining its future growth plans in 2008, CN said they had no intentions of building a terminal – so when CN announced its plan for the 

terminal in 2015, CN blindsided the city by being a “late player to the game”. Due to this, he felt CN was being the opposite of transparent. 

 

His other issues included the impact of 1600 trucks in terms of the routing it would take, truck traffic, pollution, and its impact on the safety of cyclists, his kids, etc. He had a problem with the noise that the terminal would 

emit, and asked why there wasn‟t an industrial buffer zone around the terminal as there usually would be with terminals like this (as evidenced by the one surrounding BIT). He said it didn‟t make sense why there is a lack 

of a buffer zone as it puts the terminal right next to residential area and poses a safety concern. Working in emergency management, he noted that the intermodal terminal would carry a lot of safety risks, i.e. if a spill, 

collision or explosion were to happen. He said that in five years, the terminal will definitely be “dirty”, with containers and things everywhere – basically, that it would not look like our 3D model at all. 

9/26/2015 N/A Couple that lives near James Snow Pkwy concerned about the traffic that the influx of trucks would add. They are looking to perhaps invest in a rental property somewhere in Milton but are wondering if it would even 

be a good decision due to the amount of truck traffic. They mentioned that traffic is bad enough and the terminal hasn't even been built yet. They asked about the CEAA process and where CN is now, and how that 

affects our operational dates. 

9/26/2015 N/A Resident who came in very concerned about truck traffic and decreasing property values. He lives on Tremaine close to Derry and was very worried about trucks driving on the road close to where his kids are playing. 

He had many ideas about redirecting trucks away from residential area. He said he himself was a business man and therefore understood the importance of bringing jobs to Milton, but that every resident and all the 

politicians are against the project. 

9/29/2015 N/A Came in to find out about the project and about a job opportunity. Was asked to send his resume to Milton email. Thought that CN, CP, GO, etc. all used the same tracks (like roads, that everyone shares). Once he 

found out that CP had the east/west tracks through Milton (near his home) he wasn't concerned about the terminal. As a consumer, he understands the terminal is needed and has to go somewhere. Thought CP 

Vaughan was a CN facility 

10/3/2015 N/A Couple that came in mostly concerned about truck traffic and truck routing on Britannia. Also asked about the timeline of the project. Said his neighbour was more concerned than he was. He also asked about the 

road expansion plans and whether CN would be involved in cost-sharing. He also asked if there would be warehouses and distribution centres built on our property. He was interested in knowing what kind of spinoff jobs 

would be created. Asked about the budget for the terminal. Mentioned that he could hear the train going by his house right now. In terms of truck traffic, he also asked about the times that the majority of the trucks 

would be coming in and out by. 

10/6/2015 N/A Resident of Milton who was concrned about the 1500 trucks per day and how many running by her house on Steeles Ave east of Tremaine near Bronte Rd. She mentioned the town of Milton planning to increase from 

current 2 lanes to 6 lanes to accommodate additional traffic. She was not opposed to the coming of the terminal as she inferred CN would not do anything stupid to damage the environment, she was just concerned 

over truck traffic and noise 

 

- recognized a new terminal built in the town is good for business 

- asked where the trucks were coming from and where they would go leaving the terminal 

- asked about the water management ponds 

- asked how the tracks in the yard would be used (i.e. 1 for loading and 1 for unloading, etc.) 

- asked if we would be handling 53' containers and trailers 

  

As a follow up, she said she was at our open house in July and I remember her too. She kept insisting CN had level road crossings on our mainline and what was our intent with them. I told her our mainline has overpasses 

on all major crossings, so she left and came back with a street name with only lights and a mechanical arm. We then looked at a map to determine not the mainline but an industrial spur off the mainline just south of the 

401. 

10/14/2015 N/A Senior resident of Milton very supportive of new terminal and believes will be a great addition to the community both on a business aspect and a tax benefit to the community.   I remember her from the open house at 

the Best Western in July from some of the points she mentioned.  She has lived in the Milton area all her life and has a lot of knowledge of both the historical and current town.  She truly believes in CN and believes that 

we will do the right thing in building the terminal. 

  

Concerns / Issues:  

·         Warned of the type of red clay found under the proposed rail yard with regards to problems we will encounter with stability and land shifting if we don‟t build and support the pads sufficiently. 

·         Concerned that realignment of Indian Creek may cause instability in surrounding land due to disturbing of the clay. 

·         She was aware of steep grading issues on tracks north of the 401. 

·         Made a suggestion that due to our distance and time from downtown to Milton in bad weather, CN construct some sort of truck stop area to let truckers rest if nearing end of their daily allowable work hours.  She 

mentioned in her dealing with truckers over the years that local inspectors are quite strict on enforcement of maximum logged hours in a day. 

·         Since ground is built on clay, she suggested our consultants/engineers visit the Burlington Airpark to see how their roads and runways were built.  They did a great job and can handle heavy loads easily. 

·         She mentioned some of the town roads, including Britannia, are not built strong enough to support heavy trucks and that we should be involved with both the town and the region with this respect to ensure roads 

are built to our standards. 

·         Mentioned that one way to ensure good roads with a solid base for our truck traffic was to charge a fee of ½ cent / ton and give money back to town for road maintenance and construction.  Said the town 

would love us for helping to support their infrastructure. 
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Comment 

Date 

Comment 

Card ID 
Topics raised during discussions with Project Team staff at the Public Information Centre 

·         Believed traffic lights are timed for cars (i.e. 8 cars = only 2 trucks).   Town would need to reassess. 

·         Suggested we talk with a local businessman who has a lifetime of experience with the trucking business and land construction in this area.  His name is [Name, Company] and lives at [address].  She implied he 

could help our development team through some of the pitfalls he‟s experienced through the years.  He is apparently very positive on the project.  She will ask him to drop by the Center to meet with us. 

·         Asked about number of trucks and potential routes. 

·         Mentioned issues with the roundabouts on Tremaine. 
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Communication Date Communication ID Communication Method Interest Group Representatives Project Team Members Communication Summary 

407 ETR (407) 

2/9/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Ray Bacquie Gilles Legault 

Tom McKee (Blakes) 

CN met with 407 ETR to discuss interchanges of 407 ETR 

utilized as part of the Project. 

Milton Chamber of Commerce (MCC) 

3/19/2015 MCC-201503190 Public Announcement of the Project  Milton Chamber of Commerce hosted breakfast for 

members and invited guests for the formal  

announcement of the project 

Keith Reardon main presenter CN had breakfast with the members of the Milton 

Chamber of Commerce to make the public  

Announcement of the Milton Logistics Hub. 

11/4/2015 MCC-201511040 Meeting - in person Brian Ellsworth (Fire Chief, Town of Milton), 

Tom Grahame Rice (Land Developer), 

Leslie McLaren (Roxul), 

Walter Heyden (Dufferin Aggregates), 

Brock Hamley (MP office), 

Erin Kaiser (Economic Development Officer, Town of 

Milton), 

Carol McDonald (Chair, Milton Chamber of 

Commerce), 

Kathy Menyes (Conservation Halton), 

Lesley Mansfield (President, Milton Chamber of 

Commerce), 

Teresa Fujarczuk (VP, Milton Chamber of 

Commernce) 

Jim Gray 

Steven Mollard 

CN met with the Milton Chamber of Commerce 

(Government Relations Council) to provide a 

presentation of the Project. 

11/18/2015 MCC-201511180 Meeting - in person Board of Directors, Milton Chamber of Commerce Keith Reardon, 

Paul Deegan 

CN met with the Milton Chamber of Commerce Board 

of Directors providing a presentation on the Project, 

including location, Terminal details, consultations and 

timelines.  

Delta Urban (DU) 

7/10/2015 DU-201507100 Meeting - in person Kathleen Schofield (Great Gulf Homes Homes), 

Michael W. Telawski (Trinison Management Corp.), 

Myron P. Pestaluky (Delta Urban), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Karen Ford (Mattamy Homes), 

Mike Vernooy (Mattamy Homes), 

Carlo Stefanutti (Fieldgate Developments), 

Maria Herrera (Fieldgate Developments) 

Sean Finn,  

Paul Deegan,  

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

 

Great Gulf Homes Homes (GGH) 

3/16/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Carlo Baldassarra (Greenpark), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Jerry Patava (Great Gulf Homes) 

Sean Finn 

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

4/6/2015 GG-201504060 Email - Outgoing Tom Griffiths, 

Jerry Patava 

Sean Finn 

 

CN sent an email to Great Gulf Homes providing copy 

of the Project Description (PD) and the English and 

French summaries of the PD that will be posted on the 

CEAA Registry on April 7, 2015. CN advised that the 

Screening Phase and 20 day comment period will be 

announced on April 7, 2015. 
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7/10/2015 GGH-201507100 Meeting - in person Kathleen Schofield (Great Gulf Homes Homes), 

Michael W. Telawski (Trinison Management Corp.), 

Myron P. Pestaluky (Delta Urban), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Karen Ford (Mattamy Homes), 

Mike Vernooy (Mattamy Homes), 

Carlo Stefanutti (Fieldgate Developments), 

Maria Herrera (Fieldgate Developments) 

Sean Finn,  

Paul Deegan,  

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

 

Greenpark Group (GG) 

3/16/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Carlo Baldassarra (Greenpark), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Jerry Patava (Great Gulf Homes) 

Sean Finn 

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

Fieldgate Developments (FD) 

7/10/2015 FD-201507100 Meeting - in person Kathleen Schofield (Great Gulf Homes Homes), 

Michael W. Telawski (Trinison Management Corp.), 

Myron P. Pestaluky (Delta Urban), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Karen Ford (Mattamy Homes), 

Mike Vernooy (Mattamy Homes), 

Carlo Stefanutti (Fieldgate Developments), 

Maria Herrera (Fieldgate Developments) 

Sean Finn,  

Paul Deegan,  

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

10/14/2015 N/A Phone conversation Dalila Giusti (Jade Acoustics) Raymond Beshro CN met with an acoustic consultant for Fieldgate 

(Jade Acoustics), regarding details on CN's future 

operations and track features in order to incorporate 

into their noise modeling. 

Mattamy Homes (MH) 

3/16/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Carlo Baldassarra (Greenpark), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Jerry Patava (Great Gulf Homes) 

Sean Finn 

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

4/6/2015 MH-201504060 Email - Outgoing Gary Gregoris, 

Mike Vernooy 

cc:Jamie Besner, 

Paul Pellegrini 

Sean Finn CN sent an email to Mattamy Homes providing copy of 

the Project Description (PD) and the English summary 

of the PD that will be posted on the CEAA Registry on 

April 7, 2015. CN advised that the Screening Phase and 

20 day comment period will be announced on April 7, 

2015. 

4/6/2015 MH-201504061 Email - Outgoing Mike Vernooy Sean Finn CN sent an email to Mattamy Homes providing copy of 

the Project Description (PD) and the English and French 

summaries of the PD that will be posted on the CEAA 

Registry on April 7, 2015. CN advised that the Screening 

Phase and 20 day comment period will be announced 

on April 7, 2015. 

4/17/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Jon Rafter Sean Finn CN met with Mattamy Homes to discuss the 

compatibilty of Mattamy projects in Boyne Survey Area 

with CN's proposed Intermodal facility. CN confirmed 

that they would not oppose Mattamy's Framgard sub-

division. 
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7/10/2015 MH-201507100 Meeting - in person Kathleen Schofield (Great Gulf Homes Homes), 

Michael W. Telawski (Trinison Management Corp.), 

Myron P. Pestaluky (Delta Urban), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Karen Ford (Mattamy Homes), 

Mike Vernooy (Mattamy Homes), 

Carlo Stefanutti (Fieldgate Developments), 

Maria Herrera (Fieldgate Developments) 

Sean Finn,  

Paul Deegan,  

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

Milton Hydro (MH) 

6/17/2015 MH-20150617 Meeting - in person Terry Riley Terry Riley, 

Colin Blair (AECOM) 

Amir Ghaly (AECOM) 

CN met with Milton Hydro to provide a Project 

overview and discuss power requirements. 

Oakville Hydro (OH) 

6/4/2015 OH-201506040 Email - Outgoing Scott Mudie Marie-therese Houde, 

cc: Darren Reynolds, 

Stantec 

CN sent an email to Oakville Hydro stating that it was a 

pleasure meeting them at the recent Town Council 

Meeting. CN thanked Oakville Hydro for their interest in 

the Project and advised to not hesitate to contact CN 

to discuss further. 

6/4/2015 OH-201506040 Email - Outgoing Scott Mudie 

cc: Michael Savel 

Marie-therese Houde, 

cc: Darren Reynolds, 

Stantec 

CN received an email from Oakville Hydro thanking CN 

for reaching out and stating that it would be their 

pleasure to facilitate discussion on the different types 

of renewable energy and geo-exchange technologies 

that Oakville Hydro Energy Services offers. Oakville 

Hydro stated that their Director of Generation is Mike 

Savel and he will be contacting CN to set up a venue. 

Ontario Chamber of Commerce (OCC) 

8/27/2015 OCC-201508270 Media Event Allan O'Dette CN The Ontario Chamber of Commerce commented on 

the benefits of the Project at the Canadian Chamber 

of Commerce's Infrastructure Federal Election Event.  

Residents Group (RG) 

5/22/2015 RG-201505220 Email - Incoming Residents Group Normand Pellerin CN received an email from Residents Group suggesting 

a meeting with CN and others in the Halton community 

to discuss how they can collaborate with CN on some 

initiatives in an effort to respond to the concerns that 

have been raised about various environmental 

impacts the Project.  A letter was attached for greater 

detail. Resident's Group stated that they have 

significant local expertise, and by working 

collaborately with CN, the Project has the potential to 

be a model for industry and the community working 

together to protect the environment. The 

representative from Resident's Group stated that their 

experience lies with the Town of Milton and the Ontario 

Municipal Board (OMB) and suggested that, based on 

their experience, any risks and impacts identified will 

very likely be determined to be “manageable”.  

5/24/2015 RH-201505240 Email - Outgoing Residents Group Normand Pellerin CN sent an email to Residents Group stating that they 

would be delighted to have a discussion with Residents 

Group regarding mitigation measures. CN stated that 

they would see what can be scheduled at the earliest 

convienence. 
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5/24/2015 RH-201505240 Email - Outgoing Residents Group Normand Pellerin CN received an email Residents Group stating that 

they would see what tentative dates they can get from 

their end and get back to CN. Residents Group asked 

whether an evening or weekend meeting would be 

possible as many of them work outside of the home 

during the day. Residents Group stated that they 

would get back to CN asap and they look forward to 

meeting with CN. 

6/10/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Residents Group Normand Pellerin, 

Luanne Patterson, 

France Moreau 

CN had a meeting with the Residents Group to discuss 

the Project overview. 

7/6/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Residents Group France Moreau, 

Chris Powell (Stantec), 

David Charlton (Stantec) 

CN had a meeting with the Residents Group to discuss 

terrestrial and aquatic field observations and and 

review poster boards for the Open House for the 

Project. 

9/10/2015 N/A Meeting - in person Residents Group France Moreau, 

Al Leggett (Stantec), 

Kana Ganesh (Stantec) 

CN had a meeting with the Residents Group to discuss 

noise and vibrations from the Project and the Review 

Panel. 

10/26/2015 RG-201510260 Meeting - in person Residents Group France Moreau, 

Chris Powell (Stantec) 

CN had a meeting onsite with Residents Group to 

review Project components. 

Starlene Homes (SH) 

4/6/2015 SH-201504060 Email - Outgoing Mr. Baldasarra Sean Finn CN sent an email to Starlene Homes providing copy of 

the Project Description (PD) and the English summary 

of the PD that will be posted on the CEAA Registry on 

April 7, 2015. CN advised that the Screening Phase and 

20 day comment period will be announced on April 7, 

2015. 

Sun Canadian Pipe Line (SCPL) 

8/27/2014 N/A Meeting - in person Les Wojtanowski Dave Howett, 

Christopher Taylor (AECOM), 

Colin Blair (AECOM) 

CN had a meeting with Sun Canadain Pipeline to 

discuss Project updates, routing and estimated cost for 

Sun Canadian pipelines. 

Trinison Management Corp. (TMC) 

7/10/2015 TMC-201507100 Meeting - in person Kathleen Schofield (Great Gulf Homes Homes), 

Michael W. Telawski (Trinison Management Corp.), 

Myron P. Pestaluky (Delta Urban), 

Gary Gregoris (Mattamy Homes), 

Karen Ford (Mattamy Homes), 

Mike Vernooy (Mattamy Homes), 

Carlo Stefanutti (Fieldgate Developments), 

Maria Herrera (Fieldgate Developments) 

Sean Finn,  

Paul Deegan,  

Paul Pellegrini (Sussex) 

CN met with interest groups to discuss the Project and 

proximity guidelines. 

All Interest Groups (AIG) 

7/8/2015 AIG-201507080 Email - Outgoing Interest groups on the contact list. Michelle Bates (Stantec) CN's Third Party Consultant (Stantec) sent an email to 

all interest groups on the contact list providing the 

invitation for CN's Open House on July 16, 2015. The 

email also included details regarding CN's Public 

Information Centre. 
 




